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ABSTRACT
This dissertation investigates the current state of digital poetry generators. The
study argues that today’s poetry programs embody a new stage distinct from secondgeneration digital literature. The new stage projects a “dynamic network aesthetic,”
reflective of four trends in Web 2.0 cultural production: the potential for mass
aggregation; the adoption of participatory platforms; the instability of textual material;
and the unpredictability of individual actors. The chapters interrogate the ways in which
the four characteristics emerge in three categories of poetry generators: programs that
manipulate user input; programs that manipulate Internet text; and programs that generate
autonomous content. Corresponding with the three categories, three theorists of the
machine inform the discussion. Donna Haraway, Jean Baudrillard, and Gilles Deleuze
each provide apt approaches to twenty-first-century technology. However, each theorist
also demonstrates the ways in which recent models of the machine do not yet fully
account for the “dynamic network aesthetic” of the Internet era. In addition to the
theoretical discussion, each chapter addresses the design and output of eight poetry
generators. The readings suggest that poetry generators, like contemporary technologies
in general, advance towards increasingly autonomous cognitive abilities. Emphasizing
the cultural value and literary merit of poetry generators, the discussion aims to validate
poetry generators’ place in literary studies, in addition to demonstrating a strong
connection between contemporary cultural trends and current poetic practice. The
dissertation concludes by imagining a potential field of study dedicated to poetry
generators. The conclusion calls for further investigations of a “dynamic network
aesthetic,” and foregrounds the need to consider future literary machines.
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1
INTRODUCTION: DYNAMIC NETWORKS AND DIGITAL POETICS
A poem is a small (or large) machine made of words.
William Carlos Williams, Introduction to The Wedge
Defining a “Dynamic Network Aesthetic”
In 1944, when William Carlos Williams equated poetry to machines, he did not
imply the literal combination of writing and technology. Although Williams meant his
metaphor to promote economy in poetic practice – a practice that would have nothing
wasted, “no part, as in any other machine, that is redundant” (Williams 256) – the actual
relationship between machines and poetry is, today, far from figurative: online programs
write the complex structures of poetic forms; digital poets harvest the textual abundance
of information networks; biological experiments design the organic architectures of
autogenetic poetry. Similar experiments with computer-generated poetry have existed for
over six decades, but recent cultural developments have helped spawn a new generation
of literary technology. This study argues that poetry generators have developed a
“dynamic network aesthetic” reflective of today’s globally connected information
society. Much like the Internet platforms that have revolutionized cultural production,
contemporary poetry generators revise the role of human creators, through tools that
transform static products into dynamic processes. Poetry generators participate in the
same transformation, by combining the technical abilities of today’s poets with the
cognitive abilities of today’s technologies. Both as a Williams-like metaphor and as a
tangible embodiment, a “dynamic network aesthetic” introduces a profound connection
between poem and machine.
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The principal characteristics of a “dynamic network aesthetic” resemble trends in
cultural production that have emerged over the past decade. Although a “dynamic
network aesthetic” applies to a broad set of cultural activities, beyond merely the Internet,
writers who analyze Internet culture provide some practical terms and specific examples.
Seminal texts in the field of digital studies, including Tim O’Reilly’s “What is Web 2.0?:
Design Patterns and Business Models for the Next Generation of Software” (2005),
Yochai Benkler’s The Wealth of Networks: How Social Production Transforms Markets
and Freedom (2006), and Lawrence Lessig’s Code: Version 2.0 (2006), provide useful
introductions to patterns in today’s technological landscape and its related social
phenomena. Although the ideas of O’Reilly, Benkler, and Lessig, among others, fittingly
apply to machine-made poetry, literary critics have generally overlooked the opportunity
to utilize digital studies. By challenging convention, and by involving digital theorists,
this study aims to demonstrate the intimate connection between poetry generators and
contemporary culture. To do so, the following paragraphs borrow ideas from digital
studies, culminating with four characteristics that define a “dynamic network aesthetic.”
O’Reilly provides some concrete examples of dynamic networks, in his account
of Web 1.0 and Web 2.0 Internet trends. Already a rather dated term in digital studies,1
“Web 2.0” was first coined by O’Reilly at a 2004 conference, and later, in a Web article
that explains a post-bubble generation of Internet technologies. According to O’Reilly,
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Digital studies has already introduced the term “Web 3.0,” to describe the Internet as a “Semantic Web.”
Web 3.0 emphasizes machine-readable information that helps programs to independently perform more
complex cognitive work than in earlier eras. The semantic capabilities of Web 3.0 account for important
trends in digital culture, however, the changes are far less revolutionary than the inception of Web 2.0
Internet capabilities. Because Web 3.0 relies on, and extends the functionalities of Web 2.0 technology, I
choose to discuss the earlier Internet phenomenon as representative of the recent changes to digital poetics.
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Web 1.0 provides Internet users a way to access individual applications, whereas Web 2.0
presents “The Web as Platform” (n. pag.). To use some of O’Reilly’s examples: in the
Web 1.0 era, Yahoo creates databases of websites in a labour intensive, top-down
organization of human workers; in a Web 2.0 era, Google relies on an algorithm that
automatically interprets the ever-changing behaviours of search engine users. In the Web
1.0 era, individuals create personal websites with fairly static content and usually with a
limited readership; in the Web 2.0 era, individuals create weblogs with periodic updates
and with the opportunity for readers to respond through comment boards. Instead of
treating the website like a static printed page that just happens to be on a computer
screen, the dynamicism of social networks, wikis, blogs, Really Simple Syndication
(RSS), and similar platforms, enable creations more like processes than products – more
like dynamic systems than static content. In Web 2.0 culture, as O’Reilly asserts, “the
value of the software is proportional to the scale and dynamism of the data it helps to
manage” (n. pag.). The same dynamicism and interconnectivity in Web 2.0 phenomena
emerges from contemporary poetry generators and distinguishes them from past models
of literary machines.
Before understanding how Web 2.0 platforms lead to the four characteristics of a
“dynamic network aesthetic,” the discussion acknowledges that technologies do not
produce new aesthetic trends on their own. Throughout this dissertation, I emphasize
connections between culture and technology, but I do not posit an argument of
technological determinism. Quite the opposite, I acknowledge that digital computers and
networked media have no innate qualities that force human beings to use them in certain
ways. As Benkler explains, technology is “[n]either deterministic nor wholly malleable”
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(18). Technology “can make some actions, relationships, organizations, and institutions
easier to pursue, and others harder” (Benkler 18), but the way in which a culture adopts
technological innovations always relates to human motivation. In the case of poetry
generators, a poet has certain intentions when using contemporary technology –
intentions that play a significant role in the poetic output. Whether motivated by a desire
to reflect contemporary digital culture, push the limits of autonomous language, or simply
experiment with an entertaining hobby, each poet in this study has an approach to the
machine-poem relationship not determined by the digital medium alone. Trends in
behaviour do emerge, but technology deserves only partial credit for the patterns in
literary technology.
As a further precaution against technological determinism, I also suggest that the
cultural implications of dynamic networks extend further than Internet technology or
even digital media. O’Reilly might answer the question, “What is Web 2.0?” with such
Internet slogans as, “BitTorrent: radical decentralization,” “Wikipedia: radical trust,” and
“Blogs: participation not publishing” (n. pag.), but dynamic networks do not necessarily
require the Internet. In fact, this dissertation avoids the normative label “digital poetry,”
as well as the earlier terms “cyberpoetry,” “computer poetry,” “e-poetry,” “electronic
poetry,” and “new media poetry.” The conventional labels emphasize the digital tools
with which poets can now construct poem-making machines, and I do use such terms
where appropriate. However, this dissertation proposes to broaden the scope of analysis,
to recognize dynamic networks as a cultural phenomenon not confined to one medium.
The following discussion uses the term “contemporary poetry generators,” not only to
distinguish today’s machines from previous eras of digital writing, but also to reflect the
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broad reaches of network theory in fields as diverse as biology and economics. The
phrasing helps to emphasize the dynamic characteristics of our technological era, rather
than isolate the digital material of their construction.
With my rebuttal against technological determinism now presented, the discussion
can return to the principal four characteristics of a “dynamic network aesthetic.” Each
characteristic represents a trend enabled by Web 2.0 technologies: the potential for mass
aggregation; the adoption of participatory platforms; the instability of textual content; and
the unpredictability of individual actors. A machine with a “dynamic network aesthetic”
need not have all four characteristics. Nor do all four characteristics have equal
importance for every machine. Instead, the qualities of a “dynamic network aesthetic”
constitute a loose set of overlapping commonalities – a Wittgensteinian family
resemblance,2 rather than a precise definition. In order to explain the configuration of the
family resemblance, seminal studies on networked information architectures, especially
Web 2.0 platforms, provide typical examples of the writing machines in this study. Even
though not every contemporary poetry generator depends on the Internet, the analogy to
Web 2.0 phenomena nonetheless offers productive, concrete examples to articulate the
trends of today’s literary machines. In particular, issues related to the rights and
responsibilities of cultural production – including contentious questions regarding
economic barriers, power distribution, and cultural capital – quite consistently arise in
similar ways, for both Web 2.0 technologies and contemporary poetry generators.
2

Ludwig Wittgenstein uses the term “family resemblance” to explain the concept of a “category.” Even if
no one feature is common to every example in a category, “similarities, relationships, and a whole series of
them at that” (Wittgenstein 62) may connect each example in the same loose affiliation. A family
resemblance’s “complicated network of similarities, overlapping and criss-crossing” (Wittgenstein 66)
provides a useful way to think of the four characteristics of a “dynamic network aesthetic.”
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The first characteristic of a “dynamic network aesthetic” is the capability to
manipulate vast amounts of existing text. For a poet to borrow text from another writer is
not new, but dynamic information networks broaden both the type and the quantity of
text available to manipulate. As well, the recycling of text reflects the broader Web 2.0
trend of repurposing content. A Web 1.0 content producer, according to O’Reilly, thinks
about “stickiness” – meaning the amount of time viewers spend at a website. In the Web
2.0 era, content producers benefit more from “syndication” – the frequency at which
individuals republish one’s content in other venues, such as aggregates or blogs (n. pag.).
For poetry, syndication offers an opportunity for textual collage on a mass scale not
easily attainable on the page. Because networked technologies can access vast amounts of
existing content, such as Internet text, poets can incorporate material from a myriad of
global language users. Consequently, poets can do something different than conventional
intertextual borrowings that usually represent carefully selected voices of professional
writers, artists, or anyone with the expertise to publish. With access to such tools as
search engine results and social network feeds (as two examples), a poet working with
networked media can engage with diverse language patterns, on scales unimaginable in
the print era. Along with the benefits of large-scale aggregation, harvested text also
introduces issues of intellectual property. The question of who owns the content on freely
accessible networks, and what rights and responsibilities an author has when using those
networks, continues to arise in the following chapters.
A second characteristic of a “dynamic network aesthetic” is also a common topic
in Web 2.0 theory: participatory cultural production. Although collaborative artistic
projects have a long history, current technologies expand, not only the amount, but also
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the type of contributors with access to cultural undertakings. Benkler considers access to
cultural production so foundational to the Web, he claims distributed individual action as
the defining characteristic of a networked information economy:
What characterizes the networked information economy is
that decentralized individual action – specifically, new and
important cooperative and coordinate action carried out
through radically distributed, nonmarket mechanisms that
do not depend on proprietary strategies – plays a much
greater role than it did, or could have, in the industrial
information economy. (3)
Don Tapscott and Anthony D. Williams call the phenomenon, in their book of the same
name, Wikinomics (2006). “Wikinomics” refers to a mode of cultural production contrary
to traditional hierarchical authority. Instead of hierarchies with concentrated power, our
information society distributes “tools required to collaborate, create value, and compete”
(Tapscott and Williams 10-11). With access to programmable and networked media,
individuals can create information sources and entertainment products historically
controlled by media conglomerates (think of a viral video that creates an instant celebrity
or a blog post that breaks a news story). The capabilities of participatory production
extend to literary production as well. Opportunities once available only to trained and
practiced literary experts now extend to casual hobbyists. Because any programmer can
make a software program and call it a “poetry generator,” the participation of non-experts
begs the question: do all literary programs have literary value? Questions related to
literary standards and amateur participation continue to arise in the following chapters.
A third characteristic of a “dynamic network aesthetic” is a characteristic of the
digital medium in general: the instability of text, or, what N. Katherine Hayles describes
as the “flickering signifier.” As Hayles explains in an interview, layers underneath the
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visible sign transform an inscription into a mutable representation of underlying process.
She explains:
the signifier as conceptualized by Saussure and others was
conceived as unitary in its composition and flat in its
structure. …
When signifiers appear on the computer screen, however,
they are only the top layer of a complex system of
interrelated processes. Marks on screen may manifest
themselves as simple inscriptions to a user, but properly
understood they are the visible, tangible results of coding
instructions executed by the machine in a series of
interrelated processes, from a high-level programming
language like Java all the way down to assembly language
and binary code. (qtd. in Montfort, “Continuous Paper”)
Not much has changed about the malleability of digital text since Hayles coined her term
in the 1990s. However, the number of platforms that take advantage of fluid content have
proliferated in Web 2.0 culture. Benkler provides a representative example with his
comparison between Slashdot (a Web 2.0 content aggregator) and a Web 1.0 newsletter.
A Web 1.0 newsletter takes the form of static text on a website, keeping fairly close to
the model of print. A Web 1.0 form of publication relies on a periodical, rather than
continual, editing process. As well, the editing process happens under the control of a
central editor. In contrast, as Benkler explains, a Web 2.0 newsletter takes the form of a
website such as Slashdot. On Slashdot, users constantly transform content by posting
comments, and participating in a system of “peer filtering and accreditation” (that is,
flagging inappropriate posts or suspicious activity, and elevating relevant or well-written
stories with rankings) (Benkler 76-77). The Web 2.0 example offers more dynamic
material than a newspaper, taking greater advantage of the malleability of content in a
networked world. So too, contemporary poetry generators embrace the ability to
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manipulate dynamic material in larger scales than pre-Internet poetry generators. Poets
can access ever-changing Web content through search engines. Poets can access
continually updated text through social media sites. Poets can rely on users to submit
unpredictable contributions to the text. Poets can even create their own fluid textual
processes, turning the poem into a performance. By producing unstable content,
contemporary poetry generators resist the semi-static, page-like nature of earlier new
media poetry.
A fourth characteristic that helps to define a “dynamic network aesthetic” is the
unpredictable behaviour of individual actors. In today’s technological milieu, machines
rely on a distributed network of influences: the programmed algorithm, the human
participants, the database content. No one actor can control the network of information.
Daniel Palmer describes the outcome of decentralized networks as “the paradox of user
control” (161). Palmer explains that today’s technology often offers “the illusion of
choice,” resulting in “soft domination” (161). For example, Facebook users may feel in
control when personalizing a webpage, but users may have little control over the ways
Facebook profits from the content. From the opposite perspective, the designer of a
participatory platform may have limited control over the ways in which participants use a
website. The creators of Wikipedia may want their site to act as an unbiased information
portal, but users may find opportunities for self-promotion or malicious activity. Similar
to the designer of a Web 2.0 platform, a poet who designs a poetry generator bears much
of the responsibility for the output of the machine – but not all of it. Whether the poetry
generator relies on the unpredictable contributions from human beings or the volatile
consequences of programmed algorithms (or both), the architecture of the machine
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factors into the creative process. Distributed authorship raises questions about who owns
and controls the text: does a poet have the right to publish a text partially written by many
thousands of individuals, without crediting every author? At what point can we interpret
writing, and perhaps the creative act in general, as an ungovernable, semi-autonomous
process? These questions, and inquires like them, persistently emerge in the following
discussion.
Semi-autonomous thinking machines already populate our society in great
numbers. Facial recognition software, consumer behaviour monitors, and even simple
pocket calculators perform cognitive tasks, whether we consciously acknowledge it or
not. While the technological world in general moves towards self-sufficient thinking
machines, the programmers of contemporary poetry generators do something quite
similar: because of the potential for mass aggregation, the adoption of participatory
platforms, the instability of textual content, and the unpredictability of individual actors,
poets can design machines that come close to producing poetry self-sufficiently. Because
poetry generators tend to involve some degree of autonomy, poetry generators, more than
other forms of machine-made poetry, have the potential for a “dynamic network
aesthetic.” Other forms of digital poetry, including hypertext poetry, animated video,
interactive programs, and video games, tend to exhibit two qualities indicative of closed,
static networks: human control and fixed content. As an example, an interactive program
or a hypertext poem may somewhat decentralize an author’s control, but, ultimately, the
human actor makes decisions that considerably limit the reading process. As well, poets
can create animated video or electronic games to generate varied material, but, in the end,
the programs create no new content. Poetry generators, on the other hand, offer
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considerable opportunity to produce ongoing, ever-changing textual output. Granted,
some poetry generators operate as human-controlled, static networks. The following
chapters even provide some examples. But the following chapters also provide examples
of contemporary poetry generators that produce content in flux, by accessing search
engines, harnessing mass collaboration, or engineering autonomous composition, among
other tactics. Such examples limit the agency of the human author, distributing the
writing process so that no one factor determines the direction of literary output.
When a system of production has no centralized authority, the lack of
accountability creates contentious issues. Although systems that approach semiautonomous creativity can appear democratizing, liberating individuals to participate in
cultural production, the effects prove much more complex. In fact, many examples create
situations that arguably exploit individuals and the content that they create.
Consequently, Web 2.0 technologies encourage debate over regulation. Lessig offers a
thorough analysis of Internet regulation in Code: Version 2.0 (the much updated revision
of his original Code [1999]). Lessig lists three “latent ambiguities” (meaning the
unsettled issues, both legal and moral) that regulation, or the lack of it, affects:
intellectual property, privacy, and free speech (155). As Lessig asks in a series of
poignant questions: “Will cyberspace promise privacy or access? Will it enable a free
culture or a permission culture? Will it preserve a space for free speech?” (7). Avoiding
the binary categories of Lessig’s terms (privacy and access, freedom and permission), this
study considers the ways that decentralized networks produce a complex dynamic of
power relations. Occupying an often ambiguous position between democratization and
cooptation, contemporary poetry generators tend to challenge conventional attitudes
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towards authorial responsibilities. Consequently, the examples in this study consistently
evoke questions about the moral, and perhaps even literary, obligations of poets and
readers. To modify Lessig’s list of questions for the field of poetics: is it fair (or even
legal) to borrow text from a blog post, without the author’s permission?; is it moral for a
programmer to claim ownership of the output, even when many individuals contribute to
the writing process?; is it responsible to encourage the participation of poets who have no
knowledge of literary tradition? The following chapters engage with similar questions,
emphasizing the complicated relationships of power and responsibility facilitated by
contemporary technologies.

The Origins of Digital Poetry: Mathematical Computation Meets Literary
Composition
Before discussing the current state of digital poetics, a few words about the
history of literary machines helps to distinguish contemporary examples from their
predecessors. Poets commenced making poetry generators well before the Web 2.0 era,
before the Internet era, and even before the age of personal computers. Digital poetry
generators have a long history, dating back to 1957, when Theo Lutz introduced
“Stochastische Text.” Critics generally agree that Lutz inaugurates digital poetry, with his
program that automates randomized language composition. As Lutz acknowledges, his
experiment arrives at a time when digital computing exists mainly to “satisfy the needs of
applied mathematics and computational engineering” (n. pag.). At the time, the idea that
a computer might write a literary composition may not have seemed particularly obvious.
Yet, considering that poets have had a longstanding interest in inventing new forms of
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poetry characterized by constraint, the computer’s rule-based programming languages
suggest a befitting medium for a poetic skill set. Even if the rules facilitate mathematical
calculation by nature, poets like Lutz found ways to make the mathematical machine
think like a literary writer. Thus, from the very first experiment with poetry generators,
poets have drawn a parallel between the creativity of the human brain and the calculation
of the digital computer.
In the decades after “Stochastische Text,” the history of digital poetry continues
as a series of infrequent, mostly disconnected experiments. Although early poetry
generators utilize varied composition techniques, two patterns emerge: poets program an
algorithm that automates a text-manipulating technique, and poets distribute the output
using conventional print publications. For example, Charles O. Hartman’s “Diastext”
automates a procedure that Jackson Mac Low has performed manually since 1963
(Vincler, “Barnesbook” n. pag.). “Diastext” automates Mac Low’s process of using a
“seed” text to select and manipulate diction from existing material. Mac Low uses the
“Diastext” program to produce a number of poetry collections, including Barnesbook:
Four Poems from Sentences by Djuna Barnes (1996). “Diastext” also helps to author a
text by the program’s author, a collaboration with Hugh Kenner entitled Sentences
(1995). Like Mac Low, Hartman and Kenner use a source text (in their cases a grammar
textbook) and run it through programs: first, “Travesty,” a program authored by Hartman
and Joseph P. O’Rourke (a program featured in Chapter Two), and then the “Diastext”
program. Both Sentences and Barnesbook also entail varying degrees of post-algorithm
editing. The same pattern holds true of a well-known literary program, “Racter” by
William Chamberlain and Thomas Etter – a program that edits a large amount of output
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in order to create The Policeman’s Beard is Half-Constructed (1984). Even a more recent
example, Erin Mouré’s Pillage Laud (1999), continues the practice of utilizing a poetry
generator (in Mouré’s case, “MacProse” by Hartman), so as to produce a relatively
conventional object: a book of edited poems.
Poets continue to use poetry generators to produce published books, but the
opportunities to publish online have radically altered both the distribution and
composition of literary machines. Because of the Internet, many more poetry-generating
programs reach a wide audience; no longer does a poet need a book, a floppy disk, or a
CD-ROM to distribute a program to users. Instead, poets can allow users to operate
poetry generators themselves. Users can now engage with the dynamic processes on
screen, rather than reading output especially selected and arranged by an author. Thus,
the Internet has improved the opportunities for digital poets to circulate their work. But,
even more importantly for the purposes of this study, the Internet has also changed the
way in which poets write literary machines. In the Internet era, webs of information seem
to infiltrate the shared consciousness of digital poets, resulting in fluid forms of textual
composition. Authorship itself can resemble distributed networks, with many contributors
in the composition process. Whether by accessing existing databases, harvesting
readymade text, or establishing collaborative communities, poets have transformed a
distribution mechanism into a composition tool. The resulting machines usher poetry
generators into a new era in the history of digital writing – an era defined by a “dynamic
network aesthetic.”
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The Origins of Digital Poetics: Media Theory Meets Literary Criticism
Alongside the development of literary machines, a field of digital poetics emerges
in the later years of the twentieth century. To help account for the current state of digital
poetics, the following sections aim to accomplish three goals: first, the chapter traces
theoretical approaches to writing with computers; second, the chapter presents a survey
of digital poetics, arguing that early approaches rely on literary theory from paperpublishing; third, continuing a survey of digital poetics, the chapter demonstrates the
ways in which critics of digital poetry begin to recognize the importance of networked
technology. The recognition coincides with the shift from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0
technologies, suggesting a tentative connection between the history of technology and the
history of digital poetry. Without suggesting a direct cause and effect relationship, the
discussion acknowledges that, as dynamic technology becomes more prevalent, critics
pay more attention to the programmable, networked technologies of the Internet era.
Consequently, the history of digital poetics suggests a trajectory toward increasingly
networked and dynamic literary machines.
Theories of digital writing develop from a lineage of interdisciplinary texts, often
consolidated under the term “new media theory.” Looking at The New Media Reader
(2003), edited by Noah Wardrip-Fruin and Nick Montfort, one can see that topics of new
media studies range from the cybernetic theories of Vannevar Bush and Norbert Weiner
to the experimental literature of Raymond Queneau and Italo Calvino. As “the first
comprehensive effort at establishing the genealogy of the computer as an expressive
medium” (Murray 3), The New Media Reader assembles a wide breadth of critical essays
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and creative work, demonstrating the diverse groundwork of theories that address artistic
engagement (including writing) with computers. The collection portrays new media
studies as a field defined, in part, by a mix of cybernetic theory and literary theory:
Joseph Weizenbaum appears in the same section as Raymond Williams; Alan Turing
appears in the same section as William S. Burroughs. As Janet H. Murray’s introduction
to the collection describes, The New Media Reader verifies “the braided interplay of
technical innovation and cultural expression” (3), the creation of two “strands,” to use
Murray’s terms, roughly categorized as “engineers” and “humanists” (4-5). Using these
categories, Murray emphasizes an important pattern in the theory of computer writing:
often critics adopt existing theories that do not necessarily address the computer at all;
they may be “engaged in foregrounding our cultural confusions” (Murray 4), but might
not directly respond to the technology and culture of actual new media practice.
Writers had been unknowingly developing the theoretical background of digital
poetics for centuries. But, for a long time, critical commentary on computer writing
emerged infrequently. Not until the interest in hypertext in the 1990s did the literary
world establish an organized field to address digital writing. Following the enthusiasm
generated by popular literary hypertexts, including Michael Joyce’s Afternoon, A Story
(1990) and Shelley Jackson’s Patchwork Girl (1995), critical discourse insisted on the
revolutionary, nonlinear capabilities of the “link” – which, allegedly, would forever
change the way we think about the book. George Landow, a leading hypertext theorist of
the early 1990s and beyond, provides an example in Hypertext 2.0: The Convergence of
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Critical Theory and Technology (1997).3 Landow bases his project on a compelling
argument: increasingly, literary theory, exemplified by such figures as Derrida and
Barthes, converges with hypertext writing, exemplified by such figures as Theodor
Nelson and Andries van Dam (Landow actually connects these four theorists in his
opening paragraph [2]). The convergence, Landow claims, produces effects “just as
radical as those produced by Gutenberg’s moveable type” (21). His bold claim
demonstrates the extent to which hypertext theorists believed in the complete
transformation of the book – a transformation caused by hypertext’s supposed ability to
embody critical theory. According to Landow, “[w]e find ourselves, for the first time in
centuries, able to see the book as unnatural, as near-miraculous technological innovation
and not as something intrinsically and inevitably human. We have, to use Derridean
terms, decentered the book” (25). Despite such bravado for hypertext writing, the
proposed revolution ended up as an over-exaggerated, passing fad.
By the turn of the twenty-first century, critical discourse shifts from hypertext to
more diverse forms of digital writing. Hayles describes the transformation in Writing
Machines (2002), a text that establishes some of the terminology now used in accounts of
digital writing. As Hayles explains, by the time she writes Writing Machines, the literary
world had relegated hypertext to the suggestively outmoded category of “first-generation
digital literature” – meaning works created in the late-1980s to mid-1990s, and works
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Described on the title page as “a revised, amplified edition,” Landow publishes Hypertext 2.0 in between
his very dated Hypertext: The Convergence of Contemporary Critical Theory and Technology (1992) and
his much revised Hypertext 3.0: Critical Theory and New Media in an Era of Globalization (2006). I
choose the 1997 version to discuss because Landow writes the book at the height the hypertext
phenomenon, at a time when Internet adoption was growing, but today’s Web-based platforms had not yet
come into existence.
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featuring, as the primary literary apparatus, the hyperlink (27). Pointing specifically to
Espen Aarseth, and his pioneering Cybertext: Ergodic Literature (1997), Hayles observes
that the detractors of hypertext reveal a much more linear and proscriptive form of
writing than originally assumed. As Aarseth explains,
[i]n terms of literary theory, it is fair to say that the
hypertexts we can observe today, from the novels published
by Eastgate Systems to those freely available on the World
Wide Web, operate well within the standard paradigm of
authors, readers, and text. Of course there are interesting
side effects and novel possibilities resulting from the
migration from one medium to another, but hypertext,
especially when compared to other new digital media, is
not all that different from the old world of print, pen, and
paper. (78)
Digital poets of the later 1990s and early 2000s also notice the promising, and alreadyexisting hypertext alternatives to which Aarseth refers. As the initial enthusiasm for
hypertext wanes, the authors of digital literature turn to newly developed programming
tools. Many of the tools place more capability in the hands of non-expert coders, making
them ideal for poets new to digital programming. Software (such as Flash and
DreamWeaver) and more accessible programming languages (such as Perl and Python)
enable more poets with varying skill levels in the technological field to write
sophisticated digital poetry. As a result, “second-generation digital literature” (another
term coined by Hayles [Writing Machines 27]) emerges, characterized by more visual,
auditory, and computational complexity than hypertext.
Even while critical thinkers began to recognize the opportunities of writing
“second-generation digital literature,” assumptions based in the print era continue to
influence digital poetics. Lev Manovich’s online article, “Avant-Garde as Software”
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(2002) typifies the trend. In the article, Manovich compares the technological advances
and artistic developments of the 1920s avant-garde to the new media era. He concludes
that, although new media help produce a new kind of avant-garde, the actual technologies
– including photography, film, and printing – have not changed. According to Manovich,
“media access, manipulation and analysis are the new avant-garde” (n. pag.); in other
words, interface and process, rather than physical media, drive innovation. He concludes
that “[t]he computer’s post-Internet identity [is] a distribution machine for older, i.e.
already established media forms and content (since the 1990s)” (n. pag.). Even though the
Internet has significant advantages as a distribution tool, Manovich downplays the Web’s
capabilities as a composition tool. In addition, his claim that “[m]eta-media society has
given up computation in favour of distribution” (n. pag.) does not, as the poetry
generators in the following chapters demonstrate, apply to every case. As the next section
explores in detail, literary criticism assumes a position similar to Manovich: early digital
poetics insist that new media poetries amount to continuations, rather than reinventions or
reversals, of avant-garde practice.

Existing Approaches to Digital Poetics: Legitimizing New Media Poetry with
Established Theory
Although new media studies had long considered the connection between
computers and writing, not until the late 1990s and early 2000s did a surge of critical
studies respond to the specific concerns of digital poetry. As indicated above, the timing
coincides with the shift from first-generation digital literature to second-generation digital
literature. Many critics respond to the shift by perpetuating the strategies employed by
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hypertext theorist, especially the use of avant-garde poetics and recent critical theory. As
a benefit of employing accepted literary ideas, critics confirm that digital poetry (a
practice somewhat questionable in conservative literary circles) does, in fact, legitimately
belong in the field of literary studies. A more complicated by-product of employing
accepted literary concepts also results: the seminal criticism of digital poetics, written
before the full onset of the Internet era, establishes a critical focus that later critics find
reason to reconsider. Well before the recognition of a “dynamic network aesthetic” can
occur, the pioneers of digital poetics establish the important historical lineage of a new,
and yet unsettled field. This section considers their early work, and the ways in which
they develop a foundation for the future of digital poetics.
In the first book-length consideration of digital poetry, Virtual Muse: Experiments
in Computer Poetry (1996), Charles O. Hartman establishes a claim perpetuated in almost
every major work of digital poetics since: experimental poetics of the twentieth century
informs the practice of digital poetry. Because Hartman’s text offers a personal account
of his experiments with computer poetry, he addresses mostly his own forays into
computer programming. Yet, even in such an autobiographical text, Hartman frames his
discussion with explanations of twentieth-century experimental poetics. Hartman first
proposes to “[s]tart with the idea of juxtaposition” (16). He connects the concept of
“juxtaposition” to the “gaps” (18) and “jumps” (16) in meaning, in modernist poets such
as Pound, T.S. Eliot, and William Carlos Williams. Hartman extends the idea of
“juxtaposition” first to the nonsense poetry of Lewis Carroll, and finally to the literary
practice of Language poets. Hartman concludes his line of reasoning by connecting
Language poetry to Saussure’s notion of language as a “structure of differences” (26) – a
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structure that Hartman sees as comparable to the binary code of ones and zeros. Although
Hartman admits that “[m]aybe it’s just a suggestive analogy” (27), his logic implies a
direct connection between experimental poetics of the twentieth century and digital
writing. By making the implication, Hartman establishes a compelling precedent for
future critics; they too emphasize the connection between avant-garde theory and
contemporary digital poetry.
In the four years after the publication of Hartman’s Virtual Muse, the World Wide
Web proliferated rapidly,4 a phenomenon recognized by literary scholars. For example, in
Open Letter on Lines Online (2000), a special issue of Open Letter, edited by Darren
Wershler-Henry, the contributing authors direct their attention to digital poetry in online
environments (rather than the stand-alone programs in Hartman’s text). The collection
presents an assortment of varied concerns, including not only the implications of
transporting text from the print medium to online environments (Dworkin, “Net Losses”),
but also digital tools for textual analysis (Hennessy, “A Reading of John Riddell’s ‘Pope
Leo: El Elope’”). Of the articles that directly address creative digital writing, two
categories dominate: approaches that feature sustained analysis of tangible examples
(Bök, “The Square Root of -1”; Hennessey, “JABBER”; Lopes, “The Technological
Narrative of Project X 1497-1999”); and approaches that offer general theorization of
digital media (Glazier, “Between the Academy and the Hard-drive”; Mulder,
“Today/Tomorrow/Apotheosis”; Stefans, “Reflections on Cyberpoetry”). Both
4

According to the Internet Systems Consortium, in January 1995, there were 4,852,000 hosts on the
Internet; in January 2000, there were 72,398,092 hosts (“Internet Domain Survey, 1995”; “Internet Domain
Survey, 2000”). Although the numbers provide only a single statistic of many growth indicators, the rapid
increase of hosts does demonstrate that the size and scope of online activity grows significantly at the turn
of the century.
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approaches tend to employ theories from the avant-garde in their analysis. For example,
in Hennessy’s analysis of his “Jabber” (a poetry generator featured in Chapter Four), he
compares the output of his machine to the sound poetry of Kurt Schwitters. In Lucas
Mulder’s more general theorization of the digital medium, he emphasizes the
continuation of avant-garde poetics, suggesting that digital poets
are dedicated to bringing the traditions of any number of
literary schools (read: dada, language, concrete poetry,
sound poetry, etc.) to the Web intact, but clearly
augmented. The technologies, such as Macromedia Flash, a
vector based graphics animation program, are providing the
augmentation, or at least the avenues to pursue it. (n. pag.)
Digital technologies have certainly provided ways to augment avant-garde traditions, as
Mulder argues. I only suggest that Mulder, among other critics in the collection, writes
about digital poetry from a markedly different technological landscape than our own.
Their landscape does not yet offer the Internet platforms that inspire many of the poetry
generators in this study. Consequently, they tend to emphasize the ways in which digital
writing continues theory first established in the paper-publishing world. Today, the idea
that digital programs augment avant-garde traditions offers an accurate, but perhaps
incomplete, characterization of programs reflective of Web 2.0 technology.
Similar to the Open Letter issue, Cyberpoetics (2002), a special issue of Object,
edited by Kenneth Goldsmith, often emphasizes the similarities between digital poetics
and print-era poetics. Not unlike the claims that Landow posits about hypertext, some of
the assertions in Cyberpoetics suggest that the digital medium enables poets to surpass, or
make tangible, the proponents of an existing literary theory. For example, Neil
Hennessy’s “The Sweetest Poison, or the Discovery of L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E Poetry on
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the Web” compares the output of an anti-spam text generator to (as the title implies) the
poetics of Language Writers. He concludes that the spam generator surpasses Language
Poets’ efforts to “fight the reference fetish in capitalist language formations ”(21).
Likewise, Katherine Parrish’s “How We Became Poetry Generators: It was the Best of
Times, It was the Blurst of Times” compares the output of MOO poetry generators to
Oulipo’s “fairly ambiguous feelings regarding text generation” (10). Even the concluding
lines of Kenneth Goldsmith’s introduction claim that readers “will certainly recognize [in
digital poetry] many ideas bestowed from the last century” (ii). Indeed, Goldsmith’s
observation proves correct. Yet, as later critics recognize, trends begin to emerge in
digital writing that have no precedent in literary theory. Instead, some poets write with
inspiration from the digital field, creating literary machines with techniques that have no
direct avant-garde predecessors. While the contributors to Cyberpoetics do emphasize
novel possibilities in the digital medium, the development of networked technology
extends their observations into paradigm-altering shifts in poetic composition.
The very first page of Glazier’s Digital Poetry: The Making of E-Poetries (2002)
summarizes the argument of the book, with terms that explicitly deemphasize the
distinctiveness of digital writing:
I argue that we have not arrived at a place but at an
awareness of the conditions of texts. Such an arrival
includes recognizing that the conditions that have
characterized the making of innovative poetry in the
twentieth century have powerful relevance to such works in
twenty-first-century media. That is, poets are making
poetry with the same focus on method, visual dynamics,
and materiality; what has expanded are the materials with
which one can work. (1, emphasis original)
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Although Glazier suggests that the conditions of which he speaks “contribute to a redefinition of writing itself” (1), the quotation above suggests that digital poetics
perpetuates the past, rather than departs from it. In another survey of digital poetics, one
critic even describes Glazier’s book “largely dedicated” to “[m]aking connections
between digital and historical (i.e., printed or purely oral) poetry” (Funkhouser 10). To
illustrate this observation, examples ranging from Apollinaire (26-27) to John Cage (13,
129), from Jorge Luis Borges (19-21) to Lyn Hejinian (132), all enter into Glazier’s
“introduction to the making of the new digital poetries” (1). Even Glazier’s explanation
of the Web emphasizes “a plurality of forms” (18), identified as “images, audio, video,
animations, and more” (18). Instead of emphasizing the Internet’s transformations of
established media, Glazier describes the Web as a distribution tool for existing artistic
forms. Because Digital Poetics constitutes one of the seminal scholarly monographs on
digital poetics, Glazier undoubtedly needed to focus on historical lineage. But, as
important as lineage is, the future of digital poetics may depart from Glazier’s examples
of literary precedents.
Unlike Glazier’s scholarly approach, and more like Hartman’s autobiographical
exploration, Brian Kim Stefans’ Fashionable Noise: On Digital Poetics (2003) relies on
the author’s personal experience as a poet-programmer. The opening chapter, for
example, features an informal ICQ chat session between Stefans and Wershler-Henry.
Their conversation reveals two tendencies of Stefans’s digital poetics: first, much of his
work in digital poetry consciously continues traditions of concrete poetry; second,
although Wershler-Henry claims that “the website is the first truly new mode of poetic
composition to come down the pipe in a long time” (22), Stefans tends, in practice, to use
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the Web as a means of distributing poetry rather than as a substance for designing poems.
Stefans may publish a Flash-based poem online, such as the much discussed “Dreamlife
of Letters,” or a cut-up poem such as “Stops and Rebels: A Critique of Hypertext,” but
the poems do not represent a dynamic network form of writing. In fact, not much about
“Stops and Rebels” distinguishes the poem from a cut-up method on paper, except the
automation of the cut-up process. The similarity between Stefans’s digital practice and
the avant-garde’s literary devices does not imply any judgement about his text’s quality
or importance; rather, the similarity emphasizes a distinction between digital poems that
use the Web for distribution and digital machines with architectures inspired by Web
technology.
One of the most recent monographs on digital poetry also establishes a strong
connection between the digital-era and the avant-garde: Christopher Funkhouser’s
Prehistoric Digital Poetry: An Archaeology of Forms, 1959-1995 (2007). Because
Funkhouser only addresses computer poetry written before the Internet era (computer
poetry that predates even Hartman’s experiments in Virtual Muse), Prehistoric Digital
Poetry presents a singular case in the literature on digital poetics. Funkhouser addresses
digital poetry so old that his examples are often only decades apart from the “Historical
Forebears” he mentions. As Funkhouser explains, starting in the 1950s and 1960s, the
first methods that digital poets used for text generation continued chance-based and cutup methods, not unlike those of poetic experiments only decades before. Specifically,
Funkhouser claims that Dadaism “strongly influenced this [pre-Internet] style of digital
poetry” (32), and Oulipo “meaningfully influences works discussed in [Funkhouser’s]
chapter” (33-34). My additions to Funkhouser’s quotations emphasize that he makes
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comparisons between Oulipo, Dadaism, and a particular kind of poetry generator: poetry
generators written before 1995, in an entirely different technological landscape than our
own. In a pre-Internet world, poetry generators successfully automated avant-garde
poetics, as Funkhouser suggests. The circumstance changed, however, when the Internet
era propelled information networks into the cultural consciousness.
As accurate as Funkhouser’s “Historical Forebears” seem for pre-Internet digital
poetry, we may question other assertions that he makes about his historical survey’s
relationship to contemporary digital poetry. Specifically, in the introduction, Funkhouser
boldly asserts that “nothing particularly new [about digital poetry] has emerged since the
initiation of the WWW” (3). According to Funkhouser, “contemporary digital poetry
merely reflects earlier types of production and disseminates works to a wider audience”
(3). Granted, many poetry generators reflect Funkhouser’s observations. However,
Funkhouser’s sweeping assertion about all contemporary digital poetry does not prove
entirely accurate. Funkhouser may affirm that the Internet era offers nothing radically
new to computer poetry, but the next section of this chapter addresses critics who claim
the opposite.

Existing Approaches to Digital Poetics: Advancing Networked Technologies
Although Funkhouser asserts that the foundations of digital poetry have not
changed significantly since the first experiments of computer poetry, not all critics agree.
Instead of claiming that the WWW is merely a means of dissemination, critics in the first
few years of the twenty-first century begin to notice the ways in which dynamic network
technologies influence digital poetry. Critics pay more attention to contemporary
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networked technology at a time that approximately coincides with the coinage of the term
Web 2.0 (in 2004) and the subsequent scholarship of digital culture. Citing both general
technologies and specific programs, later critics of digital poetics consider a cultural
milieu different from the landscape of new media. They contemplate the potential literary
uses of proliferating technologies that, even a few decades prior, have no prominent role
in cultural production and no role at all in the production of poetry.
PoeS1s: The Aesthetics of Digital Poetry (2004), a collection edited by Friedrich
W. Block, Christiane Heibach, and Karin Wenz, arrives at the cusp of a Web 2.0 era, but
presents papers originally delivered for a 2001 conference. Accordingly, some sections of
the text, including the preface, introduction,5 and concluding chapter, affirm the
“historical threads” (Block, Heibach, and Wenz 21), which link digital poetry to literary
tradition. Other sections of the text, including contributions by Giselle Beiguelman and
Eduardo Kac, comment on “a new writing condition” (Beiguelman, “WYSIWYS” 171)
that includes Internet technology. Although some contributions to PoeS1s focus on
radically new forms of poetry, the entire collection, according to Thomas Wohlfahrt’s
preface, originates in more conventional ideas. The preface makes the familiar argument
that accounts only partially for the current practice of digital poetry: Wohlfahrt asserts
that, because of digital poetry, “individual threads of the poetic avant-garde have been
taken up once again to be rewoven in new and progressive ways precisely where they had

5

The introduction of PoeS1s discusses historical precedents from print, such as Oulipo and concrete poetry,
but also introduces some contemporary connections. Emphasizing the importance of “art involving
networked computers” (Block, Heibach, and Wenz 15), the authors focus on some ideas directly related to
this study. In a discussion of art instillations and interactive media, the authors point to precedents of digital
poetry, such as Ascii Art Ensemble’s transformation of viruses into artistic processes. The fact that “viruses
can also be considered digital poetry” (17) suggests a poetics quite unique from established literary
traditions.
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seemed to end” (7). Many digital poems do just that; with digital tools, poets bring
animation to concrete poetry, interactivity to fragmented texts, and automation to
procedural methods. Although Wohlfahrt’s statement proves correct, some contributors
to PoeS1s emphasize poetry machines that depart from the avant-garde tradition of which
he writes.
Kac’s contribution to PoeS1s, entitled “Biopoetry,” represents the potential for
poets to deviate from conventional avant-garde models. Kac not only recognizes that,
“[s]ince the 1980s poetry has effectively moved away from the printed page” (245), he
also proposes specific projects that depart from paper-based precedents, including
experimental practices. Kac’s thinking lies in what he expresses as “a world of clones,
chimeras, and transgenetic organisms” (245) – a world in which it may be possible to put
texts into DNA (245) and teach parrots to compose literature (247). Providing a list of
seventeen speculative projects to incorporate “the use of biotechnology and living
organism as a new realm of verbal creation” (245), Kac looks towards the future, rather
than past or present, for a digital poetics. Furthermore, in every one of Kac’s brief
descriptions of a bioart project, he posits experiments that cannot physically materialize
on the page, or for that matter, on a computer. For example, writing poetry with amino
acids or electron beams moves beyond the paper medium. Although he proposes only
hypothetical experiments, the suggestions (attested by Kac’s actual work in biopoetry)
have plausible potential. While a historical lineage also exists for bioengineered poetry,
Kac’s article, and those like it, indicate future trends that also demand consideration.
Another collection of digital poetics, New Media Poetics: Contexts, Technotexts,
and Theories (2006), also recognizes the importance of information networks. Like
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PoeS1s, the critical approaches in New Media Poetics vary, but, even in the introduction,
co-editor Adalaide Morris grants Internet technology, and networks in general, a
prominent role in the discussion. As Morris probes the implications of “the ambient and
nomadic aesthetics of a networked and programmable culture” (15), she emphasizes the
ways in which the contemporary technological milieu (and not just individual
technologies) creates cultural phenomena distinct from past eras of literary production.
Although Morris does discuss the influence of avant-garde predecessors (incorporating
references to Cage, Oulipo, and Joyce, among others), such phrases as “dynamic
information structures” (17) and “participatory networked and programmable poems”
(27) highlight today’s distinctive tools for producing content. Even when she references
Gertrude Stein, Morris acknowledges contemporary digital culture. Instead of making
comparisons between Stein’s writing and digital poetry, Morris instead focuses on one of
Stein’s statements about the nature of cultural progress. If, as Stein expresses it, “each
generation has something different at which they are all looking” and we remain “at least
several generations behind [our]selves” (qtd. in Morris 1-3), then, Morris suggests, we
face the challenge of articulating the cultural consciousness of today’s technologicallymediated generation. In New Media Poetics, the contributors use a range of strategies to
consider the literary implications of the cultural moment that Morris describes.
As one might expect, the contributors to New Media Poetics adopt critical
approaches appropriate for the poems that they discuss. Consequently, some contributors
refer to networked technology more than others do. For example, Alan Golding’s
“Language Writing, Digital Poetics, and Transitional Materialities” compares Language
poetry’s emphasis on the materiality of the signifier to digital poetry’s often-overlooked
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materiality. Golding affirms that “the visual and (re)combinatorial component of
Language writing forms a significant bridge or transition” (251) to digital poetics.
Because of the poems that Golding selects, he finds convincing similarities to Language
poetry. In one case, Golding discusses the online version of Robert Grenier’s “Pond I.”
Grenier’s poem amounts to a picture of the poet’s hands holding a little piece of folded
paper. Although, as Golding suggests, the presentation is “a self-consciously
rematerialized evocation of a previously material book” (258), the multimedia platform
does not serve a vital role in the poem’s composition. Using the Internet as a means of
distribution, rather than construction, the poem remains fixed with predetermined
content. By contrast, Beiguelman’s contribution to New Media Poetics surveys a more
dynamic form of digital composition. Her chapter considers her own “Nomadic Poetry”
that uses portable wireless devices and user generated content. Because her digital work
relies on connectivity and flux, Beiguelman emphasizes “connections between online and
offline networks” (“Nomadic Poetry” 285) – the types of networks that facilitate a
dynamic form of writing. Because “Nomadic Poetry” differs from the texts surveyed by
Golding, Beiguelman’s approach highlights the potential dynamicism of writing
machines.
Media Poetry: An International Anthology (2007), edited by Kac, presents
another complex representation of digital poetics, in part because of the collection’s
publication history. The collection originally appears in 1996, as a special issue of Visible
Language. In 2007, Intellect Books publishes the text as an international anthology of
digital poetics. Consequently, there exists a wide gap of technological inventions and
cultural developments between the two publications. The two introductions, both
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published in the 2007 version, highlight the major differences between the new media
culture of 1996 and the networked information culture of 2007. Kac’s original
introduction enthusiastically asserts the radical newness of “new media poetry,” and he
even claims that, “new media poetry inserts itself in the field of experimental poetics, at
the same time that it clearly departs from the formal conquests of other groups or
movements in the twentieth century” (11). Kac stresses the radical potentials of digital
poetry, while asserting that the avant-garde’s “textual aspirations” may finally come to
fruition in the digital medium (11). As engaging as Kac’s claims seem, his ideas appear
less timely when he addresses the forms of “media storage” (in contrast to Gutenberg’s
book) that enable digital poetics to operate: “floppy and hard disks, CDs, CD-ROMs,
DVDs and SuperCDs, magneto-optical disks, tape, and holographic film” (11). Floppy
and hard disks have faded into obsolescence, and even CDs and DVDs read like outdated
technologies. They represent technologies to store static, stand-alone files, usually
separated from society’s dynamic information flows. In general, the importance of
physical storage mediums may appear odd when cloud-based computing increasingly
becomes the norm. Kac’s original introduction highlights these considerable
transformations that occur from the mid-1990s to the early-2000s.
As Kac recognizes in the 2007 edition to Media Poetry, “in the digital age, ten
years may be perceived as equivalent to several decades of pre-digital time” (9). Kac
explicitly sets out to bridge the gap in time, by discussing major revisions to the
collection. First, Kac explains the addition of the subtitle, “An International Anthology”
(7). According to Kac, the subtitle “now accents the global nature of the movement” (7).
Second, the original title, New Media Poetry seems dated to Kac when, “now, ten years
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later, digital and electronic media are no longer new in society in general or poetry in
particular (7). Also, by abandoning the term “new media,” the collection can include a
broader scope of poetic practices, including the poetry that engages with “photonic and
biological creative tools” (Kac 7). As a practitioner himself of biological poetries, Kac
knows the possibilities of broadening the scope of digital poetics to include poetries
engaged with increasingly important scientific fields. Although Kac’s 2007 introduction
to Media Poetry begins by looking backward to the past, Kac essentially recognizes the
fundamental changes to writing digital poetry that occur in a little over a decade. As well,
he emphasizes the need to consider developments in technology, as digital poetics
evolves.
A text that represents contemporary technology particularly well is Artifice and
Intelligence (2006), a special issue of The Capilano Review, edited by Andrew Klobucar.
Specifically, two of the contributions to Artifice and Intelligence represent important
concerns for contemporary poetry-writing machines. First, in “The <Body> of Net Art,”
Jim Andrews explicitly lauds the significance of Internet enabled tools, emphasizing the
cyberneticism that characterizes Web architectures. Pointing to such examples as Web
services that construct political chatbots (such as puppetpresident.net) and search engines
that access shifting content (such as Google image search) (100), Andrews makes a case
for the importance of Internet enabled devices – not, as other critics emphasize, the more
general technologies of new media. Although Andrews recognizes that media art can
have value without Web enabled tools, he also claims that
the edge of net art will continue to be strongly involved
with trying to do funky shit with an internet connection.
Why? That’s a crucial distinguishing characteristic of net
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art verses other types of art, and it’s usually the case that
the unique characteristics of a medium or a person or
whatever are crucial to their identity, to the key strengths
and weaknesses. (99)
By emphasizing the importance of an Internet connection, Andrews’s article
acknowledges the distinctive properties of dynamic computer networks. The properties
prove distinct enough that they distinguish today’s machines from art made with older
media.
Also from the special issue of The Capilano Review, Kate Armstrong’s “Feeds
and Streams: RSS Poetics” (2006) explains a project utilizing the actual technology of
her contemporary digital landscape. Armstrong’s undertaking, initiated for the special
issue of the journal, utilizes RSS feeds to distribute bits and pieces of the articles from
Artifice and Intelligence. Creating a “never-ending iterative stream” (48) of content, the
feed continually recycles the text, offering subscribers a way to encounter a literary
journal as a “dynamic process of perpetual becoming” (48). Armstrong highlights the
importance of experimenting with current trends in cultural production, not only
recognizing tendencies of the Web 2.0 landscape, but also actively engaging with these
opportunities. Like the poetry generators in this study, Armstrong’s RSS feed investigates
the literary potential of dynamic networks, resulting in a project that she likens to “a thing
in the world, functioning in a way that other cultural artifacts have taken to functioning”
(51). Similarly, contemporary poetry generators function like the machines around them.
By either adopting existing forms of technology, or composing their own dynamic
architectures, the machines in this study engage with contemporary trends in Web 2.0
cultural production. Like Armstrong’s RSS project, they transform textual products (like
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a literary journal) into textual processes (like a “dynamic cycle” [48]). By doing so, they
offer a way to look at digital culture through the lens of the literary field.
The literary theory of the avant-garde poetry has undoubtedly made possible
today’s experiments with poetic machines. Without detracting from the importance of
avant-garde predecessors, or the need to write about them, literary critics do need to
consider changes to the conditions of writing, including changes that have occurred in the
past decade. As outdated as personal websites and chatrooms seem in a world of blogs
and social networks, the technology with which earlier poets have engaged and the
technology about which literary critics write, now seem increasingly unlike the tools of
today’s globally connected information society. Consequently, the assumptions made
during the earlier era of “new media” may seem as outdated as the term “new media”
itself. Unlike new media, today’s digital tools enable cultural production less like the
static print world and more like the ongoing flux of connection in today’s networks. As
evidenced by the examples in the following chapters, contemporary poetry generators
reflect the ongoing trends in cultural production, by producing distributed writing
processes that exceed a singular author, reader, or text. By considering the distributed
networks of contemporary poetic experiments, literary criticism may help to distinguish
the ways in which current machines differ from past machines, in the literary field and
beyond.

The Theoretic Approach: Probing Recent Theories of the Machine
This dissertation argues that a “dynamic network aesthetic” helps to distinguish
current definitions of the machine from past definitions of the machine, including the
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definitions posited by recent theorists. In order to probe the ways in which contemporary
poetry generators challenge existing models, I structure the following three chapters so
that each one addresses a seminal theory of technology and culture: Donna Haraway’s
cyborg theory, Jean Baudrillard’s media critiques, and Gilles Deleuze’s philosophical
machines. Although the three theorists have contrasting approaches, their presence helps
to represent multiple fields that contribute to the interdisciplinary definitions of the
machine – fields that include cultural theory, media studies, and contemporary
philosophy. Haraway, Baudrillard, and Deleuze have all made valuable contributions to
numerous disciplines, in ways that influence our current conceptions of the machine.
While insisting on the importance of the three theorists’ contributions, this dissertation
also suggests that their work may not yet fully account for the ways in which today’s
technologies enable cultural production. Each of the following chapters examines one of
the theorists, as well as the critical responses to the theorist’s work. The examination
suggests that the critical discourse surrounding Haraway, Baudrillard, and Deleuze tends
to shift over time; specifically, critics increasingly consider the ways in which dynamic
network technology relates to arguments situated in the twentieth century. Following the
trend in critical discourse, this dissertation suggests that twentieth-century theories could
have even more relevance in today’s technological culture, if we consider how a
“dynamic network aesthetic” contributes to existing approaches to technology.
I acknowledge that media theorists have introduced radically new ideas since the
work of Haraway, Baudrillard and Deleuze. In fact, their status as distinctly postmodern
thinkers, rather than digital theorists or cybernetic scholars, provides part of the rationale
for their presence in this study. By choosing three theorists who represent postmodern
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approaches to the machine, I want to acknowledge a tendency in the criticism of digital
literature: there exists a tendency to emphasize postmodern theory, rather than newer
ideas in digital studies – ideas like Web 2.0 cultural production and dynamic networks.
Granted, not every piece of criticism has a pronounced theoretical emphasis. Hartman’s
Virtual Muse and Stefans’s Fashionable Noise, for example, focus more on the history of
poetics than the theory of machines. Yet, when critics do attempt to theorize the
phenomenon of digital literature, the discussion often features the cultural theorists and
innovative philosophers from the late twentieth century. Haraway, Baudrillard, and
Deleuze are among the most common names cited in such discussions.
Although I want to question the pronounced use of postmodern theory in the
criticism of digital literature, I do not want to dismiss the use entirely. Many scholars
have made useful connections between seminal postmodern theory and digital literature.
In P0es1s, for example, Roberto Simanowski offers a valuable chapter that discusses
Roland Barthes’s idea of the “death of the author,” in the context of digital literature (7992). So too, Hayles’s Writing Machines uses Baudrillard to bolster an important
discussion of simulation (5-6). Funkhouser’s introduction to Prehistoric Digital Poetry
validly claims that certain digital texts embody the “postmodern conditions of textuality
introduced by Derrida, Baudrillard, Foucault, Deleuze and Guattari, and others” (3).
Similarly, Morris’s introduction to New Media Poetics provides a useful explanation of
the “convergence of two separate historical trajectories”: the history of cybernetics and
the theories of such writers as “Jean Baudrillard, Gilles Deleuze and Fèlix Guattari” and
“Donna Haraway” (9-10). There are more examples of critics who have applied
postmodern theories to digital textuality. Without diminishing the importance of the
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applications, my discussion asks a pertinent question: have more recent developments in
technology provided alternative, critical approaches, different from the earlier criticism of
digital literature? Also, has our understanding of Haraway, Baudrillard, and Deleuze
changed over the last decades? If so, does the contemporary context require us to
question parts of the theorists’s work? I emphasize “parts,” because the following
chapters challenge some areas of the three theorists’s oeuvre, but Haraway, Baudrillard,
and Deleuze nevertheless focus attention on crucial topics of inquiry for poetry
generators. In the following chapters, Haraway, Baudrillard, and Deleuze guide the
exploration of literary machines and foster the discussion of vital subjects.
Although Haraway, Baudrillard, and Deleuze each represent the era in which they
write, the following chapters suggest that their theories also contain certain modernist
assumptions. Without diminishing the originality of twentieth-century theory, the
discussion draws parallels between each writer’s approach, and the approach of a
modernist predecessor. Specifically, the three theorists perpetuate a concept of the
machine based on detached technologies that users engage with individually. By contrast,
today’s technologies network together computational machines and human users,
enabling distributed forms of cultural production. By focusing on Haraway, Baudrillard,
and Deleuze, this study can identify the ways in which networked technology develops
models of the machine, and demands reconsiderations of existing theories. The
organization of the chapters also highlights a trajectory towards increasingly autonomous
and networked concepts of technology. As the chapters progress, the theorist under
consideration present progressively more networked models of human-machine relations.
So too, the poetry generators addressed in each chapter progressively develop more
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networked attributes. By highlighting the development towards a “dynamic network
aesthetic,” Haraway, Baudrillard, and Deleuze offer constructive foundations upon which
to develop theories appropriate for today’s literary generators.

The Scope of Study: Reading Representative Examples
This study does not address an inclusive scope of poetry generators. Quite the
opposite, this study limits its examples to a small subset of literary machines. As one
limitation, the study includes only English-language programs, thereby misrepresenting
the international character of digital writing. While some forms of experimental poetry
emerge as language-specific movements, poetry generators proliferate as a multinational
and multilingual practice, and have done so since the beginning. As mentioned, Lutz
introduces the first experiments in computer poetry with his German-language
“stochastic” text. As well, one of the first poetic hypertexts presents a digital translation
of Queneau’s French-language Cent mille milliards de poèmes (Funkhouser 155). More
recently, Electronic Literature Directory documents the multilingual practice of
contemporary digital poetry, with texts in Portuguese, Spanish, German, Greek, French,
and Japanese. The following chapters, admittedly, reduce the vast quantity of poetry
generators by focusing only on the work of English poets. To help combat the narrowed
cultural focus, the study engages, when possible, with the English translations of digital
poetics, as evidenced by some of the collections already discussed. The subtitle of Media
Poetry, An International Anthology indicates the multinational backgrounds of the
contributors. As well, PoeS1s, a dual language publication, presents German and English
translations on facing pages. By including translated poetics, I attempt to engage with the
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valuable global contributions to digital poetics, without conducting close readings of nonEnglish poetry.
This dissertation not only limits itself to English poetry generators, but also limits
itself to a small sample. Each chapter addresses only eight poetry generators – a
considerably small number considering the multitude of available examples. Even a
simple Internet search for the term “poetry generator” returns millions of hits, and those
hits do not include the poetry generators that exist in art gallery installations or on
physical storage mediums. As a matter of practical necessity, I do not intend for this
dissertation to present an exhaustive survey of English poetry generators. Instead, I wish
to provide representative examples that most clearly demonstrate the meaning of a
“dynamic network aesthetic.” Throughout the chapters, my discussion emphasizes that
many contemporary poetry generators do not, in fact, come close to embodying a
network aesthetic. Such cases act as valuable comparisons to a networked aesthetic, and
the following chapters do examine such cases as useful counterpoints to a poetics of
networks. Yet, for the most part, the chapters showcase poetry generators that produce,
within their architectures, dynamic and networked forms of writing. The small selection
of examples also ensures that the chapters can present a close reading of each poetry
generator and its output. In many cases, the literary field has yet to address the examples
in this study, making the readings in the following pages the first attempts to analyze the
design and output of a program. The close readings not only introduce the field to new
literary machines, but they also help to explain specific embodiments of digitally
networked textual production.
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Regardless of the sample’s size, poetry generators, by their nature, represent the
work of a relatively privileged part of society. Although this dissertation relies on an
assumption that culture, poetry, and technology influence each other, the effects of the
Internet era do not manifest universally. The cultural circumstances that the following
chapters describe, as well as the cultural circumstances already proposed, apply to an
admittedly small subcategory of people – a subcategory not only confined to the
developed world, but also confined to a privileged population within advanced
economies. A myriad of studies on the digital divide have exposed correlations between
Internet adoption and specific factors, including a country’s GDP per capita (Kiiski and
Pohjola 298), an area’s information infrastructure (Chinn and Fairlie 40), and even an
individual’s age (Jones and Fox 1-9). Although the Internet permeates daily experience in
many populations, I recognize that the contemporary technological era and the poetry that
it produces, does not denote a universal set of circumstances. The individuals who
experience the trends discussed in the following chapters tend to benefit from the
advantages of resources, time, and education. Consequently, the scope of this
dissertation’s study presents the work of a relatively small socio-economic category of
writers.
This dissertation’s scope of examples includes poetry generators created by both
professional poets and casual amateurs.6 To understand the importance of amateur
production in contemporary culture, consider the following analogy: to include only the

6

Throughout this study, the term “amateur” signifies an individual who writes digital poetry, but who does
not have the conventional education or experience associated with established poets. Such individuals often
have no relation to established literary authorities, and seem to engage with poetry machines as a
programming hobby.
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poetry generators written by poets who have published on paper, or have a conventional
training in the literary field, amounts to studying online encyclopaedias, but leaving out
Wikipedia because unpaid, non-experts authored its articles. Today’s technologies help
individuals to participate in artistic activity, even when the individuals do not have the
financial means or institutional backgrounds conventionally associated with experts –
think of amateur journalism in the blogosphere, or instant celebrities from YouTube.
Although amateur production has revolutionized contemporary culture, liberating
individuals in many ways, some critics find fault with the phenomenon. According to
Andrew Keen, the shift toward non-expert cultural production – what he calls The Cult of
the Amateur (2007) in his polemical book of the same name – damages human culture at
large. Although blogs and wikis, to use some of Keen’s examples, might not be
“decimating the publishing, music, and news-gathering industries” (27-28) to the degree
that Keen argues, he has valid reason to question the effects non-experts have on the
established standards of art and culture. In the case of poetry generators, any individual
can post a program online. No gatekeeper, such as an experienced editor or established
publisher, demands that the individual meet any literary or ethical standards. According
to Keen, the lack of gatekeepers in contemporary cultural production threatens the
standards of human expression. The following chapters return to his arguments, when the
issue of literary quality (which, admittedly, represents a contentious idea in itself), arises
in relation to poetry generators produced by non-expert poets.
In a world of amateur production, Keen represents only one side of the debate.
The opposite opinion, represented by such a book as James Surowiecki’s The Wisdom of
Crowds (2004), argues that amateur production, especially in mass scales, improves
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human culture. In The Wisdom of Crowds, Surowiecki presents examples that
demonstrate the benefit of engaging a wide scope of individuals in projects, even when
the individuals do not qualify as experts. By explaining such Web 2.0 phenomenon as
Google’s PageRank (15-17)7 and Linux’s open source model (72-74)8, Surowiecki makes
a case for decision-making based on collective intelligence, which, in his examples,
consistently produces better, more accurate results than the decisions of even the most
genius of experts. In the case of poetry generators, similar emergent behaviour potentially
arises. Machines that use mass collaboration may generate output that makes surprisingly
brilliant connections, compared to an individual writer’s work. Or, a programmer who
has little literary background may produce a poetry generator with an original
understanding of writing machines. In the following chapters, I do not attempt to promote
one argument about amateurs over another; I simply acknowledge the undeniable
presence of non-experts in contemporary cultural production, and carefully consider the
consequences of writing machines that do not reflect conventional notions of literary
expertise.

7

PageRank uses an algorithm that determines a website’s relevance to a search query. The algorithm
returns search results based on the number of links that a page has, and the importance of the pages that
link to it. Google revolutionized the way Internet searches function, by “asking the entire Web to decide
which page contains the most useful information” (Surowiecki 16). No one expert controls the results;
multitudes of contributors who structure the Internet collectively (and unknowingly) decide a search’s
outcome.
8
Finnish programmer Linus Torvalds initiated Linux as an open source operating system. Instead of
relying on conventional hierarchies of authority to organize complex programming, Torvalds allowed any
programmer to contribute to the ongoing improvements of the source code. The resulting network of
contributors means that there is “enough variety among programmers, and there are enough programmers,
that no matter what the bug is, someone is going to come up with a fix for it”(Surowiecki 73).
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The Chapter Outline: Towards a Poetics of Networks
The trajectory of this dissertation moves in two parallel directions. First, I order the
theorists to present increasingly networked models of the machine: Chapter Two focuses
on Haraway; Chapter Three looks at Baudrillard; Chapter Four concentrates on Deleuze.
Each theorist offers insight relevant to today’s technology, but the degree that they reflect
collective, connective forms of cultural production varies. Second, the chapters order
three categories of poetry generators, to represent a trajectory toward increasingly
autonomous poetry production. The first category requires the greatest contribution by
the user, and results in the greatest control of the human actor: poetry generators that
manipulate user input. The second category offers significantly less human control, but
still relies on content created by human authors: poetry generators that manipulate
material found on the Internet. The third category requires the least contribution of
human thought, once the poet has completed the programming: poetry generators that
operate with only the originally programmed parameters. Together, the three categories
demonstrate a progression towards poetry generators that replace the human capacity to
think with the mechanical ability to compute. The order of the categories corresponds to a
general tendency in digital culture – a tendency that produces machines requiring
increasingly less control by human influence. Instead of human control, machines, like
the poetry generators in this study, develop into self-governing content producers.
Chapter Two addresses poetry generators that manipulate user input. Haraway’s
cyborg provides an apt theoretical frame for this category of poetry generator. Like the
category, Haraway’s theory evokes a relationship between the individual and the
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machine. Consistent with Haraway’s characterization of the individual cyborg, a user
creates a hybrid with poetry machines by contributing input to their processes. But,
unlike Haraway’s cyborg figure, contemporary poetry generators create a cyborg
network, rather than an individual hybrid. The chapter frames the argument, by
suggesting that Haraway may perpetuate two tendencies of her modernist predecessor, F.
T. Marinetti. By comparing one of Marinetti’s manifestos to Haraway’s manifesto, the
chapter concludes that both writers presume the existence of an autonomous individual
who interacts with the machine. Such an actor does not reflect the distributed authorship
of contemporary cultural production. In addition, Haraway perpetuates Marinetti’s
tendency to write with a revolutionary rhetoric. Both authors tend to write in a declarative
tone, proclaiming hard-and-fast truths about technology and culture. The absolutist terms
in both authors’ work do not reflect the ambiguous and inconsistent behaviour of
contemporary technology. To demonstrate such claims, the chapter reads eight poetry
generators. Examples (including “Gnoetry” by Eric Elshtain and Jon Trowbridge and
“Egoscope” by Beiguelman) emphasize the networked nature of the online cyborg figure,
demonstrating the ambiguous power relations that result from distributed content
creation. The readings provide a way of conceptualizing the cyborg figure as an author in
a dynamic network with unpredictable behaviour.
Chapter Three addresses poetry generators that manipulate Internet text.
Baudrillard’s media critiques provide an apt theoretical frame for this category of poetry
generator, because both the critiques and the category evoke a relationship between
culture and the machine. Instead of the individual, Baudrillard focuses on the masses,
emphasizing the collective impact that the media has on audiences, and vice-versa. But,
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unlike Baudrillard’s characterization of the masses, today’s audiences hold the potential
to act as content producers, in addition to content consumers. The chapter frames this
inconsistency between Baudrillard’s media theory and today’s media reality as
symptomatic of two modernist tendencies, shared with Baudrillard’s predecessor, Walter
Benjamin. Like Benjamin, Baudrillard portrays the media as an entity separated from the
masses. A comparison between the two authors indicates that both Benjamin and
Baudrillard account for varying levels of participation in the media. But, as the chapter
argues, both media theorists place the masses in opposition to the media, defining clear
roles for each. Consequently, Benjamin and Baudrillard do not account for today’s
integration of content producer and content consumer – an integration that characterizes
participatory cultural production. As well, Baudrillard perpetuates Benjamin’s tendency
to generalize the behaviour of the media. Both authors tend to argue in general terms
when addressing the effects of the media, abstracting its behaviour from societal or
circumstantial factors. Like the declarative tones of Marinetti and Haraway, the
abstractions of Benjamin and Baudrillard do not account for the heterogeneous and often
ambiguous effects of today’s machines. Instead of offering generalizations about the
media, Chapter Three reads eight specific media machines: eight poetry generators that
employ the media environment of the Internet. Examples (including “No Time Machine”
by Daniel C. Howe and Aya Karpinska and “Status Update” by Bill Kennedy and
Wershler-Henry) emphasize the integration of producer and consumer – an integration
that today’s media environment enables. By closely reading specific examples, the
chapter perceives the complex interactions between a culture and its machines.
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Chapter Four addresses poetry generators that produce content autonomously.
This category of poetry generator, like Deleuze’s philosophical machines, evokes an
abstract relationship between human and machine. The concept of the rhizome,
formulated by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, provides a particularly useful theoretical
tool with which to conceive the amorphous networks in contemporary poetry generators.
Although the rhizome parallels many characteristics of poetry generators, Deleuze’s work
less-successfully embodies contemporary authorship. The chapter frames Deleuze’s
relationship to contemporary machines by suggesting that his work may perpetuate two
tendencies of his modernist predecessor (and fellow theorist of the machine) Marcel
Duchamp. Like Duchamp’s “bachelor machine,” Deleuze’s work attempts to embody the
tenets of a machine based on heterogeneous connection and perpetual process. However,
compared to the machines of Duchamp and Deleuze, contemporary poetry generators
produce more dynamic processes, for two reasons. First, both Duchamp and Deleuze
maintain a considerable control over their machines. Autonomous poetry generators, by
contrast, diminish the role of human influence, so that no author directs the results.
Second, the physical mediums with which Duchamp and Deleuze work yield fixed
objects. Because the plastic arts and paper publishing produce final, stable products, they
contrast the kinds of perpetual process made possible with digital programs. To
demonstrate, the chapter offers readings of eight poetry generators. Examples (including
“This is not a Hypertext” by Simon Biggs and “ppg256 series” by Montfort) demonstrate
the possibilities for independent machines to produce rhizomatic writing beyond the
control of human authority. The poetry machines addressed in the chapter reflect the
autonomous cognitive machines currently proliferating in the technological landscape.
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Chapter Five returns to the four characteristics of a “dynamic network aesthetic,”
with which this study begins. The characteristics organize a discussion about the future of
poetry generators, especially as a potential field of study. The potential for mass
aggregation creates questions surrounding not only an individual’s control of textual
production, but also an author’s responsibility to respect legal and moral obligations. The
second characteristic, participatory platforms, evokes concerns related to amateur
production and literary quality. The third characteristic, the instability of source texts,
raises concerns related to archiving. The fourth characteristic, the unpredictability of
human actors, stimulates consideration of, not only the behaviours of poetry generator
users, but also their demographics. The chapter outlines some potential studies that
researchers might conduct in the future in order to learn more about the topics under
consideration. This study indicates the vast potential, so far unexploited, by critics of
literary machines. Although a distinct field of study for poetry generators may not
materialize in the immediate future, the potential to investigate the topic continues to
expand as the number and sophistication of programs increases. The final chapter
imagines what such a field of study may look like and what insights it may produce about
the relationship between poem and machine.
This study aims to establish the connection between contemporary cultural trends
and current poetic practice. Arguing that poetry generators represent a Web 2.0 mindset,
the following chapters highlight the ways in which poetry, which has always embodied
characteristics of its historical age, continues to reflect the tendencies of its era. In
addition to the cultural relevancy of today’s poetry generators, the discussion also
emphasizes their literary value. As representations of current forms of expression, and as
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sources of engaging digital writing, the poetry generators in this study offer the literary
field an investigation of digital culture, through poetic forms. More specifically, this
dissertation affirms an argument related to digital poetry: the Internet has changed the
ways in which digital poets compose their work. The Internet era has heightened our
awareness of information networks, producing conceptual theories, as well as tangible
technologies, with which to produce dynamic poetry programs. Marking a new era in
digital poetry, the “dynamic network aesthetic” of contemporary poetry generators invites
readers to imagine the poem, not as a machine made of words, but as words made by
machine.
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POETRY GENERATORS OF THE CYBORG NETWORK:
MANIPULATING USER INPUT
Donna Haraway, Individual Actors, and Residual Modernism
In 1960, Manfred E. Clynes and Nathan S. Kline introduced the term “cyborg” to
name their vision of “self-regulating man-machine systems” (30) that would withstand
the coming conditions of the space age. The article by Clynes and Kline undoubtedly
marks the initiation of cyborg theory, as well as a historically significant moment during
the space race. However, today when critics mention the term “cyborg,” they most often
refer to the seminal text of cyborg theory for the twentieth century and the twenty-first
century: Haraway’s “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Feminism in the
Late Twentieth Century” (1991). Recognizing the “monumental status” of Haraway’s
text, Hayles calls attention to the thousands of times that writers have cited the article – a
statistic made all the more significant because, according to the Citation Index, more than
ninety percent of articles in the humanities remain uncited (“Unfinished Work” 159). The
citations of the manifesto indicate Haraway’s influence on a wide scope of theoretical
concerns. Her text not only impacts the discourse of second-wave feminism and new
technology, but, more generally, “A Cyborg Manifesto” elicits responses that have helped
to define the relationship between human and machine. This chapter considers such
responses, as a way of examining the suitability of “A Cyborg Manifesto” for
contemporary networked technologies. First, the chapter highlights two tendencies in
Haraway’s text that may produce inconsistencies between the cyborg and Web 2.0 users.
Both tendencies, the chapter argues, make modernist assumptions about the relationship
between machines and humanity. Next, an examination of the critical responses to “A
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Cyborg Manifesto” reveals the ways in which critics, prompted by developments in
technology and culture, interrogate the cyborg in the context of information networks.
Their work suggests that, by considering, cyborg authorship as a collective act,
Haraway’s ideas can more accurately represent today’s human-machine interactions. To
demonstrate the claim, the chapter examines eight poetry generators. The readings reveal
the ways in which poets create dynamic networks of cyborg authorship, rather than
individual hybrid entities.
Although “A Cyborg Manifesto” represents a decidedly twentieth-century
approach to feminist theory, the text nonetheless perpetuates two modernist assumptions
shared by Haraway’s predecessor, Marinetti. A comparison between Haraway’s
manifesto and Marinetti’s “The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism” (1909) reveals the
two similarities: both writers assume the existence of an autonomous individual, and both
writers argue with revolutionary rhetoric. Before examining the similarities in greater
detail, this discussion must first acknowledge the two texts’ profoundly contrasting,
historically specific concerns. The topic of women, in particular, highlights their
antithetical projects. Lauding “scorn for women” (42), Marinetti’s machismo (with its
pretentious attitude, which R. W. Flint calls “intellectual snobbery” [33]) does directly
contrast the motivations of Haraway’s endeavour. As Mark Coté suggests, Haraway
writes, “as if inspired by the misogyny of the Futurists” (n. pag.), overtly opposing the
fascist tradition that Marinetti represents. Instead of perpetuating the binary between the
femininity of nature and the masculinity of technology (as Marinetti does), Haraway
claims the machine as a source of empowerment for women’s self-definition. Lacking the
ideological history of human tradition, Haraway’s cyborg can forge new versions of
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female subjectivity unencumbered by embedded assumptions of identity. Haraway’s
cyborg figure suggests the possibility for hybrid identities forged outside of the social
constructions of Western thought, including the social constructions found within Futurist
writings. Thus, Haraway’s text subverts the masculine traditions of both manifesto
writing and machine technology, transforming the cyborg into an empowering form of
subjectivity.
Despite the reversals that “A Cyborg Manifesto” performs on the Futurist project,
Haraway, like her modernist predecessor, believes in the revolutionary potential of the
machine. Without discounting Haraway’s powerful argument for indeterminate
subjectivities, her manifesto’s style can imply a revolution of power relations that might
seem too universal – at least in parts of her manifesto. In particular, her discussion of the
“Informatics of Domination” might suggest that a series of “transitions” are happening,
definitively replacing one set of concepts with another (161-69). For example, Haraway
claims that “labour” is transforming into “robotics” (162). Likewise, “White Capitalist
Patriarchy” is transforming, according to Haraway, into the “Informatics of Domination”
(162). Although her observations might prove valid in some cases, these transformations
in some parts of the world are neither perfect nor universal. Haraway herself might agree
that the cultural changes of which she writes are very complex and culturally situated, but
her rhetoric tends to declare arguments with a strong degree of certitude – a certitude also
expressed by Marinetti. When Marinetti writes,“[w]e will destroy the museums, libraries,
academies of every kind, will fight moralism, feminism, every opportunistic or utilitarian
cowardice” (42), he highlights the distance between the two writers’ projects, but he also
highlights the similarity between the two writers’ declarative tones. As the poetry
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generators in this chapter demonstrate, such rhetorical certitude does not sufficiently
communicate the complex effects of contemporary technology. Today’s technologies
(and perhaps historical technologies as well) produce relations of power with ambiguous
consequences. The moral, economic, and legal contexts of contemporary poetry
generators ask us to consider more nuanced approaches to technological changes and
cultural transformations.
In addition to rhetorical style, Haraway’s manifesto also shares Marinetti’s focus
on the individual. Even the often-quoted opening line indicates that the individual serves
as the unit of analysis: “A cyborg is a cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine and
organism, a creature of social reality as well as a creature of fiction” (“A Cyborg
Manifesto” 149, emphasis added). Reading the “The Futurist Manifesto,” one may not
immediately sense the same level of individualism, because the text makes such
collective claims, with “we” acting as the pronoun of choice. After an anecdotal opening
describing an adventure of Marinetti and his “friends,” the manifesto launches into a
series of proclamations, each beginning with such phrases as “we will” and “we intend”
(41-42). Beyond the pronouns, however, Marinetti promotes a self-determined,
independently acting human, just like Haraway does. When Marinetti writes that “[w]e
want to glorify war” and “[w]e want to demolish museums and libraries” (42), he may
express the actions as collective efforts, but the actors involved presumably enact free
will. The very motivation of Marinetti’s call to action relates to efforts for self-definition
outside of conventional cultural authorities. Like the cyborg, who escapes from the
dependency on an “origin story” (150), Marinetti’s individual constructs new paths to
escape history, and to define the self without limitations of cultural precedent. Although
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Haraway’s cyborg constitutes a distinctly postmodern subjectivity, the singularity of the
figure, and its autonomy makes the cyborg less reflective of the networked identities of
today’s technological milieu. Self-determination may serve as an integral goal for both of
the authors’ projects, but for contemporary poetry generators, the individual actor does
not account entirely for a dynamic network that distributes subjectivity and diminishes
self-autonomy.
The residual modernism of Haraway’s theory may account, in part, for the
popularity of “A Cyborg Manifesto” in digital poetics. Her focus on the individual suits
the conventional manifestations of digital poetry, which have typically involved one
author engaging with technology. The output produced by digital poetry also tends to
lack transparent meaning, allowing critics to read digital texts as examples of a cyborgian
resistance against conventional communication. Critics can interpret the earlier
interactions between poet and machine as an embodiment of “[c]yborg politics,”
characterized by “the struggle for language and the struggle against perfect
communication, against the one code that translates all meaning perfectly” (Haraway, “A
Cyborg” 164). A similar struggle occurs within the output of contemporary poetry
generators, but the figure engaging with the struggle has changed. No longer a single
poet, or small group of poets, the authorship process now entails a network of cyborgian
actors. Even though the cyborg figure continues to provide a valuable theoretical tool for
digital authorship, the concept may require updating to account for distributed forms of
cultural production. Rather than discount the value of Haraway’s text, I suggest instead a
critical approach that makes the hybrid of machine and organism more than a singular
figure. My approach argues that the boundaries between individual cyborgs are as
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imaginary as the boundaries that separate machines and organisms.

Responses to Haraway: Toward the Cognisphere
This section considers some of the critics who have used Haraway’s cyborg figure
to address information networks. The brief survey provides context for the following
discussion of poetry generators, by demonstrating some of the ways in which attitudes
towards the cyborg have changed over time. Published more than a quarter century ago,
“A Cyborg Manifesto” emerges from a technological landscape different than the
landscape of today. Rather than a world in which detached personal computers represent
the new wave of technological advancement, today’s society relies on mobile, networked
information structures linking multiple actors. As one consequence of information
networks, collective forms of cultural production emerge as a distinguishing feature of
contemporary society. Demonstrating the transformation of the machine over time, the
following critics react to the cyborg figure in relation to changing technological
developments and cultural conditions. The selected texts demonstrate an initial
enthusiasm for the cyborg’s relevance within digital studies. Later critics, however, begin
to question some of the assumptions within Haraway’s cyborg theory in relation to
developing trends in technology. Some critics recognize the need to consider more
distributed forms of the cyborg figure, within the context of today’s dynamic
technologies.
Critics in 1980s and 1990s develop varied approaches to Haraway’s cyborg, as
demonstrated by the more than five-hundred pages in The Cyborg Handbook (1995).
Edited by Chris Hables Gray, The Cyborg Handbook represents an authority in cyborg
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theory of the 1990s. With topics ranging from the repercussions of artificial hearts to the
notions of postcolonial cyborgs, The Cyborg Handbook designates itself as “an initial
map of the important cyborg questions, anxieties, problems and possibilities” (2).
Reflecting its date of publication, the book’s index includes only four references to the
Internet. But, even at this early stage of cyborg theory, the text does acknowledge
networked forms of cyborg activity. Similar to the Borg on Star Trek (which the editors
mention in their introduction [2]), the text claims that the “cyborg can be the system
itself” (2). Accordingly, “[c]yborg technosciences aren’t just about making individual
cyborgs” (3), they are also about the cyborg networks epitomized by globalized business
practices and the Internet (7). Although the contributions to A Cyborg Handbook stay
fairly true to a cyborg modelled on the individual, the introduction to the collection
attests to the fact that, even in the mid-nineties, critics already recognize the influence of
networked technologies. At this early stage of digital scholarship, critics understandably
do not comprehend the full implications of information networks – quite simply because
the full implications have yet to materialize – but critics do recognize technological
developments underway.
The Cyborg Handbook depicts some of the general attitudes towards cyborg
theory in the 1990s. For a specific example from the same era, the survey turns to
Elizabeth M. Reid’s “Text-based Virtual Realities: Identity and the Cyborg Body”
(1996). Although Reid’s article focuses on Multi-User Dimensions (MUDs) (which are,
essentially, networks of actors facilitated by the Internet) her emphasis remains on the
individual user. Relying on such phrases as “the player” and “the MUD character,” Reid
discusses the possibilities for an individual to enact self-transformations online. For Reid,
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MUDs, as venue for role playing, represent a territory of self-autonomy. The territory
places “gender, sexuality, identity and corporality beyond the plane of certainty” (327).
Reid’s digital environment is one of “anonymity, distance and flexibility” (327),
allowing “people to say what they want” (327), in liberating conditions. Like Haraway’s
cyborg figure, the MUD user, according to Reid, explores identities outside of the social
norms related to the body. Thus, Reid adopts an optimistic approach to the capacity for
self-definition, and the cyborg’s enabling role in the process. Yet, the capacity for selfdefinition relies on the cyborg’s ability to act with sovereignty, without limitations
produced by restrictive technologies or user communities. By contrast, today’s online
social networks can, in part, limit the autonomy of the individual. The poetry generators
mentioned later in this chapter suggest that participatory platforms do not always result in
the liberating opportunities suggested by Reid’s article.
By the early years of the twenty-first century, writers who address cyborg theory
begin to consider the then-proliferating Internet. In one example, Dànielle DeVoss
conducts an investigation of Internet cyborgs, in order to identify a “gap between
theoretical constructions of cyborg possibilities and actual visual representations of the
cyborg” (383). Although her article, “Rereading Cyborg(?) Women: The Visual Rhetoric
of Images of Cyborg (and Cyber) Bodies on the World Wide Web” (2000), attends to
visual representations, rather than actual enactments of cyborg entities, the considerations
apply more generally to the disparity between the cyborgs of academic theory and the
cyborgs of popular culture. In academic theory, Haraway lauds the cyborg figure as a
means of escaping socially constructed gender norms, and resisting the limiting
ideologies that perpetuate Biblical, Oedipal, and heterosexual norms. In popular culture,
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most visual representations of cyborgs do the opposite. As DeVoss documents, online
images of the cyborg reinforce conventional notions of femininity, masculinity,
heterosexuality, and power (383). More “cyber” than “cyborg,” to use the terminology
proposed by DeVoss (383), images that merge woman and machine perpetuate
heterosexual fantasies of sexual domination. The observations relate to a “dynamic
network aesthetic” for two reasons. First, the article considers the impact of the Internet
on the collective consciousness. The visual patterns that DeVoss recognizes reflect a
collective cultural imagination, beyond the power of any one individual. Second, the
article also argues that the cyborg figure does not always overcome limiting, normative
categories of representation. A hybrid of machine and organism can, in fact, have
oppressive effects that limit one’s autonomy. Critics need to allow for the ambiguous
potentials of cyborg activity, by resisting over-determined arguments about radically
positive change.
Not only in visual representations, but in human activity as well, dynamic
information networks affect definitions of the cyborg. In 2003, Gaggi Silvio recognizes
that networks have become so integral to daily life that they define the contemporary
cultural milieu. In “The Cyborg and the Net: Figures of the Technological Subject”
(2003), Silvio frames his discussion on networked technology by proposing a special
relationship between the cyborg and the net: according to Silvio, the two concepts
“embody both the positive and negative hopes and possibilities we experience as we enter
the new millennium” (n. pag.). By identifying the cyborg and the net as the pre-eminent
concepts for understanding contemporary culture, Silvio recognizes that the Internet era
ushers in a new stage in human-machine relationships. Not only has the Internet made the
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relationship between tools and humans potentially more intimate than in any other time in
history, the Internet has also diminished the difference between cyborg and network.
Noting that “the distinction between them is not always so clear” (n. pag.), Silvio
encourages readers to think of the cyborg as a concept mutable by technological
development, not a concept defined solely by Haraway’s manifesto. Although the
majority of Silvio’s article focuses on individual cyborgs from literature (Case from
William Gibson’s Neuromancer, for example) “The Cyborg and the Net” effectively
identifies the close relationship between Internet technology and human subjectivity. As
Silvio concludes, the concepts share “similar anxieties and hopes” that direct the future
embodiments of human subjectivity.
Following the genesis of Web 2.0 platforms, scholars continue to reconsider
Haraway’s cyborg figure. A special issue of Theory, Culture, and Society from 2006
provides an illustrative example. In the journal, contributors pose numerous reevaluations of cyborg theory, and raise questions regarding contemporary technology.
Two articles, in particular, demonstrate an increased interest in the impact of information
networks. The first, Nigel Thrift’s “Donna Haraway’s Dreams” (2006) demonstrates the
ways in which, in Thrift’s words, “Haraway has not so much missed as passed over too
quickly some significant events which render some of her thoughts less effective than
they should be or need to be” (190). Although Thrift avoids explicitly naming networked
technologies, his descriptions of the “metasystems” (193) that organize unprecedented
amounts of data, and change human experience on an evolutionary level, seem
characteristic of a “dynamic network aesthetic.” He writes of the “invention of various
dynamic technologies of propensity” (191) that spread nearly worldwide. The
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implications of such “dynamic technologies” cause him to question the cyborg’s role in
digital theory. For example, Thrift claims that the economy and capitalism, in particular,
may not receive sufficient consideration in Haraway’s manifesto. Haraway characterizes
the capitalist system as a source of oppression, but Thrift recognizes that some people
“are not so much slaves of the machine as its economic and psychic beneficiaries” (193).
The observation speaks to the argument that Haraway’s manifesto employs the rhetoric of
revolutionary change. Although rhetoric on its own may not have entirely negative
effects, the manifesto, as Thrift emphasizes, tends to characterize societal influences as
either positive or negative – a binary that contemporary poetry generators tend to
challenge.
Hayles also contributes to the special issue of Theory, Culture, and Society, with
her article “Unfinished Work: From Cyborg to Cognisphere” (2006). Hayles refers to the
proliferation of a number of network technologies that appear since the initial publication
of “The Cyborg Manifesto,” including the WWW, cell phones, sensor networks, and GPS
technology (159). As a consequence of technological change, Hayles argues, “A Cyborg
Manifesto” no longer fully satisfies as a theoretical tool to interrogate contemporary
culture. Making claims that align with the contention of this chapter, Hayles asserts that
the cyborg “is not networked enough” (159 emphasis original). The singular figure no
longer suits a world in which the individual person is no longer “the appropriate unit of
analysis, if indeed it ever was” (160). Hayles also informs the following discussion with
her suggestions of an alternative to the individual cyborg. Adopting an idea proposed by
Thomas Whalen, Hayles suggests that the global networks of cognitive activity constitute
“the cognisphere”:
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Expanded to include not only the Internet but also
networked and programmable systems that feed into it,
including wired and wireless data flows across the
electromagnetic spectrum, the cognisphere gives a name
and shape to the globally interconnected cognitive systems
in which humans are increasingly embedded. As the name
implies, humans are not the only actors within this system;
machine cognizers are crucial players as well. (161)
A confluence of thinking machines and thinking humans offers an appropriate image for
the poetry generators in this chapter. Rather than a static network controlled by either the
creator or the user, a “dynamic network aesthetic” transforms Haraway’s individual
cyborg into a matrix of cyborgian authorship.
The term “cyborg,” according to its most fundamental definition, applies easily
most varieties of poetry generator: every literary program, to some degree, represents “a
hybrid of machine and organism” (Haraway, “Cyborg Manifesto” 149). However, one
subcategory represents the cyborg particularly well: poetry generators that rely on user
input. The category, like Haraway’s cyborg theory, relies on the relationship between the
individual and the machine. Whether by typing text into an input box, by copying and
pasting text, or by handling the mouse, the individual consciousness partakes in the
creation process. So too, Haraway designates the individual as the foundational unit of
consideration. Haraway represents the individual as a self-sufficient, self-made entity
resistant to the forces that would dominate it. By contrast, the poetry generators in this
chapter subvert models of writing that rely on the autonomous individual. In this chapter,
users perform cyborg writing that, in part, limits their capacity for self-definition. The
designs of content platforms and the behaviour of user communities sometimes reduce
the possible outcomes of personal expression. Consequently, critics must think of cyborg
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authorship as an ambiguous collective, reflecting, not autonomous hybrids, but networks
of producers.

Digital Poetry Generators: Reading the Cyborg Network
Poetry generators that rely on user input produce dynamic content using multiple
strategies. Authors can capitalize on participatory platforms, create writing communities,
or access database content. Web 2.0 technologies present diverse opportunities to
produce dynamic textual output, but, for the category of poetry generator under
discussion, one common outcome results: multiple authors come together to form a fluid
network of content producers. Although cyborg networks feature predominantly in some
of the examples that follow, the degree to which the program produces dynamic textual
output varies. In some cases, the program composes material with less complex processes
than other examples. And, in some cases, the design of the program produces a less
distributed network of cyborgs, compared to the design of other poetry generators. With
the variance in dynamicism in mind, the following section orders the poetry generators by
considering their authorship networks and textual output. The chapter begins with poetry
generators that exhibit more simplistic composition processes, and less networked cyborg
authorship. The chapter then proceeds to address increasingly more dynamic programs.
The organization highlights the diverse ways in which programs can produce a “dynamic
network aesthetic.” As well, the order emphasizes a trend in current technology – a trend
towards increasingly distributed forms of production, enabled by automated cognitive
machines.
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Although this dissertation focuses on contemporary poetry generators, the first
example dates back to 1984, in the “prehistoric” era of digital poetry (to use
Funkhouser’s term). Although “Travesty” comes from a pre-Internet era, the program,
created by Kenner and O’Rourke, not only provides an historically important example,9
but also acts as a useful counterpoint to a “dynamic network aesthetic.” Unlike other
examples in this chapter, “Travesty” functions as a closed, static system. First, the
program asks the user to enter a text. “Travesty” then analyzes the text, creating a
“frequency table” based on the patterns of letters and spaces. The user may choose a
pattern length, from one to nine. The program then finds and replaces each instance of
that pattern length with another instance of that pattern length. The higher the number,
the more garbled the output. At a level one “Travesty,” the output remains mostly
unchanged. At a level nine, the text transforms into jumbled mix of letters. Although the
program can produce many diverse instantiations of the source text, “Travesty”
essentially represents a static network because it recycles the content of a limited source.
No new material or dynamic process alters the function of the algorithm, or the source
material. Like most poetry generators online, “Travesty” operates as an un-networked
program, creating individual hybrids of machine and organism.
Although “Travesty” does not represent the most dynamic use of information
technology, it does represent an historically significant trend in pre-Internet poetry
generators: before the Internet, authors often use poetry generators to create content for

9

Funkhouser emphasizes that “Travesty” helped pioneer the type of poetry generator that allows users to
input their own texts, rather than relying on pre-programmed material. Also, “Travesty” marked a
“particularly influential event,” Funkhouser explains, “in that it led to subsequent works created by other
artists and greater awareness of the form” (63).
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codex publications. For example, Jackson Mac Low uses the “Travesty” program to
produce some of the content in 42 Merzgedichte in Memoriam Kurt Schwitters (1994). As
the introduction to the text explains, Mac Low employs, not only “Travesty,” but a
number of experimental writing aids, including constraint-based, visually focused, and
computer-assisted techniques. The writing processes differ throughout the book, and
many approaches do not even include the “Travesty” program. But for the thirty-sixth to
forty-second Merzgedichte, Mac Low runs his selected text (his twenty-ninth
Merzgedichte) through a low-order “Travesty,” then through another poetry program
(Hartman’s “Diastex4” [ix]). Even with “systematic types of post-editing” (ix), the output
demonstrates the level of disorientation that automated digital splicing brings to a text:
And sciALREd AuTis indis
AnnovERiffERsignAL pREpREs in
AnninExpRouducTisT opiALL sTAdiffERfoRposionsTRAL AphE
ExpEd
AFTER Aus pREsTER scE ThEAf gRALsEd nE! (42nd Merzgedichte
211)
Although the letter combinations suggest English diction (some even forming words,
such as “AFTER” and “REd”), the poem does not rely on mimetic strategies. Instead,
according to Mac Low, the Merzgedichte create artistic value through their “polymedial”
value (ix-x). Offering characteristics of several art forms, the poems ask to be read as
literary text, visual art, and musical compositions. Especially for the poems composed
with “Travesty,” Mac Low emphasizes the importance of the performative quality of the
poetry. He suggests that linguistic elements act as “tones or intervals of scales or tone of
rows, melodic themes or motifs, or rhythmic figures, recurring again and again (in full or
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fragmentarily) in various combinations and concatenations” (ix). Indeed, one of the
distinctive qualities of “Travesty” output is the way in which the text foregrounds the
aural patterns in textual production. The letters, stripped from their referential value, offer
a statistically determined reading of the original text’s sonic patterns. “Travesty,” as its
name suggests, creates a travesty-like perversion of the text, in ways that uncover latent
tonal meaning in the original material.

Fig. 1. “Adjunct Travesty” by Peter Manson
The “Travesty” engine no longer exists on the Web (if it ever did), but one can
easily find imitations. Both Peter Manson’s “Adjunct Travesty” (fig. 1), and
plagiarist.org’s “The Travesty Corporate PR InfoMixer” explicitly acknowledge Kenner
and O’Rourke’s program, and admit to borrowing its premise. The programs both operate
with the same basis as the original “Travesty,” but make some design alternations.
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Manson’s program, for instance, only allows three levels of travesties, from “Least
Garbled (Recommended)” to “Most Garbled” (n. pag.). Ben Barlow’s iPad version also
makes stylistic choices that reinterpret the program. Barlow presents his Travesty on a
background that simulates a spiral notebook, offering eight built-in source texts (labelled
“canned texts”), including the Bible and a list of baby names. Barlow’s “Travesty,” like
the rest of the versions, perpetuates a self-contained form of writing based on textual
recycling. But the interest in “Travesty” since the proliferation of the Web creates
something more dynamic in the larger picture: a network of cyborg authors, rewriting and
reinventing the program. Each new interpretation of “Travesty” redefines its original
identity, even if slightly, and offers the program to a new audience. In this way, we can
read “Travesty” as a poetry generator undergoing dynamic development, fostered by the
networks of cyborg programmers and cyborg poets who continue to provoke fascination
with the program’s potential.
“Travesty” represents a closed, static program that transforms into a more
dynamic set of relations because of a cyborgian network of programmers. By
comparison, “RoboPoem,” another online poetry generator, has dynamic network
features, but fails to deviate fully from an individual cyborg model. “RoboPoem”
provides a fitting first contemporary example for this chapter, because it arguably has the
most complex mechanisms for textual composition and most potential for dynamicism,
but two factors impede the program’s full potential: the adoption of a pay for service
model and conventional attitudes towards copyright law. Although the “RoboPoem”
website provides a freely available, very pared down version online, a user must pay to
access the program in its entirety. The payment model (a rarity for poetry generators)
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allows a user to download a free seven-day trial of the “Cut’n’Mix” suite that includes
the “RoboPoem” program. Once the trial expires, the program locks the software’s
functionality until the user purchases a licensing key, at the costs of $14.99. Creator C. P.
Bryan’s entrepreneurial spirit extends beyond merely the literary field, as his company,
InterAnnex Web Applications, suggests by advertising services for website design and
music production. Even in his description of the program’s functionalities, Bryan
suggests applications for the program that are more lucrative than creating poetry; the
website (fig. 2) promises, not only the ability to “[g]enerate random poetry,” but also
more business minded opportunities to “[f]ind new music group or company names”(n.
pag.). Although Bryan intends “RoboPoem” to function as a financially profitable tool,
his capitalist model may actually impede the program’s dynamic network potential, and
create disconnected cyborg authors.
Before detailing further the potential limitations of “RoboPoem,” the discussion
must first acknowledge that the program yields considerably complex functions,
compared to other examples in this chapter. Advertising a way to “rearrange text into
robotic poetry” (“User Guide” n. pag.), the website promotes the program to its potential
clients, proclaiming the following capabilities:
* Regular poem – mixes user input and a random sampling
of words from a variety of sources
* Shake It! – mixes user input with random samples from
William Shakespeare’s plays
* Jabberwock – builds a poem with user words mixed with
random selections from a database of nonsense words
(“RoboPoem” n. pag.)
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“RoboPoem” also offers the option to use works of classical authors, or – capitalizing on
the dynamic network capabilities of the Internet – content derived from websites.
Furthermore, a user can choose to manipulate the output through a variety of tools,
including a fridge magnet interface or ransom note display. Additional features of
“RoboPoem” manipulate elements of poetic form, including rhyme scheme and syllable
count. Using algorithms that rely on the computer’s ability to count syllables and access
lexical databases, “RoboPoem” literally reads words, inasmuch as the program can
comprehend meaning from them. Despite the website’s claim that “[t]he fact that no
computer can understand human language shouldn’t present much of a problem”
(“RoboPoem” n. pag.), “RoboPoem” does, in fact, understand human language, to the
degree that its creator programmed it to do so.
According to the “RoboPoem” website, the fact that a computer cannot
comprehend language matters little because “many songs and poems seem meaningless
anyway!” (“RoboPoem” n. pag.). A close analysis helps to determine if the output of
“RoboPoem” proves as “meaningless” as its website suggests. Because “RoboPoem”
requires users to enter a source text, I chose an excerpt that serves as the favoured input
for the rest of this study: the Williams quote from this dissertation’s epigraph. I also
included the citation, so that the text is long enough for the program to manipulate: “A
poem is a small (or large) machine made of words. Williams Carlos Williams, The Wedge
256.” When the program manipulates the text through the “Regular Poem” option, with
my choice of five beats per line, and an alternating rhyme scheme, the following poem
results:
A poem is a stud
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Small or large prostate
Made of words yeast bud
Carlos gateway fate
Wedge 256 judiciary
partiality
mystique raspberry
frere brutality
The program achieves what it promises technically: the poem has mostly five syllables
per line, and a reasonably accurate rhyme scheme. However, the random words that
“RoboPoem” selects to fulfill the formal requirements lack a suggestive quality. The
words neither relate to the original text, nor to each other. The results return some
unexpected lexical combinations, but, except for the echoes of Williams, the poem lacks
semantic cohesion. Suspecting that a larger selection of text may yield different results, I
have tried the entire 75-word paragraph from which the quote derives.10 Applying the
same parameters as the first test, the program produces a similar composite of unrelated
diction. The last two stanzas demonstrate the poem’s erratic leaps:
A poem is a dish
That there can be patch
T as sept sunfish
Any prest attach
That is opening
coagulation
farthingale inning
ace invocation

10

The quotation appears in the following paragraph: “Let the metaphysical take care of itself, the arts have
nothing to do with it. They will concern themselves with it if they please, among other things. To make two
bald statements: There’s nothing sentimental about a machine, and: A poem is a small (or large) machine
made of words. When I say there’s nothing sentimental about a poem I mean that there can be no part, as in
any other machine, that is redundant” (256).
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With few opportunities to connect the disjointed ideas, the poem disappoints as a
cohesive literary text with an underlying poetics. The assortment of text manipulation
tools in “RoboPoem” does indeed indicate a talented programmer, but the output invites
doubt about the poetics that informs the technology.
The range of functions that “RoboPoem” offers makes it a more technically
sophisticated program than many poetry generators, including generators by professional
poets. Yet, the pay-for-service, copyright-protected model has some limitations,
especially concerning the program’s potential development as a literary tool. Unlike the
“Travesty” example, programmers and poets cannot freely work with the code, or even
the basic premises of the algorithm. The copyright model seems like a missed
opportunity, especially because other poets might improve Bryan’s understanding of
poetic technique. Consider Bryan’s elementary, almost embarrassingly generalized,
explanation of poetry:
If you are asked to describe two main factors that
distinguishes [sic] poetry from prose, you will probably
answer rhythm and rhyme. If you have some academic
background in the subject, you might elaborate further
using terms like “meter”, “measure”, “metric”, “stresses”,
“iambic pentameter” etc. What it all boils down to is that
poets, either consciously or unconsciously, arrange the
words of a poem into a rhythmic structure. (“RoboPoem” n.
pag.)
Visual poets may or may not agree with the importance of rhythmic structures in all
forms of poetry, but they are likely to agree that “RoboPoem” represents itself with a
rather uncomplicated view of poetics. As a result of its elementary representation of
poetic practice, “RoboPoem” calls attention to a major impediment to the creation of
sophisticated, literary poetry generators: bridging the gap between an expert programmer
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(who can write a technically sophisticated generator) and an expert poet (who can offer
sophisticated literary knowledge). “RoboPoem” suggests the task may be difficult,
especially when poets cannot access the code, even when they pay the $14.99 licensing
fee. The financial price might not be the only cost of a poetry generator that adopts a Web
1.0 era approach to cultural production.

Fig. 2. A Website Promoting C. P. Bryan’s “RoboPoem”
Compared to “RoboPoem,” the network of authorship fostered by “Gnoetry”
better represents the social collaboration of contemporary culture. Elshtain and
Trowbridge, the creators of the program, combine a multilayered composition process
with a community driven online environment. The program’s creators consciously
construct a community of cyborg poets, by making “Gnoetry” a freely downloadable
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writing tool coupled with a freely accessible publishing platform. A user can download
the “Gnoetry” program without cost at the Beard of Bees website. The same user can also
submit poetry generated with the program, and then have it published on the site.
According to the creators, the output of “Gnoetry” mimics “the local statistical properties
of the source texts” (“Gnoetry” n. pag.), suggesting a similarity to the statistical analysis
performed by “Travesty.” “Gnoetry” distinguishes itself from “Travesty,” however, by
allowing the user to apply additional constraints, such as syllable count or rhyme
schemes. Despite the added toolsets, “Gnoetry” embodies the performance of the selfcontained, non-networked poetry generators of an earlier era – basically functioning as a
software program merely distributed by an information network. The way that “Gnoetry”
creates a networked community of cyborgs has less to do with its software than it does
with its peripheral support platforms. Whereas using online poetry generators tend to
produce a fairly isolated experience (the individual interacting with the machine one-onone), Elshtain and Trowbridge establish a website to bring users together. In addition, the
“Gnoetry” blog, “Gnoetry Daily,” publishes ideas about “Gnoetry” and other poetry
generation programs. Comments from readers, links to reviews, and explanations of the
program promote the program to an audience that, in turn, reaches back. Whether through
demonstrations of literary practice or sharing of poetic theory, “Gnoetry” users turn the
process of cyborg writing into a community activity. The network of individuals answers
Haraway’s call for “coalition” (“A Cyborg” 155). Even more than relationships based on
“affinity, not identity” (“A Cyborg” 155), the “Gnoetry” community collectively writes
and rewrites itself, through a shared online connection.
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“Gnoetry” may foster literary community, but that does not necessarily guarantee
literary achievement. Nick Montfort’s analysis of Static Void: Fifty-Nine Sonnets and a
Fragment (2001), a book of “Gnoetry” poetry created by Elshtain and Trowbridge, leads
Montfort to ask the pertinent question, “[h]ow, then, should one bother to read such a
book?” (“The Coding” n. pag.). Further musing that “perhaps it would be better to offer
the book to one’s toaster instead of reading it oneself” (“The Coding” n. pag.), Montfort’s
words may be tongue-and-cheek, but they derive from real issues with the text’s formal
properties. As Montfort recognizes, Static Void has unorthodox syntax, no enjambment,
and no metrical scheme. Consequently, a reader has little to appreciate if guided by
conventional ideas about literary form. Consider the following stanza from a sonnet
entitled “I trembled and apparel, is due place”:
Or finished speaking of this english hay.
Ignatius Gallaher in solitude.
However, I applied the words cafe.
Successive phases which would not include. (10)
The lines offer relatively uninspired, even if radically unrelated, diction. That stated,
further factors affect a reading of Static Void, including the authors’ use of an earlier
version of the program. As well, the authors of Static Void attempt a loose interpretation
of the sonnet form. Static Void therefore represents only one way to experiment with the
“Gnoetry” program. Other examples on the Beard of Bees website adopt highly
contrasting approaches.
The publications on Beard of Bees mostly take the form of lyric poetry, be it in
loose sonnet form (such as Eric Scovel’s a light heart, its black thoughts [2009]), a series
of haikus (such as JoAnn Welsh’s Gnoetry [2005]), or an invented form (such as Lance
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Newman’s 3BY3BY3 [2010]). Newman’s work offers a particularly original take on the
“Gnoetry” program by combining “Gnoetry” with a constraint-based writing process. As
well, 3BY3BY3 seems more contemporary because, unlike most “Gnoetry” users,
Newman’s system relies on recently published material for its source texts. Instead of
using a literary classic, as many “Gnoetry” users do, Newman’s 3BY3BY3 method works
with news stories. His blog explains that a 3BY3BY3 poem uses the words from three
stories from Google News. The poet must use only the words in the first three paragraphs
of the stories, and create a poem with three stanzas of three lines, with no more than sixty
characters per line. Furthermore, as his use of “Gnoetry” affirms, “[m]echanical aids [are]
encouraged” (“3BY3BY3” n. pag.). Newman’s choice of news text yields more
contemporary subject matter, including fad diets and scientific subjects:
No magic backlash.
No high-fat gasoline.
No radio bombs.
Our diet potion prolongs
liver-spotted police,
fatty transgenic hypocretins.
Drink our chow. It firecrackers
neurons, you primates,
you protein ghosts. (1)
The language combinations seem just as odd as those in Static Void, but the images
evoked seem more tangible; a reader can more easily conceptualize “high-fat gasoline”
and “protein ghosts” as conceptually intriguing images, compared to “Successive phases
which would not include” (Static Void 10). The language also invites questions about the
source texts: what news topics might possibly offer up such lexically unconnected words
as “potion,” “hypocretins,” and “chow?” Not only the subject, but also the register of the
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language offers surprising juxtaposition (consider the leap in register between the stanza
break, after “fatty transgenic hypocretins” and before “Drink our chow”). Beyond the
text’s aesthetic characteristics, 3BY3BY3 also represents the tendency to reuse online
material in various syndication outlets. The poems corroborate that, in dynamically
evolving networks of content, cyborg authors (including authors of Google News) cannot
fully control how people use online text.
The Beard of Bees website allows individuals from outside the literary industry to
publish poetic works, which suggests a democratizing gesture. But the website also
centralizes power, to a certain degree. Elshtain and Trowbridge, the website’s editors,
exercise a significant power over the ways in which “Gnoetry” poetry reaches the world.
Even though no evidence suggests that Elshtain and Trowbridge exercise any kind of
exclusionary publication practice, the website’s design defines the aesthetic disposition
and theoretical inclinations of the community – or at least attempts to do so. “The
Gnoetic Manifesto” (fig. 3), in particular, presents a definition of the “Gnoetry”
community to the website’s visitors. As noted when reading Marinetti and Haraway, the
manifesto genre has a proclivity for certitude. The certitude does not always represent the
diversity of the community that the manifesto claims to represent. The same holds true
for the poetic theory touted on the “Gnoetry” site. “The Gnoetic Manifesto” claims,
“Gnoetry renders language into pure technique” (n. pag.) and “[s]yntax is creation
anticipated” (Dewdney, qtd in “The Gnoetic Manifesto” n. pag.). The statements suggest
a sophisticated literary mission for the poetry generator, but not all texts on the Beard of
Bees website embody such ideals. Consider Welch, Elshtain’s eleven-year-old niece,
whose statement of poetics in her Beard of Bees publication presents a more
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straightforward approach: “I did the regeneration thing until I found something I could
work with. Then all I did was regenerate until I found something good” (ii). For Welch, it
seems, the “Gnoetry” program offers entertainment, more than a testing ground for
linguistic theory. By attempting to define the “Gnoetry” program as “plagiariz[ing] by
anticipation” and “asymptomatic poetry” (“The Gnoetic Manifesto” n. pag.), Elshtain and
Trowbridge take over the “Gnoetry” identity, in ways that do not entirely reflect the
practices of “Gnoetry” users. The “Gnoetry” creators demonstrate that, although
technology has some liberating potential for self-expression (as Haraway argues),
technology also has consequences more ambiguous than revolutionary rhetoric can
articulate.
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Fig. 3. “The Gnoetic Manifesto”
Similar to “Gnoetry,” the anonymously authored “Make a Poem” encourages a
network of authors through a participatory platform. Because “Make a Poem”
immediately publishes its output online, the content on the publishing platform changes
more frequently than the “Gnoetry” model allows. Found at runoke.com, the “Make a
Poem” website (fig. 4) uses a fill-in-the-blank input form, common among many poetry
generators that essentially operate as automated mad-lib programs. “Make a Poem”
represents such programs well: advising the user to adopt a type of free-association
thinking (the first two instructions are “Answer with a word or two what you think first”
and “Don’t think so much” [n. pag.]), “Make a Poem” asks the user to provide answers to
questions including, “What’s the best time to have a picnic?” and “Where are the clouds
going?” (n. pag.) The grammatical errors on the site suggest that the author of the
program does not speak English as a first language (an assumption supported by the
website’s advertisement for a Finnish version of the program). Despite any errors in
translation, the language barrier does not affect the program’s ability to run its
algorithms. Splicing the user’s content into predetermined slots, “Make a Poem”
produces a sestet and quatrain from the user’s answers. In many ways, “Make a Poem”
represents a myriad of similar fill-in-the-blank websites calling themselves “poetry
generators,” but the program’s publication policy distinguishes the program significantly:
the program immediately publishes, on the same website as the input interface, every
user’s output. Before a user can make a poem, he or she has to click a button that
indicates agreement with a statement, relinquishing control over the content: “I agree that
Solmu website have [sic] the rights to publish my poem” (n. pag.). As the website
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promises, the poem appears as the last in the series of poems already on the website,
along with the name or pseudonym offered by the user. Although the by-line may suggest
authorial rights, the webmaster essentially controls the content. Once a poem is
published, a user can no longer, short of emailing the webmaster directly, take measures
to edit the poem’s content, or remove it. “Make a Poem” may democratize the access to
poetic experiment, but the program also co-opts the results of that experiment for its own
purposes.
Considering the degree to which “Make a Poem” predetermines the content,
including the line position for each answer, the variety of output on the website
demonstrates a cyborg network’s ability to produce varied creative acts, despite technical
constraint. The feat seems particularly significant because the program poses questions
that strongly encourage a particular type of lyric: a nature poem. Prompting answers that
relate to nature themes, derived from the perspective of a lyric subject, the program asks
such questions as the following: “Describe: what’s the ocean like?”; “What could you
hear or feel deep in the forest?”; “How does [sic] fishes swim?” (n. pag.). A user who
straightforwardly answers the questions most likely generates a poem prone to cliché
images of natural phenomena. Many such poems appear on the “Make a Poem”
publication page. Consider the following as representative of the nature lyrics on the
website:
walk outside
appreciate the forest to make sunny
the sky is letting me breathe
the sunset is like air moving through tunnels
if i fall
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somebody Caring
not like you. (Sunshine, “Ode to Air”)
Apart from some grammatical irregularities, the poem communicates rather transparently.
Driven by a typical lyric subject, the poem’s final lines even suggest that a kind of angst
provides the emotional motivation the poem. By answering the questions sincerely,
“Sunshine” restricts her poem to a fairly conservative use of the “Make a Poem”
algorithms.

Figure 4. A Series of
Questions from “Make a Poem”
As proscriptive as “Make a Poem” seems, the creativity of the cyborg network has
a tendency to subvert the program’s intentions, and generate poems outside the nature
poem genre. For example, some users defy the explicit instructions to “answer every
question” (n. pag.), and instead answer none. The resulting poem amounts to a sparse
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layout of the pre-programmed punctuation, like a pile of remnants, silently miming the
rote functions of the algorithm:
,
...

!

(Four Cousins, “My Bottle of Four Cousins”)

Especially because of the final exclamation mark, the above poem exposes the
predestined emotional journey of the poem – a journey that a user can redirect. In some
examples, users insert their own punctuation, as well as some unexpected answers. In the
following poem, the answers seem to mock the monotonous quality of the questions, by
using the same word for almost all the input boxes:
birds .......
birds .................
birds .........birds birds
,k,,,,,, birds ............
,,,,,,.... kleidoscope.....,
................ birds...
birds
birds ..,,,,.
birds birds .... - birds birds .....
birds birds! (freud, “birds”)
Appropriately, “birds” provides a reasonable answer for many of the questions posed by
the program: “Listen! What did you hear? – A nice sound in the nature:” ;“Who does live
in the nature?”; “What things [make you] You feel great or happy?”; “Touch carefully:
Surface of the object you found are [sic] like...”; “You can see it on [sic] the sky:”; “What
could you hear or feel in the deep forest?” (n. pag.). “Freud” employs subversive tactics,
as some “Make a Poem” users do, in such a way that enacts Haraway’s call for resistance
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against the influences that try to predetermine available options for self-definition. When
the participants collectively enact Haraway’s call for “blasphemy” and “irony,” “humor
and serious play” (“A Cyborg” 149), the cyborg network challenges the possibility that a
single actor in the network can fully control the outcome of the machine-human
interaction, including the network’s creator.
Although the creator of “Make a Poem” may not fully control the ways in which
users employ the “Make a Poem” program, the creator does exercise considerable
authority over the content. As mentioned above, the designer ultimately controls –
perhaps even exploits – the work created by visitors to the website. The exploitation of
labour exists on similar online platforms; whether on a Facebook page or a poetry
website, on the Internet, the act of creation may seem like entertainment, or an act of selfexpression, but often creators can exploit the content for its value. In an article from First
Monday, Ryan Bigge considers the ways in which social media sites often hide their
“back-end” operations that controls user information, by using their “front-end” display
that allows a user to participate with an extremely accessible, enjoyable interface:
Despite the apparent benefits of Web 2.0 (such as
Amazon’s “Customers who bought this item also bought
these items ...”), the aggregate preferences it generates for
music and books can be commodified. … In MySpace,
commodification and information politics combine. (n.
pag.).
Although Bigge’s example of MySpace may appear dated, the premise holds true today.
The “Make a Poem” creator may not negotiate with market research firms for access to
the poems’ content, but the site does appropriate the labour of users in order to add value
to its own endeavours (although in the case of “Make a Poem” the value is more cultural
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capital than financial gain). Granted, “Make a Poem” frankly asks for the user’s
permission to publish the poems, but social networking sites also ask their users to accept
a privacy policy. In both cases, the contract is one-sided; in order to participate, whether
in “Make a Poem” or Facebook, the user must agree to all conditions, without the
opportunity to negotiate. Like the authorities at Facebook, the creator of “Make a Poem”
retains a significant degree of power over the content, despite users’ rebellious
experiments with the program.
Like “Make a Poem,” Douwe Osinga’s “Visual Poetry” also uses a fill-in-theblank model. But, as the title indicates, the program generates visual images instead of
text. “Visual Poetry” also uses a more networked authorship structure than “Make a
Poem” does, by creating a “mash-up” with a pre-existing set of algorithms: Google Image
Search. Promoting Osinga’s claim that “[p]oetry is supposed to project images in your
mind” (n. pag.), “Visual Poetry” creates a series of pictures from a user’s input. The
program makes Google search for each individual word in the original text, and then
returns “the most relevant results” (n. pag.) in a grid. The program operates with a simple
premise, but the results can prove complex when the output subverts expectations. For
example, if the user enters the phrase “roses are red,” the first image, derived from a
search for “roses,” could present a picture of a rose flower; or it could be a picture of the
band Guns N’ Roses. The potential for surprises derives from a dynamic network of
authorship. Every time an image loads, part of the authorship credit goes to the user who
has chosen the word, but credit also goes to the original creator of that image (be it of a
painting, photograph, drawing, clip art, or otherwise). In addition, an untold number of
search engine users contributed to the output simply by using Google. Because Google’s
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algorithms rely on user behaviour, search results originate in an ever-changing cyborg
network. Consequently, no one individual can control the outcome. Most of the cyborgs
on the network have probably never heard of the poetry generator (or, perhaps, know that
digital poetry generators exist), but the program implicates them, without permission, in
the writing process.
The “Visual Poetry” website provides a list of “Recent Entries” (fig. 5) that
indicates both the types of phrases that users decide to enter, and the nature of poetry that
the program generates. The examples continually change as more users try the generator,
but a few patterns seem to emerge. Phrases range from the clichéd (“i love you”), to the
plagiarized (“humpty dumpty sat on a wall”), to the vulgar (“fuck poetry”). Other entries,
such as “t u b w he jjfj fh dh ff d e h s h g,” suggest that users want to experiment with
the capabilities of the program, and test the limits of its operation. In the case of “t u b w
he jjfj fh dh ff d e h s h g,” the resulting output, perhaps not surprisingly, fails to offer
image results, instead returning the single letters and letter combinations unchanged. The
“jjfj” box presents the only exception. In the “jjfj” box, a pair of cat’s eyes appears. In
such puzzling cases, a user can open Google Image Search to investigate the original
source of the image. In this case, a Google Image Search reveals that “jjfj” is the acronym
for the Jiu-Jitsu Federation of Japan, meaning that, as a search string, it yields many
results. But, having nothing to do with Jiu-Jitsu, the cat’s eyes show up because of a letter
combination in the picture’s file name:1224768325zJjfjA8.jpg – and because Google’s
algorithm has made the image a top search result. Such search engine detective work
provides a glimpse into the coincidental connections that occur within linguistic
networks. Osinga suggests a more casually entertaining than conceptually challenging
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characterization of his poetry generator, encouraging users to “marvel at the weird
pictures streaming from the Internet to your computer” (n. pag.). But whether serving as
casual amusement or as literary investigation, the “weird pictures” do lead to some
serendipitous pairings, reflecting not only a network of Internet images, but also a
network of linguistic happenstance.
Especially for a machine that boasts the name “Visual Poetry,” Osinga’s program
lacks stylistic complexity. The output on the screen consists of a grid of boxes, one for
each word in the search string. Four boxes wide, the grid presents the images from
Google, without any alteration to them (no manipulation by flipping, re-sizing, recolouring, or overlapping images). Osinga admits that the online platform “is visually not
as nice as the standalone program,” which according to his description, projects the
output as a “slide show” (n. pag.). Although his comment suggests that Osinga made
another version of the program, he seems to have removed it from the website, leaving
only the online, grid-version to evaluate. Considering the conceptually rich experiments
currently practiced by visual poets (many of whom have texts freely available online),
Osinga’s project does not take advantage of the abundant aesthetic inspiration on the
Web, even though the program’s technical operations consistently perform well. Osinga
even uses an ordinary, common font for irreplaceable words (such as “is” or “a”): a
simple, centered Times New Roman. As mentioned above, Osinga’s website seems more
concerned with playful experiment than literary theory. Nonetheless, his design falls
short of satisfying a reader familiar with the thought-provoking practices of the visual
poetry field.
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Aside from its aesthetic quality, “Visual Poetry” also prompts questions about its
ideological underpinnings. Because “Visual Poetry” relies on the results of Google’s
search engine, the output of the program unavoidably represents the profit-driven motives
of Google’s architectures. Writing about Flarf, another poetic process that uses Google,
Dan Hoy emphasizes that an Internet search never produces neutral results. In his article,
Hoy suggests that poets who use Google may not fully consider some important
questions related to search engines: “are [the poets] aware of why they’re aware of that
webpage? Do they wonder how it is that their poem is determined as it is – that is, of the
process at work on their work by an outside force, one not divine or natural but
corporate?” (n. pag.). As an example of Hoy’s concerns, Google’s PageRank includes a
moral code to filter potentially offensive content. As well, Google has its own value
system that measures some links, such as those to .gov or .edu sites, as more important
than others. Consequently, Google’s search results derive from selective and hierarchical
processes, and so do the images presented by “Visual Poetry.” Users of “Visual Poetry”
should acknowledge, and perhaps question, the non-literary interests latent in the
program’s operations.
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Figure 5. “Visual Poetry” by Douwe Osinga
Like “Visual Poem,” Beiguelman’s “Egoscope” employs the Internet to generate
a networked writing process. Moreso than any of the poetry generators discussed so far,
“Egoscope” uses the power of information networks to produce a collaborative writing
procedure using volunteer users – a procedure that resembles Web 2.0 participatory
platforms. “Egoscope” also differs because it represents an important subcategory of
poetry generator affected by the Internet era: public art installation. The design of
“Egoscope” transforms a usually private engagement between user and Web platform
into a public interaction between art and city: during two weeks, users visit a website and
submit a Web address of their choosing; the “Egoscope” platform then broadcasts the
website’s text and images on two video billboards, each 215 square feet, above the heads
of pedestrians in a heavily trafficked area of Sao Paulo. The project also entails a video
recording of the billboards. The video rebroadcasts, in a feedback loop, to the original
source of the content: the online users. In the online journal First Monday, Beiguelman
interprets her project as “an antibiography,” suggesting that the video performance
derives from a collective entity of user input, webpage design, and her own contributions.
Further elaborating, Beiguelman describes “Egoscope” as “mapping a being of
unidentified name, age, or gender, a disembodied post-subject” (“For an Aesthetics” n.
pag.). As a spectral non-subject, a non-ghost in the machine – or in the network – the
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“character” (“For an Aesthetics” n. pag.) of “Egoscope” represents a construct of
collaborative cyborg decision making.

Fig. 6. An Image of Giselle Beiguelman’s “Egoscope” Project
Similar to participatory platforms, such as Wikipedia, Slashdot, and Ebay,
“Egoscope” produces issues of accountability: who claims responsibility for the ethical or
artistic quality of the content? Matthew Mirapaul recognizes the issue of accountability in
a short piece that covers “Egoscope” in The New York Times. Explaining that Beiguelman
rarely filters the images that users submit (removing any that blatantly display
discrimination or child violence), Mirapaul notes that almost anything, including nudity,
is fair game (E2). The freedom of choice forces the participants, according to Mirapaul,
“to decide whether they want to use the self-publishing capabilities of the Internet for art
or for egocentric promotion, especially when the results will be writ large on oversized
screens for all Sao Paulo to see” (E2). A website that documents the more than 3000
submissions of the “Egoscope” project, as well as a website that posts a few images of
the billboards, corroborates Mirapaul’s observation. For example, one image, according
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to its caption, features a website for Maria Chen-Pascual, an independent American
fashion designer. We can only speculate whether the user has been motivated by selfpromotion (that is, the designer has herself posted the website), or if the motivation was
rooted in the enthusiasm of a fashion fan (or some other reason). Some examples, such as
a website promoting half-off plumbing, or Web design services, suggest straightforward
incidents of self-promotion. Still others, including 42 submissions of the Dolce and
Gabbana website, and 54 submissions of the cartoon network website, are more puzzling.
The list of websites makes one fact certain: when a system of production has no
centralized authority (except for Beiguelman’s limited filtering), no accreditation, and no
peer review process, users can potentially exploit the system for personal gain. For that
very reason online participatory production put systems in place to curb abuse.11
“Egoscope” lacks a system of accountability, indicating one way in which the project
differs from common practice in participatory cultural production.
The temporary design of “Egoscope” highlights the fleeting nature of messages in
today’s information flow. Describing “Egoscope” as an example of “nomadic poetry”
(“Nomadic Poetry” 287), Beiguelman explains her artistic practice as a reflection of
today’s “posturban city” (“Nomadic Poetry” 285). The city offers a landscape of
electronic interfaces with transient images not meant for introspection and contemplation
(“Nomadic Poetry” 285). An online image of the “Egoscope” project visually represents
the idea in a single frame: a website for Dolce and Gabbana broadcasts above the heads
of pedestrians – none of whom seem to be actually looking at the screen (fig. 6).

11

Examples include peer-policing (such as flagging inappropriate advertisements on Craigslist) or peeraccreditation (such as rating user transactions on eBay).
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Although “Egoscope” reflects the transitory images of today’s media, the temporality of
the project makes “Egoscope” less like platforms that have the opportunity to evolve over
time. As O’Reilly asserts, “[u]sers add value”(n. pag.), a suggestion that emphasizes the
importance of “reach[ing] out to the entire web” (n. pag. emphasis original). Operating
for only two weeks, “Egoscope” cannot provide a long enough period to reach the critical
mass necessary to evolve its emergent activity. The participatory nature of the project
may have produced a form of collective intelligence, but the overall process may not
have had the opportunity to fully mature.
Like “Egoscope,” Chris Seidel’s “Poem of the Masses” relies on a participatory
platform to generate content. Rather than a public art exhibition, Seidel’s generator takes
the form of an online portal that assembles the ongoing contributions of its users. The
resulting poem, constructed one line at a time by visitors of the site, continues to evolve,
as more cyborgs contribute to the composition process. Although the experiment attracts
diverse contributions from users, Seidel’s humour saves “Poem of the Masses” from
appearing naive about its own superficiality. Seidel’s invitation to participate in the
writing process demonstrates the jocular attitude with which he approaches his project:
“Come one come all and contribute your wit! Your tongue needn’t be sharp, to add a line
to it. Rattle your noggin and summon your grit, grind out some words and see if they fit”
(n. pag.). The website provides the user with the opportunity to read “the penultimate line
of the poem” (n. pag.) (but the line is only penultimate if the user submits a line,
otherwise it is the last line). By knowing the last contribution to the poem, a user can
presumably engage with an ongoing theme or topic. Judging by the output’s chaotic chain
of non sequiturs, users do not often take the opportunity to create such coherence. The
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program’s creator even draws attention to the poem’s questionable style. When the user
submits an entry, and the more than fourteen thousand lines of the poem load on the page,
a window pops up at the top of the screen to cheekily confirm a conclusion the reader
may have already considered: “Bad poetry? Oh noetry!” The reader has to click the “Ok”
button, effectively agreeing with the assessment, before reading the content. On the page,
the reader encounters the evidence of mass participation, including participation by
amateurs with no invested interest in the outcome. The result resembles a cacophony of
voices on a scale unlikely without network technology.
Seidel’s willingness to mock the literary quality of “Poem of the Masses”
suggests another characteristic of networked cyborg activity: instead of doing serious
work, and attaining literary excellence, playful experiment motivates participation in
some cyborg communities. Reflecting Haraway’s political strategy of “humor and serious
play” (“A Cyborg” 149), the participants of “Poem of the Masses” use the platform as a
means of self-expression, self-invention, and self-validation, without much evidence of
any weighty existential forethought. The postings vary, but trends do emerge. Many lines
seem to announce the philosophical musings of the writer (or what the writer presumably
interprets as philosophical musings): “All moments are contained in the present”;
“Knowledge is power”; “glittering butterflies dance and we look”. Often users post the
most banal details about themselves: “I like cooked shrimp”; “I think I smell Gatorade”;
“where is my hat i put it on the table”. Some users post declarations that presumably
matter a lot to the writer, but presumably matter less for the reader: “I love Matt / I love
Matt / I love / I love”; “There is no one I have loved like you”; “please exempt me form
[sic] my English final” (fig. 7). The fleeting moments of personal expression resemble
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contemporary practices of Twitter posts or Facebook statuses: a libidinal release of
thought through the digital medium. The lines read as though the writer wants the world
to notice every trivial thought and banal action of the writer’s life, or as though the writer
wants the world to act as witness to validate every moment. Instead of a feed or an
update, “Poem of the Masses” looks like a graffiti wall upon which all those voices
seeking validation can find room for expression. If approached with the sense of humour
and whimsy that the designer seems to intend for the project, a reader encounters, instead
of literary seriousness, the often-puzzling motivations of personal textual emissions.

Fig. 7. “Poem of the Masses” by Chris Seidel
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Although cultural production by non-experts permeates contemporary life,
examples such as “Poem of the Masses” ask us to consider whether trained experts need
to uphold cultural, intellectual, and ethical standards. According to Keen, a distinguishing
and disturbing characteristic of the digital revolution is the celebration of the “noble
amateur” (54), a myth that Keen likens to Rousseau’s noble savage (54-56). Some of
Keen’s accounts of participatory culture seem to describe “Poem of the Masses”
particularly well. Keen describes contemporary culture as an environment in which
everyone is “too busy ego-casting, too immersed in the Darwinian struggle for mindshare, to listen to anyone else” (34). Considering the content discussed above, the selfabsorption that Keen recognizes may also emerge in the participatory platforms for
poetry. Although some platforms do produce communities that regulate without the need
for experts, the lack of centralized power always means, for better or worse, no one
authority takes responsibility for determining relevancy and reliability – or, in the case of
poetry, readability. The ongoing evolution of “Poem of the Masses” suggests that some
forms of contemporary cyborg writing need only to validate themselves through their
own collective act.
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Fig. 8. “Computer Aided Poetry” by Eugenio Tisselli
The poetry generators discussed thus far have either acted as un-networked
programs (“Travesty,” “RoboPoem,” and “Gnoetry”), or have acted as networked tools
that do not elaborately manipulate content (“Make a Poem,” “Visual Poetry,”
“Egoscope,” and “Poem of the Masses”). The final poetry generator in this chapter,
“Computer Aided Poetry” (“CAP”), both utilizes networked information and manipulates
textual content. As a consequence, “CAP” produces highly dynamic output. Eugenio
Tisselli, the program’s creator, describes “CAP” as “a tool for blocked poets” (fig. 8). For
inspiration, a user simply enters a chosen text, clicks a button, and then the program
replaces each word with a synonym found at the Thesaurus.com website. By accessing an
already-existing platform, Tisselli creates a mash-up that distributes the authorship to
multiple actors, including Web designers at Thesaurus.com (who may not even know that
the program exists). Moreover, because Tisselli accesses a platform with dynamic
content, essentially an evolving database of information, the network of authorship
expands even further. In a post on the blog Netarty, Tisselli explains how the reuse of
other people’s content compensates for the naturally expansive textual abundance on the
Internet:
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When writing on the Web, the sensation of releasing a drop
of water into a vast ocean takes physical proportions,
transforming the very way in which the writer writes. In
fact, most writers nowadays seem to refrain from making
the ocean bigger: they don’t produce new texts, but point
(link) to the writings of others instead. We can see this
form of link-writing as the transference of a fluid through a
complex, dynamic network of channels. A network of fluid
writing is thus created by using textual, visible pathways
between otherwise possibly unconnected ideas. (“On Fluid
Poetry” n. pag.)
I suggest that, by reusing existing text, Tisselli does, in fact, create abundant new content,
albeit not his own. Instead of writing in the conventional sense, “CAP” writes with the
already-existing dynamic networks within language, tapping into the web of semantic
connections offered by a thesaurus. By using “human language as a relational machine”
(“On Fluid Poetry” n. pag.), “CAP” often returns unexpected results.
Because I have no texts constructed with “CAP” available to me, I have entered
the Williams quotation. After typing the quotation into the input box, I have pressed the
“Shake” button to start the program. After continuing to “Shake” the text, asking the
program to find synonyms for the synonyms for the synonyms, the associations
increasingly transform into bizarre semantic relationships. The original text, “A poem is a
small (or large) machine made of words,” morphs as follows:
A verse form is a bitty (or large) soul made of words.
A writing style state of matter is a small (or large)
individual made of words.
A committal to writing create attribute of problem is a big
(or large) case-by-case made of words.
A perpetration of penning make over dimension of
difficulty is a vauntingly (or large) case-by-case readymade
of words.
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A crime to authorship pretend over mark of effort is a
vauntingly (or large) independent artefact of words.
A few tendencies of the program immediately present themselves. Articles, such as “a,”
prepositions, such as “to” and “of,” and unique verbs, such as “is,” are, in the operation
of “CAP,” irreplaceable. The words “large” and “words” provide curious cases, because
Thesaurus.com lists many alternatives for both. For some reason, with every search for
“large” or “words” in “CAP,” the words return unchanged. By contrast, some words
radically alter the original semantic significance in the text. The suggestion that “poetry”
correlates with a “perpetration to penning” or “crime to authorship” may surprise a
reader, and yet, the phrases suggest a self-reflective thought: is the machine saying
something about electronic forms of authorship that rebel against conventional authorial
control? As a means of poetic inspiration, “Computer Aided Poetry” reveals the often
hidden connections in the semantic web of language.
“CAP” finds unexpected linguistic connections, but the poetry generator has some
limitations. Simply stated, the content of the Thesaurus.com database does not change as
frequently as some Internet platforms do. Editors and programmers at Thesaurus.com
update and maintain the site, but, unlike a participatory platform, the top-down hierarchy
relies on a model that adheres quite closely to print. Consequently, the Web 1.0 design of
Thesaurus.com somewhat hampers the conceptual underpinnings of “CAP” – the idea
that we can represent language’s semantic webs as dynamic. Instead of symbolizing the
ever-evolving system of the English language, “CAP” can only tap into one interpretation
of that system: the interpretation controlled by the IAC Corporation, the company that
owns Thesaurus.com. The company, which also owns Reference.com and
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Dictionary.com, integrates multiple reference databases with a corporate goal that reflects
a distinctly pro-expert inclination. The website claims to “refine reference and learning in
the context of emerging technology” (“About Us” n. pag.), but apparently not the kinds
of emerging technology that disrupt conventional editorial control over content. The IAC
Corporation explicitly mentions the importance of experts when it proclaims the
company’s commitment to “preserving the painstaking traditions of expertise and
integrity that everyone expects from a dictionary” (“About Us” n. pag.). Tisselli may not
have chosen Thesaurus.com for its “expertise” and “integrity,” but his “CAP” program
nonetheless reflects the output of the corporate directives behind the website. The
program thus demonstrates the two claims with which this chapter began: contemporary
cyborgs embody networks, not discrete individuals; and today’s cyborgs produce
ambiguity, not liberatory revolution. “CAP” extends a cyborgian network that spans user,
Tisselli, and the writers at Thesarus.com. “CAP” also indicates that dynamic networks
sometimes diminish self-autonomy, by submitting control to the writing machine.

Further Considerations: User Control Versus Machine Autonomy
In the foreword to The Cyborg Handbook, Haraway emphasizes the cyborg’s
mutability: “Cyborgs do not stay still. Already in the few decades that they have existed,
they have mutated, in fact and fiction, into second-order entities like genomic and
electronic databases and the other denizens of the zone called cyberspace” (xix). The
poetry generators in this chapter confirm Haraway’s observation. Cyborgs can evolve,
particularly in ways that reflect the contemporary technological landscape. However, not
every poetry program successfully demonstrates the mutability of cyborg writing. Despite
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the tools available to create networked forms of digital writing, most contemporary
poetry generators that rely on user input have yet to fully utilize the capabilities of
Internet technology and dynamic media. One of the reasons for the static aesthetic may
derive from the programmer’s motivations. Like Seidel, and his “Poem of the Masses,”
many creators of poetry generators seem uninterested in academic, literary ideas. Forays
into text generation such as “Love Poem Generator” and “Smurf Poetry Generator” are,
although amusing, assumedly targeted towards general entertainment more than literary
triumphs. As a consequence, one can find merit in Funkhouser’s claims about the lack of
conceptual development in post-WWW digital poems. Poetry generators that act as
discrete programs, rather than as collective platforms, do reflect “the same fundamental
building blocks” (Funkhouser 29) of the earliest poetry generators. The tendency to rely
on print-based models of the twentieth century leads authors to create many poetry
generators that accurately represent the ideas in Haraway’s cyborg theory. As of now, in
this category of poetry generator, a “dynamic network aesthetic” remains the exception,
rather than the rule.
The reliance on user input grants a relatively low level of autonomy to the
machine, which may provide another reason why this category tends to function as closed
networks. When a program asks for user generated content (such as my William Carlos
Williams quotation), the output inevitably reveals the user’s motivations, character, or
interests (such as my interest in the relationship between poetry and machines). The
textual output reflects the thinking process of an individual contributor, despite the
degree of authorship shared by the aleatory algorithms, the human programmer, or the
external databases. In addition to the output, the reading process itself entails
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considerable intimacy between individual user and poetry generator. When the program
does not publish its output online, I suggest that the user who has produced the text may
be the only individual to ever encounter the poem. Likely, the individual engages with a
relatively fleeting reading experience, with the text disappearing when the user closes the
window, or leaves the website. Quite simply, most of the time, the text produced by
poetry generators goes unread, except for a brief encounter with the user who produced it.
The individual user remains, not only identifiable, but also at the center of the production
and consumption of poetic material. As the next chapter demonstrates, the individual
does not always play such a predominant role for literary machines. Dynamic information
networks enable more distributed forms of production, proving that the output need not
feature the conscious efforts of one person more than another. Focusing on poetry
generators that manipulate Internet text, Chapter Three examines examples that better
represent the kinds of distributed cognitive processes enacted by today’s machines.
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POETRY GENERATORS OF DIGITAL REPRODUCTION:
MANIPULATING INTERNET CONTENT
Jean Baudrillard, The Masses, and Residual Modernism
A discussion of Jean Baudrillard’s media theory in the context of poetic
composition may appear contradictory; for Baudrillard, poetic language represents the
opposite of, and even provides a stronghold against, the productivist models of language
that the media encourages. In Symbolic Exchange and Death (1976), Baudrillard offers
an extended discussion of poetry’s power to enact pure expenditure, pure destruction of
representation in favour of the non-referential pleasures of waste and play. According to
Baudrillard, “[t]he poetic is the restitution of symbolic exchange in the very heart of
words” (205).12 For Baudrillard, symbolic exchange represents the alternative to a
productivist model of exchange and social relations – a model that, like the media,
“finally forbids response,” and “renders impossible any process of exchange” (“The
Masses” 577). Despite potential contradictions, Baudrillard’s media theory exposes
characteristics distinct to poetry generators that recycle Internet text. Either by using preInternet media (such as news outlets), or Web 2.0 media (such as social networks), the
poetry generators in this chapter often employ existing means of mass communication.13

12

Continuing the traditions of Émile Durkheim, Marcel Mauss, and Georges Bataille, Baudrillard’s notion
of symbolic exchange “unifies the festival, the gift and sacrifice around their central theme: their creation
of a mode of relations and communication” (Merrin 15-16). In terms of language, symbolic exchange
combats the referential production of information – a mode of production that Baudrillard associates with
the mass media.
13
The OED defines “media” as “[t]he main means of mass communication, esp. newspapers, radio, and
television, regarded collectively; the reporters, journalists, etc., working for organizations engaged in such
communication” (“Media,” def. n.2). The OED’s list of examples – newspaper, radio, and television –
usually constitute the primary topics of media studies. However, this chapter considers recently developed
forms of communication technologies as appropriate subjects for Baudrillard’s theories. Considering that
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Examples that do not employ existing communication platforms instead mimic the
content aggregation of media production. Having such a close relationship with
communication technologies, the literary machines in this chapter demonstrate the
continued relevancy of Baudrillard’s media theory, even exposing applications for poetic
language.
Any reading of Baudrillard must recognize that his “writings vary enormously in
range, register, style, [and] complexity” (Gane 3). With the size of Baudrillard’s oeuvre
in mind, this chapter offers a modest project. The chapter begins by highlighting two
assumptions in Baudrillard’s work that make his media critiques problematic for today’s
technological landscape: the assumption that the masses operate in a sphere distinct from
the media; and the assumption that the media produces effects that critics can effectively
generalize. The chapter frames the two characteristics as modernist assumptions about the
machine – particularly the modernist assumptions of his predecessor Benjamin. The
chapter then surveys a selection of literature that responds to Baudrillard. The responses
to Baudrillard reveal the ways in which his media theory relies on assumptions from a
pre-Web 2.0 era. Such assumptions make his work difficult to apply to the participatory
online platforms and dynamic content creation that characterize the contemporary
technological milieu. The chapter then addresses eight poetry generators that manipulate
Internet text. The readings demonstrate the utility of Baudrillard when conceptualizing a
“dynamic network aesthetic,” especially his ideas about social relations, information

Baudrillard interprets opinion polls as a mass medium (“The Masses” 578), a discussion of his work in the
context of social networking platforms and participatory cultural exchange seems, to me, reasonably
appropriate.
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production, and semiological reproduction. In addition, the discussion highlights some of
the limitations of Baudrillard’s media theory, particularly the historically specific
technologies informing his arguments.
Before highlighting the similarities between the media theories of Benjamin and
Baudrillard, the discussion must first acknowledge the different historical contexts in
which the two authors write. In order to demonstrate the historical differences, two essays
provide productive case studies: first, Benjamin’s “Reflections on Radio” (1931), a
fragment of writing unpublished during the author’s lifetime, but significant for its
analysis of the masses’ relationship to a specific media technology; second, Baudrillard’s
“The Masses: The Implosion of the Social in the Media” (1985), an essay that theorizes
the masses’ complicit participation in media production. Both texts help to contextualize
the technological milieu in which the authors write: for Benjamin, a modernist milieu of
radio and newspapers; for Baudrillard, a postmodern milieu of television and computers.
Whereas both theorists recognize the media’s interaction with the masses, Benjamin and
Baudrillard have differing opinions about the degree to which the masses can enact
meaningful change through participation. For Benjamin, the radio promises significant
opportunities for political action. In “Reflections,” Benjamin claims that the masses have
failed to take such opportunities, and consequently “the public has become quite helpless,
quite inexpert in its critical reactions, and has seen itself more or less reduced to sabotage
(switching off)” (391). According to Benjamin, the very same “technical and formal
aspects” (392) of the radio that reduce the listener to a state of passivity also promise
opportunities for individuals to liberate speech and to participate actively in the political
discussion. The radio provides the medium for active self-improvement, allowing “the
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listener to train himself” through critical reflection (392). According to Benjamin, the
masses can, and must, equip themselves with the power of technology rather than allow
technology to diminish critical thinking. Thus, “Reflections on Radio” offers a generally
optimistic interpretation of the public’s ability to politicize technology meaningfully.
Compared to Benjamin’s “Reflections on Radio,” Baudrillard’s “The Masses”
offers a bleaker picture of participation in the media. In the essay, Baudrillard writes of a
media that produces excessive information, and therefore (somewhat counter-intuitively)
creates uncertainty (580). According to Baudrillard, the media produces simulated reality,
not allowing the masses any form of response – except, Baudrillard argues, an “original
strategy, an original response in the form of a challenge”: silence (578). Rather than
interpreting silence as “a sign of passivity” or “alienation” (578), Baudrillard
characterizes the masses’ interaction with the media as an ironic disengagement (578).
Using opinion polls as his primary example, Baudrillard recognizes that the media offers
outlets that at least appear to enable the political participation of the masses. Rather than
interpret participation as a positive politicization of the masses, Baudrillard concludes
that opinion polls constitute more of “a game, as spectacle, as a means of deriding both
the social and political” (581). Even though Baudrillard acknowledges some form of
subversive response to the media, he does not have the same optimistic belief in
politicizing the media as Benjamin does. For Baudrillard, the “game” does not end with
empowerment of the masses, no more than it ends with the collapse of media power.
Whereas Benjamin regards the politicization of technology as a necessary, and potentially
powerful, strategy for the masses, Baudrillard regards the participation of the masses as
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an already-existing, yet ultimately ineffective, phenomenon. Neither interpretation
accounts for recent forms of participatory cultural production.
Baudrillard interprets the political potential of the media differently from
Benjamin. However, both theorists place the masses, whether as content producer or as
content consumer, in opposition to the media. Granted, Benjamin acknowledges the
potential for the masses to intervene in media production, and Baudrillard describes his
model an “implosion” of the boundary between the social and the media. Yet, such
rhetoric does not overcome the writers’ binary models, in which the media acts upon the
masses, or vice-versa. Although accurate for their moments in history, their models
assume a concentrated ownership of media outlets – a model that makes it difficult to
participate meaningfully in content production. Benjamin even suggests, “the crucial
failing” of radio “has been to perpetuate the fundamental separation between practitioners
and the public” (391). Although he sees this separation as inherently against the nature of
the radio, the crux of Benjamin’s argument in “Reflections on Radio” derives from a
media system in which most individuals cannot easily access media technology.
Likewise, Baudrillard separates the media system from its audience. Although
Baudrillard writes of “the inextricable entanglement of the masses and the media” (“The
Masses” 587), he continues to characterize the two terms as hostile parties in conflict:
Is it the media that neutralize meaning and that produce the
‘formless’ (or informed) mass, or is it the mass which
victoriously resists the media by diverting or by absorbing
without reply all the messages which they produce? Are the
mass media on the side of power in the manipulation of the
masses, or are they on the side of the masses in the
liquidation of meaning, in the violence done to meaning?
(“The Masses” 587)
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By considering who is “on the side of” power, Baudrillard implies that each “side” acts
collectively, and in opposition to one another. No opportunity for a full integration of
media and masses, or even a scenario in which the masses meaningfully create content in
the media, emerges from Baudrillard’s arguments.
Unlike the technologies of radio and television, Web 2.0 platforms allow
unprecedented opportunity for individuals to engage in media production. Although the
access does not necessarily mean the liberation of free speech, or the individual’s triumph
against media subjugation, today’s technologies make tools for content creation and
content distribution abundantly available. Whether through social networking, blogs,
wikis, or even peer accreditation, the public has access to mass forms of distribution. As
the poetry generators in this chapter demonstrate, today’s media machines not only allow,
but sometimes demand users to contribute, in order for the machines to function.
Although sometimes, as Baudrillard argues, the appearance of participation fails to
materialize in meaningful ways, the technical architecture of today’s networked
information fundamentally changes the opportunities that have existed in a radiodominated or a television-dominated media landscape. Sometimes, the opportunities
create democratizing results; sometimes, the opportunities only offer the illusion of
liberation. To determine the specific outcome of contemporary technologies, critics must
conduct close reading of specific examples – the kinds of close readings that the writings
of Benjamin and Baudrillard can sometimes lack.
In addition to segregating the masses from the media, Baudrillard also perpetuates
Benjamin’s tendency to generalize media theory. Granted, both theorists sometimes apply
their ideas to specific case studies. Benjamin uses Russian writer Sergei Tretiakov as his
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model of “The Author as Producer” (2), for example. And Baudrillard uses the specific
example of the Gulf War when theorizing the simulacra. However, both authors tend to
imply that the media creates the same effects, without regard to circumstance. Benjamin’s
“Reflections on Radio” does acknowledge that radio technology can have either
beneficial or detrimental effects on the listener, but he suggests that the technology has a
fundamental destiny to serve the public interest. “A child can see,” writes Benjamin, “that
it is in the spirit of radio to put as many people as possible in front of a microphone on
every possible occasion” (391). Without considering specific examples in which such a
“spirit” of the technology might not hold true (such as providing a microphone to a
promoter of fascist propaganda), Benjamin simplifies the radio, so that the same
assertions allegedly hold true “on every possible occasion” (391). Baudrillard produces
equally general claims about media technology, but his provocative, if not bombastic,
style of communication amplifies the effect. Consider the wording near the conclusion of
“The Masses,” when Baudrillard boldly claims that his observations lead to a singular
resolution:
It is essential today to evaluate this double challenge: the
challenge to meaning by the masses and their silence
(which is not at all passive resistance), and the challenge to
meaning which comes from the media and their fascination.
All the marginal alternative endeavours to resuscitate
meaning are secondary to this. (587)
Baudrillard’s unconditional claims about what is “essential,” and what is “secondary”
(“all” else), are as characteristic of his theory as the troubling homogenization of the
masses. The lack of specific context enables Baudrillard, like Benjamin, to produce a
framework too abstracted for the manifold circumstances involving today’s technologies.
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Contemporary media machines tend to defy generalized assertions. When
individuals interact with today’s media, they do not exhibit a homogenous set of
behaviours or attitudes. The poetry generators in the following discussion tend to
integrate individuals and media in such a way that produces ambiguous effects,
depending on the context. Keeping the importance of context in mind, this chapter
interrogates Baudrillard’s ideas in relation to specific poetry generators. The discussion
reveals the often uncertain outcomes from interactions between machine technology and
human actors. While Baudrillard’s writings direct the discussion towards relevant topics
of inquiry, Baudrillard’s presence in the chapter also emphasizes the need to
reconceptualize the media machine as a dynamic network, connecting masses, content,
media, and audience. Today’s communications systems involve individuals in ways not
accounted for in Baudrillard’s writings – a fact corroborated by some of Baudrillard’s
critics.

Responses to Baudrillard: Highlighting Dated Media Machines
Critics have responded to Baudrillard with varying opinions, from celebrations of
his relevance for contemporary technology, to rejections of his value for media studies.
Despite any contention regarding the merit of Baudrillard’s media theory, critics
consistently highlight, whether intentionally or not, the media landscape that informs
Baudrillard’s arguments. In Baudrillard’s media landscape, broadcast television and early
computers dominate mass communication, with fundamentally less-networked
technologies and less-participatory opportunities than the media of today. As a result,
when Baudrillard’s critics discuss media technologies they assume a model in which the
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media opposes the masses – a model that does not entirely reflect today’s cultural
production. Even when critics apply Baudrillard’s ideas to the Internet, the analysis often
reveals considerably dated assumptions about the ways in which individuals behave
online. Writing in the context of a Web 1.0 era, critics provide analysis appropriate for a
brief period of Internet history, but the analysis decidedly fails to account for the
developments of participatory cultural production, social networking sites, and mobile
media devices. These and similar technologies substantially alter the relation between
content producer and content consumer. By highlighting the historical changes to the
media landscape, the following critics contextualize Baudrillard’s critical reception, from
an age of broadcast television to an age of dynamic networks.
In addition to highlighting the media landscape in which Baudrillard writes,
critics also identify his aforementioned tendency to generalize. Douglas Kellner provides
an example with his groundbreaking study Jean Baudrillard: From Marxism to
Postmodernism and Beyond (1989). Kellner evaluates Baudrillard’s media theory,
arguing for “three subordinations which undermine its theoretical and political
usefulness” (73): “formalist subordination” (73), “media essentialism and technological
determinism” (74), and “theoricist subordination” (74 emphasis original). Each of the
subordinations in some way highlight Baudrillard’s proclivity for abstraction. According
to Kellner, Baudrillard emphasizes the “formalist” aspects of media, thereby “erasing
political economy, media production and media environment – that is, society at large”
(73). Kellner also observes a tendency to generalize in Baudrillard’s “technological
determinism,” which tends to assume that technology, devoid of complex human factors,
dictates the media’s effects. Lastly, the “theoricist subordination” refers to Baudrillard’s
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lack of empirical data or historical analysis, in favour of sweeping characterizations of
media platforms (74). This chapter pays heed to Kellner’s observations, by conducting
close readings of specific content. The resulting analysis suggests that contemporary
media machines produce far more heterogeneous outcomes than Baudrillard’s theories
tend to convey. Like contemporary technology in general, today’s poetry generators
require critics to consider the specific contexts that affect content production.
Whereas Kellner offers a general critique of Baudrillard, Christopher Norris
addresses Baudrillard’s engagement with a specific media event: his contentious denial of
the Gulf War. In “Baudrillard and the War that Never Happened” (1992), Norris
addresses Baudrillard’s controversial claim that “the Gulf War did not take place.”14 As
Norris explains, Baudrillard’s comment relates to the media’s portrayal of the
circumstances leading up to, initiating, and conducting the war. The television portrayal
of a “clean war” – dominated by images of technological weaponry, and characters
seemingly borrowed from Hollywood stock – dissipates any semblance of a real event.
As Norris acknowledges, the simulated non-realities perpetuated by media machines
produce situations that render the concepts of “truth” and “facts” absurd:
After all, don’t we have it from ‘reliable’ sources like CNN
that even the apparent protagonists in this affair – George
Bush, John Major, the Pentagon strategists and so forth –
are picking up some crucial battle ground ‘facts’ from those
same television channels, subject (of course) to the need for
security and on-the-spot censorship of everything reaching
their screens. (11)
14

In 1991, Baudrillard authored a series of articles, addressing the lead up to the Gulf War, and its
subsequent media coverage. In January, he published “The Gulf War will Not Take Place”; in February he
published “The Gulf War: Is it Really Taking Place?”; in March, he published, “The Gulf War Did Not
Take Place” (Patton 1). Both French and English publishers later assembled the essays into a single book,
The Gulf War Did Not Take Place (1995).
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CNN, especially in the pre-Web-2.0 era, epitomizes a one-way flow of media messages,
unalterable by a passive audience. The news network may serve as an appropriate
representation of the media of Baudrillard’s time, yet CNN seems less-representative of
the participatory platforms and information tools of today. Granted, the hyperreality
experienced by the “viewing millions” (11) described by Norris may continue to exist for
the “tweeting millions” of contemporary society. However, even the distinction between
“viewing” and “tweeting” indicates the passive reception of a television audience and the
active creation of a social media user. Although not a panacea for free speech,
contemporary technologies do allow individuals a more active role than the televisiondominated media landscape of which Baudrillard writes.
When Mark Nunes writes his article “Baudrillard in Cyberspace: Internet,
Virtuality and Postmodernity” (1995), Internet adoption is expanding, providing critics
new opportunities to consider Baudrillard’s media theory. Nunes argues that some of
Baudrillard’s most well known concepts, including the “hyperreal” and “simulacrum,”
offer germane vocabulary with which to understand online phenomenon. Nunes goes as
far as to claim that “[p]erhaps more so than any other contemporary theorist, Jean
Baudrillard provides a provocative heading for ‘navigating’ this hyperreal terrain” (n.
pag.). While Nunes provides insightful observations regarding the spatial metaphor of
“the information highway” and the “parallel” (n. pag.) it poses to the simulacrum, Nunes
assumes a now-dated concept of the network. Nunes imagines a network with a physical
structure, one that users navigate through, moving from node to node sequentially. He
refers to a “large number of Internet ‘guide’ books” and the resulting “geographical
metaphor, evoking images of navigation and exploration” (n. pag.). At a time when
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technology companies still thought it plausible to organize the Internet through
directories, a physical geography still seems possible. Today, however, a geographical
metaphor renders a less satisfying image. Contemporary Internet navigation relies on
ever-shifting algorithm results, based on collective behaviours, search engine hubs, and
the assumption that links in the network both proliferate and disappear at a rate too rapid
to conceptualize visually. The network is too abstract, too ever-changing – too dynamic –
to conceptualize it as a static spatial geography. Nunes may recognize once-opportune
parallels between Baudrillard’s ideas and the Internet, but Nune’s “Information
Superhighway” of 1995 no longer exists.
In What’s the Matter with the Internet? (2001), Mark Poster recognizes
Baudrillard’s tendency to separate media from masses. In the book, Poster includes a
chapter titled “Theorizing the Virtual: Baudrillard and Derrida.” As the title implies,
Poster investigates the applications that Baudrillard (as well as Derrida) may have in the
field of virtual reality (VR). After providing the reader with a survey of Baudrillard’s
theories, particularly the simulation “[d]riven by the media, especially television” (133),
Poster also notes significant parallels between media simulation and virtual reality. Yet,
he ultimately concludes that Baudrillard’s theories do not entirely account for VR
technology. In particular, Poster identifies, in Baudrillard’s writings, a limited
relationship between human and machine:
Indeed the greatest weakness of Baudrillard’s efforts to
theorize VR is his inability to recognize practices that
involve assemblages of humans and machines and account
for their differential realizations. Instead Baudrillard is the
unconscious ideologist-theorist of the television screen,
imposing that vision upon cybernetic technologies. (136)
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Elucidating further, Poster writes of Baudrillard’s failure to fully grasp “the new level of
human-machine imbrication represented especially by the ‘virtual communities’ of the
Internet and VR technology” (136). Instead of recognizing that humans and machines
form an imbricated entity, Baudrillard insists on the separation of two spheres: one of the
media, and one of the masses. As Poster recognizes, the separation limits Baudrillard’s
relevance for virtual reality machines, and virtual Internet communities (136). Similar to
the poetry generators in this chapter, technologies of virtual reality generate complex,
heterogeneous connections between media and individuals. Baudrillard’s approach has
yet to account fully for the complexity of such a relationship.
Although Poster’s consideration of virtual reality sustains a useful argument for
this chapter, Andrew Koch’s “Cyber Citizen or Cyborg Citizen: Baudrillard, Political
Agency and the Commons in Virtual Politics” (2005) analyzes technology closer to the
subject matter under discussion. Koch’s article demonstrates the ways in which, by using
Baudrillard’s work, some Internet critics adopt an older, less dynamic model of the
machine. For example, according to Koch, “[m]ost political communication on the
Internet, whether from the right or left side of the political spectrum, takes place in a oneway environment” (160). The statement might prove true for some contexts today, but
many communication platforms now encourage political involvement. The videos of
political uprisings in oppressive regimes, captured by cell phone and distributed online,
provide one pertinent counter-argument to Koch’s claim. Political organization through
social networks offers another example suggesting Internet technologies may empower
individuals. In general, current Web platforms unsettle the stronghold of one-way
communication, offering interactions that arguably create community, rather than
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alienation. Like other early theorists of the Internet, Koch argues that “Baudrillard
represents one of the most important critics of the cyberspace and the virtual world”
(160). But his evidence for the claim assumes a dated form of online communication.
Developments since Koch’s article suggest that critics need to rethink Baudrillard’s
relation to the Internet, by considering Web 2.0 technologies.
In this survey, William Merrin offers the most extended reading of Baudrillard’s
media theory, but also a reading that does not consider Web 2.0 culture. In Baudrillard
and the Media: A Critical Introduction (2005), Merrin explicitly sets out to counteract
reductive readings of earlier critics. To do so, he aims to “demonstrate how
[Baudrillard’s] ideas are applicable to contemporary media events and processes” (8).
Focusing on the “radical Durkenheim tradition” in Baudrillard’s career, Merrin
emphasizes the importance of symbolic exchange in Baudrillard’s media critiques. As
Merrin explains, Baudrillard believes that our society has lost symbolic exchange – a
form of reciprocal sociality that resists the capitalist values of productive exchange. In its
place, “semiotic simulation” (Merrin 24), such as the kind produced by media, reduces
exchange to an inferior, individualized mode of consumption. Merrin concludes that
“[e]ven new forms of ‘interactivity’ found in contemporary digital media offer support
for Baudrillard’s critical position” (25). Yet, Merrin’s examples of “new” media,
including “internet browsing, email and chat-rooms” (25), represent forms of exchange
less social and less dynamic than contemporary collective platforms. Without
diminishing the value of Merrin’s study, I suggest that Baudrillard and the Media offers
another approach to Baudrillard’s media theory that situates itself in a decidedly Web 1.0
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era. Merrin’s work emphasizes the need to include recent developments in cultural
production, as this chapter does, when considering Baudrillard’s media theory.
Even if we account for Baudrillard’s historically specific interpretations of the
media, we must still acknowledge that his theories do not directly address poetic
production. Yet, the category of literary machines in this chapter presents a distinctive set
of circumstances: they manipulate existing media, and they mimic contemporary
communications. In this chapter, poets utilize social media, news feeds, and Web content,
in order to produce machines reflective of today’s important forms of mass
communication. The forms of communication enable individuals to create content and
manipulate data, more easily than past forms of media production. Whether through
postings on social media platforms or through mash-up feeds from established news
outlets, contemporary digital technologies offer ways for poets to infiltrate the media
landscape. Within this integrated environment, we can reconsider some of Baudrillard’s
ideas. Specifically, we can avoid conventional definitions of “the media” and “the
masses.” This chapter instead focuses on specific contexts in which individual users and
communication technologies form networks of content production. The networks
highlight some of Baudrillard’s central concerns about participation (or appearance of
participation) in the media. The integrated systems also accentuate current models of the
machine not yet represented in Baudrillard’s approach to media technology.

Digital Poetry Generators: Reading Networks of Textual Reproduction
Unlike poetry generators that rely on user input, poetry generators that manipulate
Internet text produce dynamic effects intrinsically; the dynamicism of the Internet itself –
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the frequency of editing, updating, deleting, and augmenting websites – reduces the
likelihood of static output. The examples in this chapter manipulate source texts that
continually alter and expand, thereby producing highly unpredictable text. Despite the
potential for highly networked behaviour, the degree of dynamism varies, as does the
amount of data that the program manipulates. I do not propose that poetry generators with
less dynamic behaviour produce less poetic value. I do propose that some poetry
generators may embody the current direction of contemporary machines better than
others; such examples have a high degree of autonomy and process high levels of data.
To reflect the varied outcomes of poetry programs, the following discussion begins by
addressing examples that produce less dynamic behaviour, and require more human
agency. The chapter proceeds to address increasingly networked and autonomous
programs. By doing so, the discussion helps to contextualize the range of possibilities, as
well as the range in outcomes, when producing a “dynamic network aesthetic” with
Internet text.
Even though poetry generators that access the Internet are, by necessity, quite a
recent form of experimentation, this category still falls victim to technological
obsolescence. Especially when poetry generators rely on proprietary algorithms, writing
tools that work flawlessly at one time can soon exist as nothing more than descriptions of
their former processes. A notable sub-category of defunct poetry generators shares a
common reason for their demise: Google has changed its Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs), and the poetry generators that have relied on the development tools can
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no longer operate.15 For example, Kennedy and Wershler-Henry have produced an entire
book with their “The Apostrophe Engine,” a poetry generator that uses an original poem
to create search strings for Google. “The Apostrophe Engine” makes Google perform live
searches for each line of the original poem; the machine then extracts any sentences from
those searches that begin with the phrase “you are.” Stringing the excessive amount of
phrases together, the machine produces a hypnotic, seemingly unending, succession of
sentences. “The Apostrophe Engine” now exists as a webpage that features the original
poem, but lacks the dynamic capabilities afforded by the search engine. As another
example, “Get a Google Poem” by Leevi Lehto allows users to enter a search string and
receive a poetic cut-up text, complete with options to manipulate the poetic form. “Get a
Google Poem” now exists only in online descriptions posted by fans of the once-dynamic
poetry machine. A third example, “Google Suggest Poetry” by Brad (from the selfdeprecating website BradSucks.com) uses the capability of Google Suggest (the
algorithm that guesses a user’s search string). Brad now admits that, like similar Googlereliant generators, “[i]t’s broken (probably forever!)” (n. pag.). Although technical
difficulties put these Google poetry generators out of service, their place in the history of
poetry generators requires consideration. For that reason, the first poetry generator in this
chapter, “Google Suggest Poetry,” provides a case study to feature a Google-enabled
poetics of the past.

15

As Osinga’s functional, Google-based “Visual Poetry” indicates, working APIs still exist. Google has
just changed the versions of their toolsets, and the rules for using them. In 2010, Google deprecated its Web
Search API, and introduced its Custom Search API. In May 2011, Google deprecated, and in many cases
shut down, many of its most popular development tools. I suspect that Osinga’s program runs on a newer
version of Custom Search.
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Because “Google Suggest Poetry” no longer operates, the program represents the
least dynamic poetry generator in this chapter. Yet, at one time, “Google Suggest Poetry”
has manipulated text through a considerably fluid network of authors. Brad’s program
does so by harnessing Google’s capacity to anticipate a completed search string (the
function originally called “Google Suggest,” but now called “Autocomplete”). Whenever
a user starts typing a search string into Google’s input box, Google Suggest provides a
drop-down menu of options that predicts the query. “Google Suggest Poetry” uses this
function to gather strings of related suggestions. Brad explains the process through an
example:
enter a first phrase like ‘back in the’, [sic] it autocompletes
to ‘back in the saddle’. Take the last word and enter
‘saddle’, first result is ‘saddle club’, last word ‘club ‘, etc.
Following that example a few times you get:
back in the saddle club med line 6 second abs cbn news of
the world of warcraft 3 mobile phones 4 u haul master card
games online dictionary (n. pag.)
Using this formula, Brad turns the practical function of Google Suggest into a literary
experiment authored by innumerable authors. Because Google Suggest operates, in part,
using “other users’ search activities” and the popularity of search terms (“Autocomplete”
n. pag.), the output of “Google Suggest Poetry” is derived from an emergent process,
from an undeterminable number of decisions made by search engine users. By using
Google’s algorithms, the program harnessed information created by our collective
behaviours when searching online. In this way, “Google Suggest Poetry” represents a
collective form of content creation – a form that a media dominated by one-way
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communication cannot plausibly produce. Only through a mass assemblage of user data
can “Google Suggest” (and the media that it represents) generate content.
Although the program no longer operates, some of the output of “Google Suggest
Poetry” survives on Brad’s website. On one page, seven postings offer texts that
presumably (although not explicitly) result from the program. On another page, Brad
provides two examples from his experiments with the Google Suggest technique, along
with six postings from users who do the same. Despite the small number of examples, the
poems indicate that the Google Suggest algorithm has a distinct voice, as the machine
attempts to guess the most human-like way to finish a thought. The results recall a
succession of “Before and After” puzzles on Wheel of Fortune:
i am an idiot savant syndrome x factor v leiden university
of washington post office depot america west wing nuts
and bolts and nuts and bolts and nuts and bolts and nuts and
bolts and nuts and bolts (“Google Suggests Poetry” n. pag.)
The semantic links read at once like a series of surprises, and a string of fulfilled
expectations: of course “factor” should come after “x” to form the common phrase “x
factor,” and “x factor v” follows the suggestion that a large number of people search out
information about the fifth season of the UK television program X Factor – or, perhaps,
search out information about the single-chain molecule called Factor V. Brad’s poem
reveals the odd connection between the two searches. Aesthetically, the rambling output
creates an almost mesmeric forward momentum, akin to a stream of consciousness
technique. Yet, “Google Suggest Poetry” offers a consciousness reflective of, not long
continuous sentences of wandering thoughts, but rapid leaps in the attention-deficit minds
of today’s Internet surfers (complete with the types of infinite loops one encounters when
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a glitch occurs in the system: “wing nuts and bolts and nuts and bolts and nuts and bolts
and nuts and …”). As though clicking through webpages, and only stopping momentarily
to see the connection between them, the text demands a capacity to navigate erratically
connected semantic networks. Although no longer functional, the evidence of “Google
Suggest Poetry” suggests a distinctive poetic styling, characterized by meandering trains
of thought.
“Google Suggest Poetry” relies on user input (because the user types in the
original search string), and manipulates Internet text (because the machine works with
data from past search entries). One can find a similar hybrid in “Orbital: A Postcard to
Space Travel” by Neil Jenkins. Instead of relying on the user to manually enter
information, “Orbital” employs the participation of human agents in two ways: first, a
human, Mac Dunlop, authors the source text (a hypertext poem also called “Orbital”);
second, the program accesses information from users’ logged Internet Protocol (IP)
addresses. Both characteristics intimately connect “Orbital” to the humans involved with
the program. The characteristics also make “Orbital” reliant on human actors, and thus
the program is less autonomous than machines discussed later in this chapter. Yet, the
program still represents the synthesis of content producers and content consumers typical
of today’s media landscape. When the reader, the consumer of the text, opens the
program, “Orbital” mines the IP address. The program collects the addresses from the
“Orbital” users to map the words in the poem. The algorithm uses the first three numbers
to generate x, y, and z coordinates; the numbers determine the word’s three-dimensional
positioning on the screen. The fourth number then determines the next word from
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Dunlop’s poem that the program plots.16 Although the output of “Orbital” has highly
unpredictable qualities, the dynamicism proves limited. Because “Orbital” depends solely
on the limited number of words in Dunlop’s original, human-crafted poem, the machine
works with a finite resource.
Although Jenkins’s version of “Orbital” updates Dunlop’s hypertext poem, the
content still reflects characteristics of the original. Because the program only uses words
from Dunlop’s poem, the effect of “Orbital” depends on the diction of the original –
which, for the most part, offers sentimental or cliché word choices. When running the
poem, reoccurring words, including “naught,” “sight,” “echoes,” “journey,” “inspired,”
and “magnificent,” frequently cross the screen. The diction fittingly reflects Dunlop’s
description of a whimsical poem “inspired by imagining writing a letter to or from a
traveller in space,” and featuring “references to the sea and the navigators of the oceans,
of which it has been said ‘they were the astronauts of their age’” (“Rhizome: Orbital” n.
pag.). The presentation of the “Orbital” program expresses a similar lyric impulse:
against the backdrop of a grey-blue screen, words fade in and out, as they gracefully float
across differently sized arcs from the lower right to upper left areas of the applet (fig. 9).
A computerized voice that reads out, digit by digit, the IP addresses at the bottom of the
window, creates some interruption to the expressive humanism, but, for the most part, the
content reflects the style of the original human author. The source text proves too static,
too connected to one individual, to achieve a greater degree of dynamicism.
16

Because “Orbital” manipulates numeric data, rather than alphabetic symbols, the program arguably falls
outside the category of poetry generator under consideration (machines that manipulate Internet text).
However, if we consider IP addresses as a form of coded communication, and evidence of actions that have
semantic value, we can consider IP addresses as “text.” Thus, “Orbital” is a machine that manipulates text
accessed through an Internet connection.
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Fig. 9. “Orbital” by Neil Jenkins
Like “Orbital,” Karpinska and Howe’s “No Time Machine” uses information
derived from the Internet, along with human-written text. As a result, “No Time
Machine” represents the dynamic behaviour of Internet content, even though authorial
intervention limits the machine’s autonomy. The program, according to its authors,
searches for occurrences of the phrase, “I don’t have time for,” as well as variations,
including “You can’t find the time for,” and “We don’t make time for” (“About the
Project” n. pag.). The program combines the search results with “sentences that [the
authors have] re-contextualized” (“About the Project” n. pag.) – indicating that the
authors, in part, predetermine the content. Nonetheless, because the program accesses
current material online, it produces highly unpredictable text. As the authors explain,
their motivation for the project stems from a number of questions: “[w]hat do people give
up in the race to maximize every second of their waking life? What kinds of activities are
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replaced by the panicked drive for efficiency?” (“About the Project” n. pag). The answers
(the combination of the search results and author’s contributions) take the form of an
ongoing conversation, presented in speech bubbles that appear and disappear on the
backdrop of a yellow screen (fig. 10). As the text continually changes, the program asks
readers to synthesize different voices, networking ideas together in real time. A clock on
the top of the screen displays the current time of day, reminding the reader that the
conversation is happening live. As though watching a text-messaging conversation
materialize in real time, the speech bubbles talk with one another, even though the
original authors of the text may not even be aware of the exchange.

Fig. 10. “No Time Machine” by Aya Karpinska and Daniel C. Howe
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While reading the output of “No Time Machine,” the reader may find a parallel
between the content of the text (the concerns about lacking enough time) and the reading
experience (which might not offer the reader enough time to satisfactorily analyze the
text before it disappears). The text transitions approximately every thirteen seconds, by
no means rapidly, but fast enough to make a close reading challenging. While running the
program, I have initiated a series of screen-shots to combat the ephemerality of the text,
finding the speech bubbles highly varied, but often in the form of a complaint. The
constant grievances expressed by the output suggest that no one, regardless of age or
social status, can find enough time to enjoy life fully. A brooding teenager complains
with a type of self-justification: “She’s not responding to any of my text messages. I’ve
really tried talking to her in school, but there’s so many things happening that I can’t find
the time to be alone with her.” A busy mother complains with an air of self-pity: “A mom
who is constantly caring for her kids often doesn’t take the time to meet her needs.” The
voices change, but the message remains similar. As the following examples suggest,
one’s lack of time tends to produce detrimental effects on the individual expressing the
complaint rather than on other people: “But if I can’t find the time to spread cheese on a
piece of bread life has turned way too crazy”; “I don’t have time to invest in friends”;
“But if there are lots of words I just don’t have the time to read them so I move on”; “I do
not have the time to play with words and brushes like some idle poet.” The complaints
seem all the more self-absorbed, if the reader realizes that the repetitive protests come
from the writer’s online postings. Perhaps individuals in developed economies sometimes
forget that posting personal musings on the Internet requires a significant amount of
leisure time.
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“No Time Machine” demonstrates the considerable increase in time that
individuals spend creating, rather than consuming, media content. According to Nielsen’s
calculations, the content created on social networking sites and blogs accounts for almost
a quarter of the time that Internet users spend online (“What Americans Do” n. pag.). On
average, Facebook users each create 90 pieces of content each month (“Facebook:
Statistics” n. pag.). Each month, Facebook users spend more than 700 billion minutes on
Facebook (“Facebook: Statistics” n. pag.). Granted, such content creation may still reflect
the kinds of narcissistic tendencies that Baudrillard interprets as a “sort of continual
voyeurism of the group in relation to itself” (“The Masses” 580). Yet, the self-absorption
produces a more individualized expression than the medium of television can allow.
Instead of a broadcast news program collecting, to use Baudrillard’s example, answers to
opinion polls, then using such content to formulate a version of world events, the Internet
allows the public a means to express itself with fewer editorial limitations (albeit, within
the limitations of the platforms available). By aggregating text that individuals post
online, “No Time Machine” reflects a media landscape teeming with personal content
creators.
Whereas “Orbital” and “No Time Machine” use the authors’ creative work as
source texts, some poetry generators, including Weber Martin’s “Random Poem
Generator,” use only Internet text. Martin’s program asks the user to submit a website.
The program splices content from the website to make the poem. Although “Random
Poem Generator” writes more autonomously than “Orbital” and “No Time Machine,”
potential limitations to its dynamic behaviour arise because of the program’s design.
Similar to cut-up methods of the avant-garde, a short and static source text can transform
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a potentially dynamic act of composition into relatively limited mode of rearranging
content. On the other hand, the source text might prove quite dynamic, therefore
diminishing the limitations of print-era cut-up methods. The New York Times homepage,
for example, continually changes throughout the day, with content from various authors.
The Gutenberg.org homepage, by comparison, remains fairly static throughout its
lifetime. If a user chooses a website as static as Gutenberg.org, the possibilities for
dynamic text generation are greatly reduced. The poetry generator may digitally automate
the cut-up process, but nothing fundamentally differentiates the process from pre-Internet
poetics. The potential for producing a “dynamic network aesthetic” with “Random Poem
Generator” depends on whether the source text reflects the highly malleable content of
Web 2.0 technologies, or whether the source text perpetuates the stagnant content of
older media forms.
In order to demonstrate the ways in which the dynamicism of “Random Poem
Generator” can fluctuate, I have experimented with websites representative of two
categories of source text: to represent a website with fixed content, I have used William
Carlos Williams’s introduction to The Wedge, posted on the Poetry Foundation’s website;
to represent a website with text that changes on a fairly frequent basis, I have used the
homepage of Toronto newspaper The Globe and Mail. When the poetry generator
accesses the Poetry Foundation page, reoccurring topics arise, as does common diction.
Consider the following two examples, created with the option for an alternating rhyme
scheme:
Words line language sort,
for all amp time!
full poetry related sorte,
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the rdquo is time.
…
They it machines foundation,
of are missouri academies!
Movement awards environment foundation,
Whatever all u academys.
Except for some transcribing issues, such as “rdquo”, and the repetitions of rhyme-words
(both common occurrences in the program’s output), the program delivers the four-line
poem that it promises, infused with words related to poetic composition. Words,
language, and poetry, play a predominant role in the Introduction to The Wedge, and,
accordingly, the topics feature noticeably in the output. In the second example, we also
witness the repetition of content from the Poetry Foundation’s website: the word
“foundation” appears thirteen times in the website’s banner that frames the Williams
essay, but never in the essay itself. Any output based on the Poetry Foundation website
may potentially repeat similar content. Because of the randomness of the syntax,
“Random Poem Generator” may produce countless combinations of the existing text, but
the program cannot overcome the static subject matter of static websites.
Unlike the Poetry Foundation, The Globe and Mail website responds to daily
events. News stories and their organization on the page change as events occur, and
readers respond to articles. Consequently, when “Random Poem Generator” uses the
content from The Globe, the topics in the output vary considerably. In the following
example, the poem reflects the contemporary subject matter of the source text:
New harper steps subscribe,
blu says special want!
convenience mad copyright ascribe,
visit life keep avant.
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Years from now, The Globe may still run a website, but the name “Harper” may not have
a status worthy of front-page news. Similarly, the word “blu” derives from the phrase,
“Star Wars saga tweaked for Blu-Ray” (which I have determined by visiting The Globe
website). The sentence references a technology that may become obsolete in the future.
The time may come soon when the content in the above poem never again appears
together in the output of “Random Poem Generator.” Consequently, the content on The
Globe and Mail provides a kind of source text not easily attained in a paper-based world:
a provisional source text, with evolving opportunities for surprising connections,
changing themes, and new subjects. Moreover, the content on the page derives from, not
only traditional journalists, but also other users. In addition to responding to an opinion
poll, but the reading public also contributes to the content simply by making decisions.
For instance, if a reader accesses a story or posts a comment, the action may affect the
“Most Popular” or “Most Discussed” lists. Even the advertisement on media websites
potentially targets a user’s recent search history. Hence, algorithms behind the scenes
blur the line between content consumer and content creator. By contrast, Williams’s
essay is always going to be Williams’s essay. The comparison between the two websites
demonstrates the degree to which the output of “Random Poem Generator” relies on a
considerable degree of human agency. The user, perhaps unknowingly, controls the
opportunities for the machine to expand the possibilities of cut-up poetics, as well as the
opportunities for the machine to perpetuate print-based methods.
“Massive Comprehension Machine” by Lot Amoros represents another machine
that asks for user participation, even though the program technically automates all the
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writing. The program automatically harvests material from media outlets in Israel and
Palestine, connecting two disparate nodes in our world’s media network. The program
assembles the content as two visual networks, with words connected by links (fig. 11).
The instructions ask the program’s users to engage in “navigating two semantic networks
generated in real-time” (Amoros n. pag.), suggesting a self-directed exploration. Amoros
explains that he encourages the user to engage in the meaning-making process, because
he favours “using the human brain as computer” by involving “the subjectivity of the
visitor” (n. pag.). The interface involves visitors by allowing them to click on a word
from either the Israeli or Palestinian side of the screen. When users do so, a voice
announces a short sentence in which the word appears (presumably, the sentence derives
from the media outlet). Because the program and visitors both play an active role in the
meaning-making process, “Massive Comprehension Machine” establishes a close
connection between an engaged human mind and an automated computer process.
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Fig. 11. “Massive Comprehension Machine” by Lot Amoros
The output of “Massive Comprehension Machine” suggests that the media outlets
of Israel and Palestine produce remarkably similar output – or, at least, they refer to
similar topics. The reader can see the effect almost immediately. Upon launching the
program, overlapping words jiggle on two sides of the screen, while a monotone,
computerized voice offers a greeting: “Welcome to Massive Comprehension Machine.”
At first, the small cluster of words on either side of the screen, despite their origins in
oppositional Israeli and Palestinian sources (or perhaps, because of it), share common
themes. Words, such as “Israel,” “bombs,” and “Gaza,” frequently begin the semantic
webs. The user has the option of adjusting the number of words on the screen, but no
matter what the population, the screen continues to display words that one might expect
to find in accounts of the Middle East (“Palestine” or “attack,” for example). As well,
both sides offer words that seem unrelated to recent news stories (“tongue” or “rat,” for
example). Guessing the original context of the random words proves challenging. Even
when I click a relatively unsurprising word, such as “Obama,” the results disorient the
reader with their lack of context: the voice announces, “Obama selected,” then proceeds
to read, “decision revealed in strategic dialogue talk Israeli defense officials hold with
Obama administration.” Such fragments offer vaguely familiar, but ultimately confusing
echoes of media messages. As if visually and sonically representing the noise of the
media, “Massive Comprehension Machine” produces a form of information-disruption.
The program therefore inverts Baudrillard’s characterization of the media as a source of
excessive information that destroys meaning. When discussing the media’s operation,
Baudrillard contends that its “information is directly destructive of meaning and
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signification, or it neutralizes them” (“Implosion of Meaning” 79). “Massive
Comprehension Machine” subverts the media’s productivist model of communication,
creating new significance from empty nodes of information.
In the previous chapter, my discussion of “RoboPoem” proposes that proprietary,
copyrighted models of distribution potentially hinder opportunities for a “dynamic
network aesthetic.” “Massive Comprehension Machine” represents a contrasting mode of
distribution. Amoros has programmed the generator using non-proprietary software freely
available to anyone with an Internet connection. Described as “a software toolkit for
generative literature” (“RiTa” n. pag.), the RiTa suite of programs can be freely
downloaded directly from the website. Howe, the creator of RiTa (and the
aforementioned co-author of “No Time Machine”), intends the open source software “to
be as simple and intuitive as possible, while still providing adequate flexibility for more
advanced users” (“RiTa” n. pag.). Living up to his description, the suite of programs
offers tools that are both accessible and powerful, assisting writers who may not have the
expertise to program complex software. The writing capabilities offered by RiTa vary,
from the employment of Markov chains to the capacity of grammatical analysis; from the
transformation of text-to-speech to the powers of “Web/text-mining capabilities” (“RiTa”
n. pag.). In addition to textual manipulation tools, RiTa also differs from the
“RoboPoem” model by allowing users to engage with the source code. Opportunities to
participate in collaborative programming exemplify another way in which contemporary
media allows users to engage with cultural production. Users can also support the
community by visiting the RiTa Project Gallery. Housed on the RiTa website, the gallery
provides the opportunity to share products created with the programs, inspiring both RiTa
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users and the general public with a range of possible applications for the software.
Because of the opportunities for user control and creative collaboration, RiTa represents
digital culture’s empowerment of content producers.
The empowerment that RiTa offers potentially indicates the democratization of
cultural production. At the same time, we cannot overlook Baudrillard’s observations
about the inefficacy of amateur production. Amateur production may represent something
that Baudrillard characterizes as a false revolution, “transforming everyone into his own
transmitter,” in such a way that
fails to place the mass media system in check. We know the
results of such phenomenon as mass ownership of walkietalkies, or everyone making their own cinema: a kind of
personalized amateurism, the equivalent of Sunday
tinkering at the periphery of the system. (“Requiem” 182)
Even with the proliferation of amateur cultural production, and the challenges that it
brings to conventional notions of media control, Baudrillard’s flat out denial of
meaningful participation evokes doubts. Amoros does not significantly disrupt the media
on either side of the Israeli-Palestine dispute. The program may never amass the type of
audience needed to influence the central media systems with which it engages from the
periphery. As such, “Massive Comprehension Machine” may merely constitute
“tinkering” that placates its author with an illusion of participation. Despite the
limitations to hobbyist production, however, today’s media landscape enriches the voices,
for better or worse, available in the public sphere. Because of the Internet, Amoros, and
individuals like him, can reach a considerable audience without needing to buy airtime or
purchase advertising. The influence that “Massive Comprehension Machine” has on the
public may never equal the influence of established mass media. But, the individuals who
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do find the program encounter a machine not offered by conventional communication
outlets. The program instead comes from the efforts of a hobbyist tinkering with the idea
that poetry, news, and machines may yield constructive connections.
Even if we grant the potential advantages of hobbyist production, the illusion of
participation can embody sometimes invasive forms of cultural expression. In the case of
Andrei Gheorghe’s “The Longest Poem in the World,” the appearance of participation
may disguise a practice of cooptation. Alternatively, the poem may function as an
inclusive representative of online authorship. The confusion between cooptation and
representation originates in the authorship of “The Longest Poem”: Gheorghe’s algorithm
gathers Twitter posts, from actual Twitter users, and organizes the tweets into rhyming
couplets. By gathering people’s text without permission, “The Longest Poem” exploits
peoples’ creative expressions, and in the process, produces large-scale textual
dynamicism (at the time of this chapter’s composition, the poem boasts more than a
million lines). Because “The Longest Poem” harvests the tweets without altering them,
the program does not manipulate text as much as some programs discussed later in this
chapter. But, at the rate of 4000 lines (or Tweets) added per day, this textual behemoth
exemplifies the excessive aggregation made possible by the digital medium.17 The use of
tweets also emphasizes Twitter’s constraint-based form of writing, limited by only 140
characters. Although observers do not often acknowledge a second constraint, Twitter
users also limit themselves by relinquishing some control of their publicly available text.
Even though the poem acknowledges each contributor with a link to the original Twitter

17

Although the website boasts the addition of 4000 lines per day, the advertised number of lines has
recently ceased to increase. The implication follows that the program may no longer run its live processes.
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feed, the individual may not know of the tweet’s transformation into poetry. The situation
makes “The Longest Poem” difficult to assess: does the program liberate poetic
authorship or exploit Twitter users – or both?
“The Longest Poem” offers a straightforward poetic procedure, with a slightly
gimmicky premise. But does the text merit the consideration owed to a literary text?
Basically, “The Longest Poem” collects an anthropological record of language users
online. The rhyming couplet acts as the only intentional poetic form in the output. As
anthropological record, the erratic tendencies of the text reveal some diverse voices of
online communication, but the subject matter most often relates to the banal details in the
lives of Twitter users. Consider the following selection as representative:
I was built for sundays. coffee and bookstore, you already
know.
I think I’ll go upstairs and write. I’ll all ready for
tomorrows show!
After all is said and done, a lot more will have been said
than done.
im sitting here watching LA INK this show and CAKE
BOSS is the one
water and cigarettes
Whats the score of pats and jets?
The majority of the poem has a similar tendency: the lines list plans for the day,
sentiments towards sports teams, or activities currently underway. Although similar in
their everyday subject matters, the effect of the poem also suggests that the tweet, as a
literary form, invites a degree of arbitrariness resistant to cohesive assemblage. Consider
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just a few of the ways in which the tweets on the site seem to function.18 Some tweets
express anger: “Dear George Lamb, Please be quiet and piss off. Thanks in advance,
Bitch. Lucy”; Some tweets offer encouragement to professional sports teams: “Yay!!!
#STEELERS won!!! And ….. I feel much better today!!”; “Oh Jets, you really made my
day and week. Thank you.” Many offer basic facts about the writer’s life: “On the menu:
leftovers – and an
asian pear for
dessert”; “My
day will consist
of movies, tea,
and homework
;/” (n. pag.).
Rather than the
carefully
considered
language usually
associated with
poetry, “The

18

Note the similarity between the following examples and lines in “A Poem for the Masses.” Both the
harvested tweets of “The Longest Poem” and volunteered postings “A Poem for the Masses” offer similar
personal thoughts, ranging from banal to outrageous, and sincere to crass.
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Longest Poem” offers an unrestrained outpouring of common language. The considerably
erratic communication represents a collective consciousness of the Twitterverse,
continually adding content to the world, a few characters at a time.

Fig. 12. “The
Longest Poem in
the World” by Andrei Gheorghe
By highlighting the poem’s disjointed nature, I do not suggest that literary
readings of “The Longest Poem” prove impossible. Although most of the pages offer
simplistic reports from everyday life, some intriguing patterns emerge. For example,
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some of the lines express the writer’s contemplative observations about the world. When
such lines gather in succession, the effect resembles the lyrics to popular music:
leave the bourbon on the shelf and I’ll drink it by myself
If you want it you gotta go out and take it yourself
This is heaven and hell in one moving space
The world is a cruel and beautiful place. (Fig. 12)
While the lines contain some clichéd constructions, together they represent a more
introspective, contemplative use of the tweet, compared to the examples discussed
previously. Serendipitous moments in the poem also take less-clichéd forms, with
surprisingly disjointed language, but strangely evocative connections. In the following
example, the lines form a fragmented narrative, suggesting a speaker’s giddy excitement
caused by an odd first experience:
clap clap clap clap MY FIRST KISS WENT A LITTLE
LIKE THIS…AND TWIST
At Target buying coffee creamer and pants. Weird
shopping list.
…and now he’s showing me porn.
Wow…Corn and more corn and corn
The output of “The Longest Poem” seems most satisfying when the language proves
jarring, but still kindles potential connections between lines. A reader may have to sift
through a considerable amount of content before encountering a set of lines that have an
evocative effect, but when the effect occurs, it demonstrates the potential of “The
Longest Poem”: the poetry program has the capacity to assemble large enough quantities
of textual material that unpredictably emergent behaviour results.
“The Longest Poem” harvests content from a social media platform, and makes
no alterations to the text, except organizing the tweets into rhyming couplets. Tisselli’s
“Facebots” offers a contrasting model: “Facebots” thoroughly transforms a source text, in
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order to fill a blank form provided by a social media platform. “Facebots” operates as a
genuine Facebook page with automated, periodically updated content. Tisselli uses the
name Debasheesh Parveen as the moniker of both his Facebook avatar, and the algorithm
that the program runs. Tisselli explains his project in such a way that anthropomorphizes
Debasheesh, crediting him (or it?) for the authorship:
1. Debasheesh Parveen takes a random news headline from
the Al Jazeera feed.
2. The headline is distorted using a text-manipulation
algorithm.
3. One of the words of the headline is chosen to search for
an image on the Internet.
4. The headline and the image are posted to Debasheesh
Parveen’s Facebook profile. (“Facebook: Debasheesh” n.
pag.)
Tisselli notes that the “text-manipulation algorithm” mentioned in step two originates
from his “Computer Aided Poetry” (“On Fluid Poetry” n. pag.), the poetry generator that
relies on Thesaurus.com to swap synonyms (discussed in Chapter Two). By utilizing his
program, Tisselli creates a mash-up of his own algorithms, Facebook’s predetermined
page designs, and Al Jazeera’s media messages. The mash-up, furthermore, takes the
form of a personified entity, suggestive of a ghost in the machine, or, according to
Tisselli, “an oracle” (“Facebots: Debasheesh” n. pag.). Tisselli even provides Debasheesh
with a wife, “Ariadna Alfil,” who also has a fake Facebook page, but with Spanish text.
Considering how seriously users can employ Facebook for purposes of self-definition and
social contact, and how seriously audiences can regard Al Jazeera’s news, the playfulness
of “Facebots” seems somewhat subversive. Reading like something of an absurdist joke,
the poetry program impishly intervenes in important forms of mass communication.
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Whether a jest that Tisselli intends as a funny yet feeble prank, or a scheme that he
intends as a subversive yet light hearted gesture, “Facebots” suggests that an individual
can, in the age of Web 2.0 technology, subvert the intended purposes of even the most
influential of mass media.
If a reader does not know about Tisselli’s “Facebots” project, nothing allows the
reader to differentiate it from an average Facebook page, except the eccentricity of the
language. As discussed in Chapter Two, Tisselli’s “Computer Aided Poetry” tends to
produce output with subtle echoes of the original text. In the “Facebots” project, the
poetry generator manipulates the Al Jazeera feeds with similar effects, presenting familiar
subjects from recent news stories, but defamiliarizing those subjects with jumbled
diction. In the following example, a reader can detect information related to recent
allegations of sexual harassment by the head of the International Monetary Fund, but
details remain elusive: “Former IMF headland register alphabetic character testament
always rue affair with modern York missy Eastern Samoa a ‘moral error’” (fig. 13). Like
“Random Poem Generator” and “Massive Comprehension Machine,” “Facebots”
subverts the conventional role of media information, by removing its power to inform.
Baudrillard suggests that “[w]e live in a world where there is more and more information,
and less and less meaning” (“The Implosion of Meaning” 79). But, Tisselli strips media
of its information, leaving a form of signification reliant on resonating associations, and
felicitous connections – such as ending a sentence about sexual harassment allegations
with the phrase “moral error” in scare-quotes. Instead of passively receiving media
information, or weakly contributing to its content, Tisselli radically manipulates news
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stories. He counteracts the media’s urge to inform by denying its language any clear
referential function.
Debasheesh Parveen does not exist outside the digital medium. And, because the
algorithm distorts the media messages to the degree that they no longer bear witness to an
objective reality, even the topics about which Debasheesh writes do not reflect a “real”
world. Like Baudrillard’s fourth phase of the image,19 the content on “Facebots” “bears
no relation to any reality whatsoever” (“Simulacra” 6). Although we can make casual
comparisons to the simulacra that Baudrillard identifies in the world of earlier media,
contemporary media produce a different confusion of image and world: today’s media
produces a more self-aware, if not ironic, participation in the creation of a map that
precedes the territory. Whereas Baudrillard laments “the murderous power of images,
murderers of the real” (“Simulacra” 5), Tisselli seems to play at the scene of the
homicide. By doing so, “Facebots” suggests potentially productive opportunities for a
self-aware unhinging of reality. Far from hiding the ways in which Facebook conceals the
truth about its operation, “Facebots” emphasizes the absurdities of Facebook – including
the invested interest that Facebook users devote to a platform on which even an algorithm
can adopt an identity. In conspiracy with the “murderers of the real” (“Simulacra” 5),
Tisselli’s project highlights our own capacity to create realities, and have them created by
others.

19

Baudrillard describes four possible relationships between image and world, calling each a “phase.” The
fourth and final phase refers to an image that no longer exists in the realm of representation; instead it is
“pure simulacrum” (“Simulacra” 5).
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Fig. 13. “Facebots” by Eugene Tisselli
Like “Facebots,” “Status Update” by Kennedy and Wershler-Henry also employs
Facebook, but more frequently generates content by manipulating status updates.20
Kennedy and Wershler-Henry design the program to gather the RRS feeds of Facebook
users. Then, in place of the original author’s name, the program substitutes a name of a
dead poet. In effect, the authors transfer the contemporary lives of average Facebook
users into resurrected ghosts of the literary past. The resulting output produces such
20

The authors also published a codex version titled Update (2010). Although the printed version only
offers a static snapshot of program’s dynamic output, the text raises the same contentious issues of
copyright and authorship as its digital source. Claiming to publish “unauthorized communication,” the text
transfers the legal and moral issues of a “dynamic network aesthetic” into the paper publishing world.
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curious information as the following: T.S. Eliot is “[g]lad to hear Philip Levine is the new
US laureate” and Arthur Rimbaud “[s]aw the final Harry Potter” (fig. 14). Even though
Rimbaud “Missed the previous six,” he “got the gist.” On the main “Status Update” page,
a reader can see a chronological progression of updates posted during the last twenty-four
hours. A click of the refresh button swaps the names, and posts any new updates since the
page last loaded. Readers can also click on the name of a writer in order to access a
webpage, on which a succession of the writer’s updates resides. The design of the
program combines the principles of networked-writing (specifically through the network
of authors via Facebook) and the dynamicism of an autonomously operating machine.

Figure 14. “Status Update” by Bill Kennedy and Darren Wershler-Henry
In The Ecstasy of Communication, Baudrillard explores a form of “obscenity”
created when the media puts everything on display, leaving nothing private. According to
Baudrillard, the media generates “a sort of obscenity where the most intimate processes
of our life become the virtual feeding ground of the media” (130 emphasis original).
Baudrillard’s observations about the dissolving boundaries between private life and
public display seem all the more appropriate in today’s world of reality television and
social media. “Status Update” accumulates a similar exhibitionism of daily life. For this
reason, reading the succession of updates, and not knowing from whom the messages
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derive, creates a sense of voyeurism, as if peeking in on the moments of strangers,
without their knowledge. Consider the following heartfelt status update, posted by “W. H.
Auden”: “Overwhelmed with all the wonderful birthday wishes! Thanks so much
everyone!”. As entertaining as it is to consider the kind of birthday wishes Auden would
have liked to receive, the line actually derives from a living, breathing Facebook user.
The user has written words of gratitude on a special day, and, potentially unbeknownst to
the individual, the “Status Update” reader spies on a moment supposedly reserved for
people whom the user actually knows. Moreover, “Status Update” invites the voyeurism
through a platform, Facebook, that wholly encourages Baudrillard’s form of obscenity.
Commenting on the sometimes uncontrollable nature of our online content, Scottish actor
and poet William Topaz McGonagall (at least in name, on “Status Update”) makes a
disturbing observation:
Has anyone else noticed that when you click on people that
you’re not friends with, most of the time now, you can see
their wall, photos, etc.? I mean, it’s great if you’re stalking
someone, but not so great if you’re the person being
stalked...”
To compare the effect of “Status Update” to a stalker’s perverted delight hyperbolizes the
situation, but “Status Update” does depict the increasing public life of private moments.
The program also highlights the seductive powers of communication media, to which we
surrender ourselves and our information.
“Status Update” evokes the two claims with which this chapter begins:
Baudrillard too strictly separates the roles of the masses and the media; and Baudrillard
too generally characterizes the effects of the communication technologies. “Status
Update” recalls the first claim by harnessing a system that integrates categories of content
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producer and content consumer. A Facebook user simultaneously acts as the creator of
media content and, through social interaction on the network, the user acts as the receiver
of media messages. “Status Update” recalls the second claim by introducing a specific
media context. Like social media in general, Facebook represents an opportunity for
individuals to engage in cultural production. However, such individuals are, to some
degree, willing participants in a system beyond their control. Although Facebook
provides services free of charge, the system nonetheless exists only because it can exploit
the labour of its participants. Therefore, any account of the participatory opportunities
that Facebook provides must temper enthusiasm with caution. If “Status Update” utilizes
another social media platform, or even a different media platform, such as blogs or wikis,
the context might produce yet another set of limitations and opportunities for its
participants. Every form of Web 2.0 media entails its own set of ideological implications
and technical underpinnings that make universal claims unproductive. Certain similarities
may overlap, but only specific circumstances can reveal the ambiguities of the media’s
role. We can agree with Baudrillard that “[w]e should agree neither with those who praise
the beneficial use of the media, nor with those who scream about manipulation” (“The
Masses” 578). Baudrillard’s sweeping claim that silence constitutes the masses’ only
means of resistance fails to account fully for the outlets of individual expression that
saturate contemporary culture. The opportunities may not liberate expression for all
individuals, all the time, but they do characterize a media machine more dynamic and
more networked than the media machines of the past.
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Further Considerations: The Human in the Machine
In Symbolic Exchange and Death, Baudrillard claims, “[t]he poetic is the
insurrection of language against its own laws” (198). In this chapter, poetry’s rebellion
against the laws of referential meaning finds a novel means for its revolt: the media – the
same media to which Baudrillard attributes the ironic engagement of the masses, and the
absolute obstruction of symbolic exchange. Baudrillard sees a drastic difference between
the language of media and the language of poetry, largely because the media of his time
lack the opportunities of the Web 2.0 landscape. Unlike the technologies of radio and
television, information networks do not reflect a model dominated by one-way
communication. The media systems of today offer multi-directional and ever-shifting
relationships between conventional categories of media and masses, to the degree that
such categories no longer fully account for today’s communication paradigm. But even
though Baudrillard denies the media the very characteristics that now characterize its
operation, his work still exposes pertinent topics for today’s media landscape. Baudrillard
alerts our attention to relevant concerns about the social in the media, the agency of the
audience, and the nature of reproduction. For this chapter, Baudrillard’s media theories
offer a way to enter into such subjects in order to investigate the developing relationships
between the language of poetry and the language of media.
Although the poetry generators in this chapter produce original effects with media
technologies, we must also acknowledge that these literary machines rely on poetic
techniques from the twentieth-century avant-garde. Cut-up methods, procedural
techniques, and chance-based composition linger in the operation of many examples.
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Whereas some critics, such as Funkhouser, interpret the similarities as a mere
perpetuation of past poetic models, the poetry generators that rely on Internet text exhibit
distinctive qualities for two reasons: the scale of their textual manipulation and the
dynamicism of their textual output. Poetry generators employ tools that can mine the
Internet for material, accessing an unprecedented amount of source text. In addition to
volume, the source texts have diverse origins, including personal messages, corporate
communication, commercial advertisement, government publications, and countless other
categories of written material. Consequently, contemporary poetry generators produce a
scope of authorship – in both quantity and quality – that exceeds the plausible
possibilities of a paper-based form of aggregation. Second, the perpetually shifting
content of the Web means that contemporary poetry generators produce a type of poetry
that has no stable, final form. Often, poetry generators produce a poem that exists for
mere moments before the user regenerates the text with the refresh button. Critics,
therefore, need to read contemporary poetry generators, not only for their textual
products, but for their textual producing processes. A critical reader can, as this chapter
does, interrogate the relationship between different sets of outputs. Critics can even
analyze the ways in which a machine’s output changes over time, as the content of the
Internet evolves. Such considerations have implications that not only extend beyond
those of twentieth-century experimental poetics, but also extend towards a “dynamic
network aesthetic” distinct from earlier text generation.
Although the poetry generators in this chapter depart from past poetic models,
their output inevitably reflects the conscious efforts of human writers to a greater degree
than other poetry generators. Even with an entirely automated process of collecting and
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manipulating text, human authors, generally, write the content available on the Internet.
Consequently, poetry generators utilizing online text rely on the readymade products of
individual human creativity. As this dissertation moves towards increasingly autonomous
machines, the next chapter investigates a category of poetry generator that relies less on
human-written text, and more on the machine’s capabilities, to enact its own writing
processes. Focusing on poetry generators that produce material with only their originally
programmed parameters, Chapter Four investigates literary machines that produce the
most self-sufficient textual processes so far discussed in this study. The poetry generators
in the next chapter offer machine models that dissolve discrete boundaries between
human creativity and mechanic computation – between a poet’s poetry and an
algorithm’s output. Embodying the cognitive machines currently occupying our cultural
landscape, autonomous poetry generators epitomize the contemporary gravitation
towards digital programs that think independently of the poet’s control.
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POETRY GENERATORS OF CYBER-DYNAMICISM:
AUTONOMOUS CONTENT CREATION
Gilles Deleuze, Rhizomes, and Residual Modernism
In A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (1980), Deleuze and
Guattari propose a concept of “book as machine”21 – a concept that, in many ways,
characterizes contemporary poetry generators. Rather than asking “what a book means, as
signified or signifier” (4), Deleuze and Guattari insist on asking how the book
functions.22 According to them, “[t]here is no difference between what a book talks about
and how it is made” (4) – a strikingly applicable observation for the machines in this
study. Deleuze and Guattari also account for a paradox of today’s poetry generators: on
the one hand, textual output manifests as unpredictably emergent behaviour; on the other
hand, computer programs often rely on predetermined instruction. Deleuze and Guattari
recognize similar dualisms. They note that, “[i]n a books, as in all things, there are lines
of articulation or segmentarity, strata and territories; but also lines of flight, movements
of deterritorialization and destratification” (3). Likewise, autonomous poetry generators,
despite their dynamic tendencies, can also represent static structure in the form of
conventional computer programming. The dual nature of autonomous poetry generators

21

They write, “[a] book itself is a little machine; what is the relation (also measurable) of this literary
machine to a war machine, love machine, revolutionary machine, etc. – and an abstract machine that
sweeps them along?” (A Thousand Plateaus 4, emphasis original)
22
Although the collaborations between Deleuze and Guattari play fundamental roles throughout this
chapter, I refer to my theoretical approach as Deleuzian. In addition to Deleuze’s work with Guattari,
Deleuze independently devises concepts that pertain to this chapter’s focus. Specifically, Deleuze’s ideas
about difference and identity underscore the characteristics of contemporary poetry generators. By
comparison, Guattari’s particular areas of expertise – namely politics and psychoanalysis – do not have
much bearing on the following discussion.
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makes their processes particularly removed from human influence. Because a poet
encodes precise instruction, a literary machine can compose text in ways that its creator
cannot control. In the Internet era, the book-machine thinks for itself, diminishing the
power of the author, and affirming the authority of the algorithm.
The following discussion highlights two characteristics of Deleuze’s philosophy
that may conflict with today’s technologies. The discussion frames these characteristics
as attributes shared by his modernist predecessor, Duchamp. Like Duchamp, Deleuze
imagines machines that foreground flux more than fixity, and process more than
production. Such machines correspond to the dynamic processes of today’s poetry
generators. However, their machines, in practice, still afford a considerable degree of
control to the human author. Autonomous poetry generators, by contrast, diminish
authorial control, producing dynamic behaviour that emerges from the cognitive abilities
of digital programs. Deleuze also perpetuates a second characteristic of Duchamp’s work:
both Duchamp and Deleuze work with physical media that limit the potential dynamicism
of their work. The plastic arts and paper publishing produce static products that cannot
achieve the maximum fluidity of the digital medium. After addressing the relationship
between Deleuze and Duchamp, the chapter then offers a brief survey of responses to
Deleuze. The survey focuses specifically on the rhizome, which provides the structural
metaphor of the “book as machine.” After the survey, the chapter reads eight poetry
generators. The readings suggest that today’s machines govern the creative process,
thereby diminishing authorial control to a greater degree than the rhizomatic texts of the
print era. By doing so, contemporary poetry generators produce a “dynamic network
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aesthetic” through writing processes that Deleuze’s philosophy helps to expose and
Duchamp’s writing helps to contextualize.
The connection between Duchamp and Deleuze manifests most conspicuously in
their shared use of the term “bachelor machine.” Duchamp originally uses the term in the
notes23 for his large and complex artwork The Bride Stripped Bare by her Bachelors,
Even (1919-1923). Also referred to as The Large Glass (reflecting the medium of the
piece), The Bride consists of two panels on which abstract figures serve as pieces to a
cryptic, erotic machine. Duchamp names the lower panel a “bachelor machine,”
designating the abstract male figures assembled below the bride in the upper panel.
Duchamp’s notes imply that the bachelor machine acts as a crucial component to the
overall machine of the artwork. I write, “imply,” because his notes do not so much
explain the work as offer fragmented thoughts about various mechanic components.
Often in point form, and never transparently explaining anything, his writing provides
only traces of his thought process: which parts make the other parts function? What kind
of pseudo-physics enables the machine to run? To answer such questions, Duchamp
provides opaque and meandering descriptions, as the following example demonstrates:
Bride above – bachelors below.
The bach. serving as an architectural base for the
bride the latter becomes a sort of apotheosis of virginity.

23

In The Essential Writings of Marcel Duchamp (1973), editors Michel Sanouillet and Elmer Peterson
explain that the notes came into publication piecemeal, released over the course of over fifty years (v-vii).
Duchamp originally published a collection of sixteen notes in 1914. In 1934 he extended the notes, under
the title of The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (the collection that critics now commonly refer
to as The Green Box). After the publication of two individual notes, A l’Infinitif appeared, offering all
seventy-nine notes about the piece. My examination of Duchamp uses the collection compiled by
Sanouillet and Peterson, because they have assembled English translations of all published notes, as well as
Duchamp’s designs and doodling that accompany the written material.
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– steam engine on a masonary substructure on this
brick base. a solid foundation, the bachelor-machine fat
lubricious – (to develop.) (39)
Duchamp’s notes offer ambiguous clues about the interrelated functions of the many
fantastical elements of the system: the Wasp Sex Cylinder, the Motor with Feeble
Cylinders, the Scissors, the Splash, and a host of other components. But the components
themselves matter little, for the purposes of this chapter; the overall model of the machine
that Duchamp creates matters most. The model reflects a fluid exchange of energies
through component parts – a model that resembles Deleuze’s rhizomatic assemblages.
According to Duchamp’s notes, The Large Glass functions within a universe of
pliable physical forces. Far from following stable laws, the physical machines that
Duchamp invents bend physics, as flows of energies interact. When explaining the
operation of “The Bride,” Duchamp suggests an exchange of causality without logical
conclusion:
1st the blossoming into the stripping by the bach
2nd the blossoming. into the imaginative stripping by the
bride-desiring.
3rd From the 2 graphic developments obtained find their
conciliation. which should be the “blossoming” without
causal distinction.
Mixture, physical compound of the 2 causes (bach. and
imaginative desire) unanalyzable by logic. (42)
Two of the machine’s primary mechanisms, the bride’s desire and the bachelor’s
stripping, come together in this explanation as forces that influence each other in
perpetual process, rather than as physical, mechanical parts. Unlike a physical world that
demands “causal distinction,” the pataphysics of The Large Glass need not require the
stable or predictable explanations of rote mechanism. In Duchamp’s machine,
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connections are always more complex than a conventional mechanical structure. Rather
than produce a product, or exist for some similar productive purpose, Duchamp’s
machine exists in order to perpetually continue its own operation. As Duchamp explains,
the object of the painting disappears, replaced by a system of “delay” (26). As “delay in
glass” (26), the piece emphasizes process over purpose, and ongoing flows over static
structure. Deleuze develops similar tendencies for his machine, by emphasizing
heterogeneity and lines of flight.
When Deleuze and Guattari adopt the term “bachelor machine” in Kafka:
Towards a Minor Literature (1975), they do not directly reference The Large Glass.24
Nonetheless, Deleuze’s concept of the machine perpetuates Duchamp’s modernist model
based on energies in action, rather than objects in stasis. Especially when Deleuze and
Guattari write about the book as machine, and its rhizomatic structure, they echo
Duchamp’s emphasis on process. The authors explain the processual qualities of rhizome
by using six dynamic characteristics: “connection and heterogeneity” (7), “multiplicity”
(8), “asignifying rupture” (9), “cartography and decalcomania” (12). Instead of a root
system or tree organization, which depends on hierarchy and fixity, Deleuze’s machine
embodies a transforming network, with mutable connection. The rhizome offers an apt
image of the constantly shifting connections in today’s information networks, particularly

24

In Kafka, Deleuze and Guattari reference Michel Carrouges’s use of the term “bachelor machine,” as it
relates to Kafka’s “fantastical machines” (98). Referring to Carrouges again in Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism
and Schizophrenia (1983), Deleuze and Guattari mention Duchamp’s The Large Glass as an example of a
“celibate machine” (19). In both cases, the models of the machine emphasize automatic, ongoing processes
similar to the ones in Duchamp’s artwork. Deleuze and Guattari describe a machine that produces an
experience “like a cry suspended between life and death, an intense feeling of transition, states of pure,
naked intensity stripped of all shape and form” (Anti-Oedipus 19). Through intense self-propulsion, the
machines of Deleuze and Duchamp transform their own states of being, never settling on a singular, static
identity (at least, theoretically).
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the Internet. Like the rhizome, the Internet represents the opposite of conventional
network architectures that rely on centralized control or arborescent organization. In the
Internet era, machines reflect the ways in which a “rhizome ceaselessly establishes
connection” (A Thousand Plateaus 7), forming new links in perpetual flux. With its
inherited traits from Duchamp’s bachelor machine, the rhizome provides a useful tool
with which to investigate the “dynamic network aesthetic” of literary machines.
The rhizome text and bachelor machine represent the dynamic tendencies of
contemporary technology. But the concepts, as imagined by Deleuze and Duchamp, less
accurately depict today’s relationship between author and machine. Duchamp’s writing
implies that the artwork’s component parts function autonomously, driven by intangible
energies like the “desire motor” (39). However, in The Large Glass, as well as in the
notes that accompany it, Duchamp controls the fixed design of the machine. The painting
itself establishes a static organization of parts. His notes produce definitions, however
fragmentary, for the painting’s operation. Duchamp may have intended his machine to
reproduce itself autonomously, but Duchamp himself maintains a strong presence,
influencing an individual’s interaction with his creation. Likewise, Deleuze and Guattari
maintain a discernable control over their book-machine. The authors even commence
their discussion in A Thousand Plateaus by indirectly acknowledging the limitations of
their machine’s autonomy. The opening paragraph suggests that “each” of the authors
write as “several,” only using their singular names on the title page to “talk like
everybody else” (3). By explaining this point, Deleuze and Guattari indicate a
contradiction in their text: how can a rhizomatic text, which supposedly limits
hierarchical control, bear the names of two identifiable authorities that, essentially,
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determine a fixed textual product? No matter how a reader decides to consume the text,
the words available to read derive from the consciousness of two individuals: Deleuze
and Guattari. By contrast, the following poetry generators empower the machine, rather
than its creator, to strongly influence the processes of production. Owing to the control
embedded in their design, literary machines, once programmed, direct the composition
processes, without human intervention. To a greater degree than the authors of A
Thousand Plateaus or the creator of The Large Glass, the producers of digital programs
can surrender control, allowing the machine to command the creative process.
In part, the issue of authorial control derives from the second tendency that
Deleuze shares with Duchamp: the physical medium in which they work limits the
potential dynamicism of their output. Using their respective mediums, both Deleuze and
Duchamp attempt to embody their theoretical machines in practice. In A Thousand
Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari write a rhizomatic text, encouraging the reader to connect
thoughts throughout the book, rather than in strict sequence. Likewise, Duchamp creates
a mechanical image, portraying movement of energies, in an unbroken sequence of
components. Despite the considerable achievements from their efforts, both the printed
text and the plastic arts produce static physical products. No matter how much Deleuze
theorizes his rhizomatic writing, or how much Duchamp insists on the moving parts of
The Large Glass, both machines amount to rhetorical constructions. A Thousand
Plateaus, like any conventional codex, has a physical layout. Sentences read left to right,
chapters break up the text, and pages encourage a top-to-bottom reading. A reader may
read the text out of sequence, but the fact remains that the physical layout, just like the
physical properties of The Large Glass, remains a static material construction. The
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material construction of digital media, on the other hand, affords opportunities to
generate animated movement in the text, and ongoing cognitive processes, without a final
outcome. Of course, digital media has limitations to dynamicism (and I acknowledge
some later in the chapter). But, in general, digital writing exceeds the fluidity possible in
print. As the poetry generators in this chapter demonstrate, today’s technologies embody
dynamic characteristics more literally than the machines of Duchamp or Deleuze.
Regardless of any modernist tendencies, Deleuze supplies an apt framework for
reading autonomous poetry generators, especially as they relate to Web 2.0 technology.
In a Web 2.0 environment, data embodies fluidity more than structure. Running in the
background of everyday tasks, autonomous cognitive machines constantly manipulate
new material, transforming content based on ever-changing input. Search engine
algorithms continually process new user data; participatory platforms encourage
malleable content; social networks covertly gather user information. Rather than
requiring an individual who oversees the collection, manipulation, and analysis of data,
cognitive programs perform independently. The resulting content emerges from the
independent behaviours of many factors (the behaviours of search engine users or the
behaviours of user reviewers, for examples). No one factor controls the ways in which a
confluence of factors may produce results in a digital environment. So too, no one can
predict the output of autonomous poetry generators, because they reflect characteristics
that Deleuze and Guattari use to define a rhizomatic text: heterogeneity, multiplicity, and
asignifying rupture. The rhizome helps to distinguish contemporary poetry generators
from their predecessors, highlighting the ways in which authorial production has changed
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in the Internet era. But, before addressing poetry generators, the chapter first turns to the
more general context of Deleuzian philosophy and Internet theory.

Responses to Deleuze: Recognizing Cybernetic Control in Dynamic Rhizomes
From early Internet criticism onward, many critics find Deleuzian concepts
opportune for conceptualizing information networks. Theories of the virtual, attributes of
desiring production, and notions of the body without organs all seem to anticipate the
amorphous and distributed connections facilitated by networked computers. But none of
Deleuze’s concepts have had as much importance for Internet theory as the rhizome. The
rhizome, with its heterogeneous connections, contrasting hierarchical models of
knowledge, serves as a popular image to conceptualize distributed networks of digital
information. Because the rhizome plays a significant role in Internet theory, some
consideration of its history might help to contextualize the ways in which this chapter
employs the concept. The following survey traces the ways in which critical attitudes
towards the rhizome have changed over time. The survey follows a trajectory from an
early optimism regarding the rhizome, to later caution towards its role in conceptualizing
information networks. As more cautious critics remind us, the potential for
territorialiation and stratification always exists in Deleuze’s rhizomes. So too, the
alternate to a rhizome exists in online environments. Instead of suggesting that the
Internet only embodies free-flowing, emergent forms, critics emphasize the equally
important hierarchical structures and control technologies embedded within the online
world. This survey helps to highlight that, although the following discussion often links
the rhizome to poetry generators, I acknowledge the non-rhizomatic characteristics also
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present in today’s machines. By alerting readers to the non-dynamic potentials within
dynamic networks, the following survey foregrounds the need to acknowledge the
complex outcomes of contemporary technology.
Providing an early commentary on the rhizome and digital media, Stuart
Moulthrop employs Deleuze and Guattari in his consideration of the then burgeoning
phenomenon of hypertext. In “Polymers, Paranoia, and the Rhetoric of Hypertext”
(1991), Moulthrop proposes some theoretical lenses through which we can understand the
potentially paradigm-altering effects of hypertext – including the “the social space that
Deleuze and Guattari call ‘rhizome’” (n. pag.). Before introducing the concept of
rhizome, Moulthrop dismisses models of hypertext that emphasize “predefined pathways
and hierarchical structures,” as well as “topologies” (n. pag.). Moulthrop asserts,
“[c]oncepts like order, control and teleology seem of limited application in ‘nonsequential’ writings” (n. pag.). Granted, hypertext authors surrender some control over
the ways in which a reader navigates the text. But a hypertext author nonetheless
determines the text’s structure: the author decides where links appear, to which lexia the
link connects, and the number of lexia. The author determines the possible paths a reader
can take, as well as the text the reader might encounter in each section. Considering these
characteristics, “order, control and teleology” seem rather pronounced in the medium,
contrary to Moulthrop’s assertions. Moulthrop might have recognized that dynamic
systems able to encourage “lines of flight” have the potential for non-rhizomatic ruptures,
as Deleuze and Guattari themselves contend. Instead, Moulthrop emphasizes the positive,
potentially revolutionary, characteristics of both hypertext and the rhizome.
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Over a decade after Moulthrop’s article, Alice van der Klei also emphasizes the
positive potentials of the rhizome. In “Repeating the Rhizome” (2002) van der Klei
observes that, although many critics use Deleuze and Guattari in order to theorize
hypertext, only few cite A Thousand Plateaus directly (they opt instead to quote from
Moulthrop’s “Polymers”) (50). Offering an alternate approach, van der Klei considers the
authors’ stated definitions of the rhizome. Her readings conclude that models of an
“arbre de connaissance,” with which philosophy has conventionally conceptualized
knowledge structures, “is more appropriately replaced by the rhizome” in the
contemporary world (48, emphasis original). The word “replace” indicates van der Klei’s
belief in radical potentials of hypertext, which, according to her interpretation, frees the
reader from hierarchical control. Although some claims to hypertext’s “fragmented
transmission and non-hierarchical textuality” (50) may prove valid, van der Klei, like
Moulthrop, emphasizes the liberating potentials of both hypertext and the rhizome, while
diminishing the opposite potentials inherent in both. As Deleuze and Guattari caution,
“smooth spaces are not themselves liberatory” and thus we “should never believe that a
smooth space will suffice to save us” (A Thousand Plateaus 500). So too, the potentially
smooth space of hypertext writing cannot save the reader with entirely liberating
outcomes. “Repeating the Rhizome” reminds its readers that critics must carefully
consider the claim that either the rhizome or hypertext empowers readers.
Compared to the previous two critics, Noah Wardrip-Fruin offers a more cautious
reading of the rhizome, and its applications to contemporary technology. In The New
Media Reader (2003), Wardrip-Fruin writes a short, but revealing introduction to A
Thousand Plateaus. He recognizes that, although the work of Deleuze and Guattari
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represents some of the last thirty years’ “most influential [and] most fun” writing, their
work has also proved to be some of the “most curiously applied” (405). As he explains:
In new media, [writing about Deleuze and Guattari] plays
itself out in very interesting essays seemingly written from
the perspective of “if I were using these terms, this is what
I would mean.” Unfortunately, what the author would
prefer these terms to mean is at time conflated with what
Deleuze and Guattari are supposed to have meant. (405)
Wardrip-Fruin proceeds to identify the rhizome as one such “conflated” term. He notes
that Deleuze and Guattari emphasize the “multiple must be made” (qtd. in Wardrip-Fruin,
405), not found as something pre-existing. Therefore, Wardrip-Fruin continues, “[t]here
are no rhizomatic writing tools, only rhizomatic texts” (405). Hypertext theorists cannot
claim that a medium determines a form of writing. Wardrip-Fruin argues that the rhizome
originates in the text itself – a text, furthermore, that may not entirely embody rhizomatic
properties. Wardrip-Fruin recognizes that Deleuze and Guattari insist on the ever-present
impulses toward stratification and territorialization, even in rhizomatic structures. Instead
of defining a text as “rhizome” or “not rhizome,” Wardrip-Fruin encourages readers to
“reconsider dualisms” (405), in order to reflect the ways in which Deleuze and Guattari
present their concept.
John Marks also recognizes the need to assess Deleuzian concepts used in Internet
theory. In “Information and Resistance: Deleuze, the Virtual and Cybernetics” (2006),
Marks distinguishes the philosophies of Deleuze from two areas of study: cybertheory
and cyberculture. As Marks explains, cybertheory derives, in part, from the postwar era
field of cybernetics. Cybernetics historically celebrates an “informational and
communicational paradigm” (194) that, as “Information and Resistance” argues, does not
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align with underlying principles of Deleuzian philosophy. In fact, Deleuze’s work resists
the kinds of information control that have conventionally characterized the field of
cybernetics. By referring to Deleuze’s work on “control societies,” Marks describes the
ways in which Deleuze interprets communication technologies as a tool for power, and a
tool to keep individuals linked into systems of self-perpetuating control. Instead of
celebrating communication technologies for their liberating potentials, as the cybernetic
paradigm does, Deleuze instead proposes potentially unwelcome consequences of
information media. While recognizing Deleuze’s benefits as “a useful resource for
thinking through the stakes of an increasingly networked world” (210), Marks also
emphasizes the need to critically assess the philosopher’s work, keeping in mind the
“cybernetic inheritance” (210) of today’s machines.
Aaron Hess addresses a specific topic that challenges the image of a rhizomatic
Web: the use of search engines. In “Reconsidering the Rhizome: A Textual Analysis of
Web Search Engines as Gatekeepers of the Internet” (2008), Hess acknowledges that,
although digital theorists may validly make “structural arguments” about the similarity
between the Web and the rhizome, “the experience of the Internet from a user
perspective” may not generate rhizomatic connections (35). Hess focuses on three search
engines: Google, Yahoo, and MSN Search. Looking specifically at the interface, the
algorithm, and user tracking, Hess argues that search engines discourage users from
making rhizome-like connections. Because search engines essentially produce
hierarchical rankings by ordering the search results according to relevance, they
encourage users to choose established websites over newer websites. As Hess explains, a
search engine “privileges mainstream and silences marginalized voices” (34-5), thus
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establishing its role as gatekeeper. Instead of surfing a rhizomatic web, Hess proposes
that search users produce “tracts of knowledge” (41). The tracts resemble a tree structure,
calling to mind Deleuze and Guattari’s antithesis to the rhizome. “Reconsidering the
Rhizome” emphasizes that arborescent information structures continue to prevail in
digital networks, and sometimes close readings of specific examples (including search
engine behaviour) helps to reveal the hierarchical models.
Offering another reading of search engines, Ian Buchanan identifies a major
discord between Internet companies and Deleuzian philosophy. In “Deleuze and the
Internet” (2009), Buchanan questions the affirmations of earlier Internet critics, who
claim strong connections between Deleuze’s concepts and today’s information networks.
Instead of a tangible embodiment of the body without organs or the rhizome, Buchanan
suggests that the Internet enables concentrated control. As his primary example,
Buchanan addresses the business tactics of Google, suggesting that the company’s ethical
rhetoric does not accurately represent its profit driven motives. Whereas Google claims to
support the dissolution of the digital divide and advocate the protection of user privacy,
Google’s decisions outright contradict their claims. As Buchanan recognizes, Google’s
compliance to China’s strict censorship, and Google’s information collecting tactics
control information, rather than liberate it. The observations lead Buchanan to observe,
“[i]f the Internet was ever a ‘commons’ … then there can be no doubt that it is rapidly
being ‘enclosed’” (n. pag.). If the Internet was once more prone to rhizomatic tendencies,
then it is rapidly transforming under the powers that wish to dominate information.
Moreover, Buchanan argues, a more general comparison between the Internet and the six
criteria of a rhizome (outlined in the beginning of A Thousand Plateaus) reveals some
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conceptual inconsistencies that critics tend to downplay. For example, the fact that a
“rhizome connects any point to any other point” calls to mind the possibility that any
computer can connect to any other computer (n. pag.). However, like Hess, Buchanan
recognizes that people more often rely on major hubs (such as Google) to find content
online. Consequently, navigation of the Internet tends to represent a territorializing
impulse, rather than lines of flight. Recognizing the emergence of Internet superpowers,
“Deleuze and the Internet” calls attention to concentrations of power, including, as the
next section identifies, the power exercised over literary machines.
A range of poetry generators with a “dynamic network aesthetic” reflects ideas in
Deleuzian philosophy. However, the category of poetry generator addressed in this
chapter produces a particularly opportune connection between Deleuze and machines.
Because autonomous poetry generators emphasize process over product, the examples in
this chapter, moreso than the examples in previous chapters, suggest the amorphous
networks of rhizomes. Like live, thinking machines, autonomous programs run ongoing
procedures, ceaselessly producing new connections. As the machines continuously emit
new material, they resist settling on a static moment of text. Their flows of output suggest
that between one state and the next, there exist no distinct boundaries, only perpetual
possibilities of becoming something new. As the following discussion argues, literary
machines that produce text through ongoing processes express some of the underlying
currents in Deleuzian philosophy, especially his work on the rhizomatic text. In addition,
poetry generators refuse to subjugate difference to identity; they place the primacy of
“becoming,” rather than static states of being; and they resist stable representation in
favour of virtual possibilities. Autonomous poetry generators resist the impulse towards
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forming “an image of the world” (A Thousand Plateaus 11). Instead, their live textual
output “forms a rhizome with the world” (A Thousand Plateaus 11), through their
autonomous, cognitive processes.

Digital Poetry Generators: Reading Networks of Autonomous Production
To a greater degree than previous examples, the poetry generators in this chapter
operate independent of a human author. Unlike poetry generators that rely on user input,
the programs in this chapter do not reflect the decisions of an individual user. Unlike
poetry generators that manipulate Internet text, the programs in this chapter do not
harvest content authored by humans. Like any digital machine, poetry generators
inevitably reflect the decisions made by each human programmer who contributes to the
code. But after the completion of the coding, the machines in this chapter exist as selfgoverning entities. Operating on the instructions built into their design, they write with
limited input from human creativity. Despite their capacity for self-governance, their
degree of autonomy, and their degree of dynamicism, does vary. In some cases, the
design of the program accentuates the presence of a human author or human user; in
some cases, the design of the program diminishes human control. Because the “dynamic
network aesthetic” of poetry generators varies, the following discussion organizes the
examples by beginning with poetry generators that have less dynamic, less autonomous
behaviour. The chapter then proceeds to address increasingly autonomous programs that
reflect the dynamic networks of contemporary technologies.
Before addressing any contemporary poetry generators, the discussion must first
acknowledge that the category of poetry generator currently under investigation strongly
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resembles pre-Internet digital literature. In fact, the very earliest digital poetry programs
consist not of visual poetry or hypertext literature, but of poetry generators that operate
autonomously. As mentioned in Chapter One, critics generally recognize Lutz’s
“Stochastische Texte” as the first experiment with computer poetry. Lutz’s poetry
program uses only its programmed parameters to write sentences with randomly
determined diction. Therefore, his project falls under exactly the same category of poetry
generator that this chapter addresses. Yet, a key difference distinguishes programs of an
earlier era from contemporary poetry generators that exploit a “dynamic network
aesthetic”: contemporary poetry generators produce continuous composition processes.
Today’s dynamic models take advantage of animated displays and live operations to
produce writing in flux. Less dynamic models, by comparison, offer a more stationary
method of textual composition: less dynamic models generate static texts, through a stopand-start method. Like “Stochastische Texte,” they conceptualize the text as a stable end
product, a goal to achieve, rather than active writing in motion. Instead of an ongoing
process, they produce a series of discrete textual units. The model contrasts a “dynamic
network aesthetic” that generates ongoing performances of cognitive work, without
settling on a stable product.
Many contemporary poetry generators continue to use a model similar to the one
employed by Lutz. A close reading of one such example helps to explain the essential
distinction between dynamic and non-dynamic poetry generators in this category. The
anonymously authored “Poetry Generator,” found at languageisavirus.com, might serve
as a representative example. Although critics can rightly categorize the program as
second-generation digital literature (literature written after the 1990s, and literature that
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departs from the hypertext model), the program strongly resembles pre-Internet poetry
generators. Like earlier experiments, the program composes discrete texts. Even when a
user first enters the webpage, the screen immediately displays a sixteen-line poem, with
the same static presentation of text on a page. To produce another poem, the program
requires no user input, except pressing the button “Generate Poem.” After reading
through a few poems, a reader may notice some frequent repetition. Sometimes complete
phrases, albeit short ones, repeat. The repetition suggests that the program uses a fill-inthe-blank method, or some other procedure of splicing predetermined content. The design
represents a relatively uncomplicated poetry machine: the algorithm strings together
phrases to form sixteen lines, without any rhyme scheme, metrical form, or thematic
coherence. Moreover, the writing process conforms fairly closely to the kinds of
algorithmically determined sentences produced by “Stochastische Texte” more than fifty
years ago.
“Poetry Generator” and “Stochastische Texte” share another similarity: they both
produce texts as detached, static objects. Each time the programs run, the end-goal is to
produce a new text, separated from previous texts produced by the program. In the case
of “Poetry Generator,” the writing method even entails replacing the existing text with a
new poem on the screen. Because each poem exists as its own entity, never appearing
simultaneously with any other poem, a reader can easily think of the poems as a
conventional text: the poem has a stable order of words, a stable form with its stable
connections. Consider the ways in which the following two examples encourage readers
to see two stable textual products:
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So sensuous among the fog
I smear cold knives above the dream
Awaken, awaken! The lust will die
Very sensuous before the dream
We swallow damp lights on the fog
Atone! The insanity was hard
All murky within the fire
We create big elves beyond the flowers
Oh God! The Knight was good
greying restless
walking out of the world
sun on his face
Where in the end
such a man
lose his way
in the late light
…
So brilliant behind the bullshit
We envision dry leeches behind the grave
Oh God! The insanity has gone
Evil and mammoth about the mud
I grasp evil flames before the sea
Way cool! The King was good
All misty under the dream
We condemn brilliant sensations over the fire
Take cover! The birth is hard
flickering hopeful
out of control
a phone ringing somewhere
With what regrets
my friend
seek shelter
before help could come
Even if the language of “Poetry Generator” is not so transparently referential, a stop-andstart mode of composing text always “fixes an order” (A Thousand Plateaus 7), in such a
way that reflects the “root or tree” (A Thousand Plateaus 7) model of the book. In the
above examples, the poems always conclude with the lines “in the late light” and “before
help could come.” The generator has established the order of lines, and the order of
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words. The fixed sequence limits the text’s ability to form multiple connections, to act as
a machine, rather than as a fixed object. By contrast, the autonomous poetry programs
that exhibit a “dynamic network aesthetic” – such as the examples that follow – offer a
more fluid form of writing. Instead of static instantiations of chance-based text, the next
examples in this chapter exhibit live writing. Unlike “Poetry Generator,” dynamic
machines limit the opportunity to interpret discrete texts with fixed characteristics.
Instead, dynamic machines elevate the rhizomatic potentials of a poem, creating evershifting connections in the textual processes on screen.
Compared to “Poetry Generator,” “mémoire involontaire no. 1”25 by Braxton
Soderman produces a more dynamic writing process. Nonetheless, the program writes
less autonomously than examples discussed later in this chapter, because the writing
process commences with a human-authored text. Regardless of its pronounced human
origins, “mémoire” produces a “dynamic network aesthetic,” through live textual
transformations. By acquiring material from the WordNet database, the program
periodically replaces the words in a text composed by Soderman. The screen transforms
as the words fade into “synonyms and coordinate terms” (Soderman, “Programming
Stuff” n. pag.), producing quasi-synonymous translations. Each time a word replaces
another word, the poem, which recounts a childhood memory, slips further away from the
original meaning, until the text no longer resembles its starting point. The program then
enters into a second stage, “[a]fter a certain amount of time has elapsed” (Soderman,

25

Soderman borrows the concept of “involuntary memory” from Marcel Proust. Proust uses the term to
refer to memories recalled without conscious effort, but by cues a person encounters in the present. He
employs the idea in the book In Search of Lost Time (1913-27).
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“Programming Stuff” n. pag.). In the second stage, the program attempts to reconstruct,
or “remember,” the original text, by cycling back through the succession of replacement
words. As Soderman explains, “[d]uring this stage (in which it ceaselessly remains) the
text is more likely to ‘remember’ than ‘forget,’ although there exists the possibility that
the text will drift toward new replacements, new significations” (“Programming Stuff” n.
pag.). New meanings replace previous ones, drifting in a way that eludes the present
moment. Mimicking the elusiveness of memory, and its flawed constructions of the past,
“mémoire” exists as a thinking machine that dynamically evolves, rather than stops and
starts.
Compared to earlier models of text generation, including “Poetry Generator,” the
dynamic behaviour of “mémoire” more accurately reflects the connectivity of the
rhizome – which appropriately relates to the poem’s topic of memory. Far from settling
on a single text, or promoting comparisons between static states, “mémoire” discourages
thinking in terms of independent poems, or independent memories. Instead, different
versions of the memory seem to bleed into each other, as though an associative thought
process unfolds on screen. As new associations form, the text reflects the ways in which a
“rhizome ceaselessly establishes connections” (Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand
Plateaus 7), suggesting networks of language and memory in which no link nor node has
a stable position. The continual morphing reflects the mind’s own state of flux, denying
the possibility for memory to exist in any one state. The initial poem with which the
program begins attempts to establish such a singular state: a stable prose poem recounts
the details of a moment in church; a child recalls being left in Sunday school to “play,
barely” while “the adults pray.” But this memory does not remain for long. In the
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example below (fig. 15), the transparent language in the opening lines (“A raw memory.
Church. A loud room with / children playing, thoughtlessly”) transforms into an opening
with more original diction, and more suggestive connections: “A raw ferment. Faculty. A
loud room with / children performing thoughtlessly.” As the program substitutes alternate
words, the poem no longer exists as a singular memory. Instead, the actions of
“forgetting” and “remembering” deny the stability of one memory in favour of the
ongoing in-between-ness of textual transformation. Comparable to the rhizome, the text
exists as a flow of heterogeneous connection, never stabilizing into fixed structure.

Fig. 15. “mémoire involontaire no. 1” by Braxton Soderman
Even though “mémoire” begins with a poem written by a human author, the
program still acts with more autonomy than machines in the print medium. Granted,
Soderman’s short prose poem maintains a discernable presence throughout the writing
process, as does his decisions regarding the program’s design. Without suggesting that
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human creativity is absent from the writing process, we can still acknowledge that, since
Soderman has completed the programming, the machine has operated independently. No
further human intervention – except the reader’s interpretation – directs the course of the
writing process. By contrast, in the print medium, no matter how an author may leave
indeterminacy in the textual content or variation in the reading process, the author
ultimately produces a finite product. Unlike the text created by “mémoire,” a text in the
print medium always limits the reader to the physical object of the textual body. Reading
A Thousand Plateaus, for example, an individual may engage with unorthodox strategies,
consuming the text out of order, and thereby fostering the multiplicity of connection
encouraged by the text’s authors. But, the text can never offer more than the ordered
sequence of words that the authors have determined. In the print medium, the rhizome is
always conceptual, rather than an actual shifting body of connections. Although
“mémoire” may have limitations in its dynamicism, the poetry program demonstrates the
ways in which contemporary machines can literally morph such connections, doing so
autonomously.
Rather than starting with a human-written poem, as “mémoire” does, “Book of
Books I”26 by Simon Biggs writes poems composed of randomly assembled letters.
Although it composes work fairly independently, the poetry generator requires some user
interaction, making it less autonomous than examples discussed later in the chapter. Each
time the program opens, the screen presents the user with a simple and enticing phrase:

26

Biggs also programmed a “Book of Books II.” “Book of Books II” functions the same way, except two
simultaneously and overlapping texts provide a different layout on the screen. The basic operation of the
program remains the same, except for the doubling.
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“to begin.” When a reader scrolls the mouse on top of the words, the program inserts
random letters, and keeps doing so, until the user moves the mouse off the text. Wherever
the mouse lands, the text grows, letter-by-letter, “thus creating a text that is written from
the inside out from any point in its structure” (“Book of Books” n. pag.), as Biggs
explains. In a short introduction to his program (“Book of Books” n. pag.), Biggs lists
four themes that inspire the program, all of which explore the relationship between sense
and nonsense. First, the program evokes the “Infinite Monkey Theorem,” which argues
that, given enough time, a room full of monkeys randomly typing at typewriters might
produce a great literary work (a Shakespearean play, or the Bible, for example). If a room
of monkeys can produce a great literary work, why not an automated computer program
spewing out random letters? Second, the program evokes Jorges Luis Borges’s story
“The Library of Babel.” Might a machine that randomly connects letters contain,
hypothetically, every book ever written and every book ever possible? Third, the program
evokes the story of Babel from the Old Testament: at what point does the output of
“Book of Books” adopt the qualities of “babble,” or, alternatively, the qualities of a
universal language? Fourth, Biggs suggests that “Book of Books” “is an attempt to create
a form of writing where the text is always written from inside the body of the text”
(“Book of Books” n. pag.). The four themes question the potential for order to emerge
from disorder, and vice-versa. Similarly, the seeming disorder in the random letters of
Book of Books” provokes the reader to find order in the chaos, or at least try.
Because “Book of Books” inserts letters at random into the text, the readability of
the output proves difficult, and even more so because of the diminishing size of the font.
As the text accumulates, the size of the font decreases to make room for more letters. A
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reader need not run the program for very long before the original large font (fig. 16) turns
into illegible specks (fig. 17). When the text gets small enough, the black background
behind the white letters starts to look like a mutating barcode, as lines expand outward
and change shape. Or, rather than a barcode, the text “resembles our new universal
language, binary code,” as Biggs proposes (“Book of Books” n. pag.). The illegible type
does indeed appear composed of the sticks and O’s that form the ones and zeroes of
binary code. Therefore, at a certain point in the operation of “Book of Books,” the
assemblages of letters take on the contours of digital computing’s universal language –
“universal” because it allows the computer to produce any language (a computer can
produce Farsi just as comprehensively as French). Yet, this universal language also has
an innate particularity. Humans do not universally understand binary code. Quite the
opposite: like the text of “Book of Books” in its later stages of development, humans can
only look at the ongoing process of binary code. Although code may have the potential to
operate universally, human beings grant the power to interpret such language to our
digital computers, not to ourselves.
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Fig. 16. “Book of Books” early in the composition process.

Fig. 17. “Book of Books” late in the composition process.
When Biggs describes the shrinking text in “Book of Books,” he comments on a
central subject in Deleuze’s philosophy: difference. Biggs argues that, as the letters
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transform into illegible symbols, “the erasure of difference leads to the text becoming
unreadable” (“Book of Books” n. pag.). Essentially, the statement suggests a relationship
between difference and representation: when the text erases difference, the letters can no
longer represent. Similarly, Deleuze observes that the conventional understanding of
difference relies on the referential paradigm. Deleuze affirms, “[d]ifference is not and
cannot be thought in itself, so long as it is subject to the requirements of representation”
(Difference and Repetition 262). Biggs may suggest a similar observation: when the
letters on the screen shrink to the point of illegibility, conventional notions of difference
– based on the idea that stable identity exists prior to difference – disappear into a process
of continual differences. No longer can a reader identify a letter, and attach preestablished identity to the alphabetic unit. A reader can only interpret by reading an
ongoing pattern of change. When a reader interprets “Book of Books” as an emulation of
code, or any symbolic image, a conventional reading process based on alphabetic
representation no longer works. Instead, a form of “difference in itself” (Difference and
Repetition 28) takes over, asking the reader to interpret a text with no stable identity.
Using the premise of “Book of Books,” Biggs has also produced a word-based
poetry generator called “This is Not a Hypertext.” Although the two programs share a
number of similarities, “This is Not a Hypertext” affords more semantic coherence, in
part because the word acts as the unit of composition. Like “Book of Books,” the
program relies on the user to control the pace of the program. When the user mouses over
the text, the program runs, adding new words on the screen. When the user moves the
mouse off the text, the program pauses, allowing for the user to read the content on
screen – at least early on in the writing process. Like the text in “Book of Books,” the text
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begins to decrease in size, eventually turning into illegible symbols. However, before the
text decreases to the point of illegibility, the placement of the words in “This is Not a
Hypertext” produces a more linear pattern than its letter-based counterpart. Whereas
“Book of Books” inserts new letters at whichever spot the mouse contacts, “This is Not a
Hypertext” adds new words to the beginning and end of the text. The composition
process yields a thematic coherence that “Book of Book” lacks. Because words only
appear on the periphery of the poem, the central statement with which the program begins
always remains the same: “this is not a hypertext.” No matter which words may appear
around the phrase, the declaration continues to pronounce itself as the center, physically
and thematically. In addition to the program’s explicit statement, “This is Not a
Hypertext” distinguishes itself from the hypertext era through its live cognitive action.
Unlike a hypertext, no author controls the structure of the words, or how they might
develop next.
The longer “This is Not a Hypertext” runs, the more content accumulates, and the
less the text facilitates transparent meaning. When the program begins with the phrase
“this is not a hypertext,” the reader starts with a straightforward message easily
applicable to the text at hand. Mousing over the poem just long enough to add one word
to each side still creates a relatively intelligible statement. In the example below (fig. 18),
adding just one word produces, “but this is not a hypertext or,” which offers a perfectly
transparent, if truncated, statement. Adding two more words to each side produces, “his
greatest but this is not a hypertext or this necessary.” At this stage, the text still suggests
that it might develop into an intelligible statement. However, after letting the program run
a short while longer, the poem turns into the following accumulation of word strings:
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enough
these confident hand warrior a
shiny but a careful his evening
but the hidden urn enter within his
greatest but this is not a hypertext
or this necessary mill: ah employed
but I downward rush those badge
or he presently narrow or any
hoary and I
The text turns into breathless ramblings on erratic topics (an urn, a mill, a badge?). The
recurrent use of conjunctions (such as “or” and “and”) creates an unsettled stream of
consciousness effect, without any firm declarations to anchor the text. The more the
reader interacts with the text, the further the thoughts move away, both in physical
proximity and in subject matter, from the clear denial with which the program begins
(“this is not a hypertext”). The effect suggests an entropic loss of meaning, with the
semantic energies of the poem emanating outward. Eventually, when the text gets so
small that a reader can no longer decipher the letters, the poem reaches the limits of its
mimetic existence, and like the heat-death of the universe, ends with a referential-death
of the signifier.
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Fig. 18. “This is Not a Hypertext” by Simon Biggs
Even though “This is Not a Hypertext” behaves dynamically, the poetry generator
delivers a more linear effect than the rhizomatic book proposed by Deleuze and Guattari.
The output of “This is Not a Hypertext” fails to resemble a distributed rhizome network
because the program adds words to only two parts of the text: the beginning and the end.
The centre of the text maintains a privileged status, appearing first and remaining
unaltered throughout. As well, the layout clearly marks where the text starts and finishes.
By comparison, a rhizome “has no beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between
things interbeing, intermezzo” (A Thousand Plateaus 25, emphasis original). Although
we can interpret the textual composition as an ever-in-the-middle process of becoming,
the physical layout of the words offers a more linear image. Deleuze and Guattari identify
a similar barrier to our perception of rhizomatic entities:
The question is directly one of perceptual semiotics. It’s not
easy to see things in the middle, rather than looking down
on them from above or up at them from below, or from left
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to right or right to left: try it, you’ll see that everything
changes. (A Thousand Plateaus 23)
Like other poetry generators in this chapter, “This is Not a Hypertext” hinders a reader’s
ability to perceive heterogeneous connections, because of the strong temptation to read in
a linear process. In a linear process, words directly connect with the word preceding it
and following it, creating a series of singular links between nodes. Although “This is Not
a Hypertext” lends itself to the descriptions of a rhizomatic text, the poetry generator also
emphasizes the intrinsic difficulties of materializing the rhizome proposed by Deleuze
and Guattari. Writing, by its nature, organizes symbols linearly. As a result, a kind of
writing without spatial cues proves difficult. Even A Thousand Plateaus asks us to read,
at least at the level of the sentence, from left to right.
Like “This is Not a Hypertext,” Nick Montfort’s ppg256 series creates a linear
writing process. But, unlike either program created by Biggs, Montfort’s program does
not require the intervention of a human actor, making ppg256 more autonomous. The
autonomy seems all the more impressive, considering the strict limitations that Montfort
adopts for the programs. Playing with constraint-based poetics, Montfort produces a
series of poetry generators, each with only 256 characters of Perl code. Alluding to the
256 characters of the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII), the
small amount of text may lead one to believe that Montfort has severely limited the
programs that he can produce. Using the constrained parameters, however, Montfort has
managed to write a total of six poetry generators with highly varied effects. The feat
appears all the more impressive considering that the programs do not employ any
external source text. Instead of a database or source file, Montfort codes instructions to
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splice, combine, and substitute a limited amount of text, provided in the code itself. For
example, the code for “ppg256-5” contains a list of words related to contemporary poetry
and digital media:
perl-le
'@a=split/,/,"conceptual,digit,flarf,maximal,modern,pixel,q
uiet,real";sub f{pop if rand>.5}sub w{$a[rand@a]}{print
f("post").w."ism ".w."s ".f("the ").w."\n".(" "x45)."WHAT
DOES ppg DO?";$a[rand@a]=~s/[aeio]/substr("aeio",rand
4,1)/e if $l++>5;sleep 5;redo}'
The code instructs the computer to “print” (to display on screen) a combination of the
words at random, periodically merging words or adding prefixes such as “post” or
suffixes such as “ism.” As well, periodic substitutions mutate the words, so that, for
example, “maximal” turns into “manimals.” As the program runs, a line first appears with
a combination of the word mutants. Then the next line reads, “WHAT DOES ppg DO?”
The pattern repeats itself, line by line, until the user closes the terminal. The selfcontained call and answer creates a metatextual conversation: the code asks itself what
function it has, and then the code provides possible answers that seem inexhaustible,
despite the miniscule size of the program. Considered in its entirety, Montfort’s series
produces an appreciable amount of dynamic behaviour, demonstrating the ways in which
the language of digital media can mimic the behaviour of thinking poets.
Because the source text of “ppg256-5” consists of only eight words, each
response recycles a limited set of thematic concerns, often repeating words with only
slight variation. The resulting output seems like the program continually reattempts an
articulation of similar ideas, without any one articulation emerging as more accurate than
any other:
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WHAT DOES ppg DO?
postdigitism quiets quiet
WHAT DOES ppg DO?
postmodernism manimals pixel
WHAT DOES ppg DO?
conceptualism pixels the modern
WHAT DOES ppg DO?
quietism maximals the conceptual (fig. 6)
The output reads as though the machine intentionally avoids the true question, by never
making itself, which is the topic of the question, the grammatical subject of the sentence.
Instead of offering an explanation of the ppg256 series, the program makes an abstract
observation about the concepts possibly related to the poetry generators. Consequently,
the reader only gets cryptic clues about the machine’s defining characteristics. The
machine indicates that ppg256 series exists as example of “post-something” (modernism?
digitism? modernism?). As well, the answers lead a reader to believe that “ppg” defines
itself, in part, by its silent lines – the “quietism” and “quiets” – characterizing the
noiseless progression of lines down the screen. The answers offer similar connections to
the rest of the words embedded in the code: conceptual, digit, flarf, maximal, modern,
pixel, and real. Although Montfort has designed the program, he cannot control the ways
in which the program assembles the topics. Consequently, he has no control over the
ways in which the program might characterize itself. It seems that “ppg256-5” decides to
characterize itself by continuing to think through thematic concerns, forever asking itself
its own definition, while answering with its own ongoing performance.
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Fig. 19. “ppg256-5” by Nick Montfort
Montfort has created another poetry generator with a relatively limited amount of
code: “Taroko Gorge.” Like ppg256 series, the “Taroko” Gorge” affirms the considerable
power of even small amounts of programming language – in the case of “Taroko Gorge,”
the power of a one-page Python program. After turning the original Python into
JavaScript, Montfort now presents his creation online, bestowing to the world, as
Montfort describes it, a “limitless nature poem” (“Who Grabbed My Gorge” n. pag.).
With an elegant simplicity, the output affirms Montfort’s description: text related to the
outdoors appears, one line at a time, on a simple green backdrop. Scrolling upwards to
make room for more lines, new text continues to appear, as long as the webpage stays
open. Although the number of lines may seem infinite, the uncomplicated grammatical
syntax often repeats, as does the subject matter. Montfort strategically limits the subject
matter, so that “Taroko Gorge” can produce a poem based on images from nature. At the
same time, the limitation also results in significant repetition. Words appear frequently,
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repeating idyllic images of the outdoors, such as “mists,” “stones,” and “forests.” Often,
complete lines repeat, or come close to repeating. In the example below (fig. 20) the lines
“Stone sweeps the rocks. / Mist sweeps the shape” and “Monkeys sweep the rock”
demonstrate the effect: Montfort’s nature poem suggestively echoes themes, at the same
time that it confirms its finite source text. The resulting poem offers satisfying
reverberations of ideas, while sometimes seeming simplistic.

Figure 20. “Taroko
Gorge” by Nick
Montfort
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“Taroko Gorge” offers images familiar to a conventional lyric nature poem, but
the program does so by presenting a distinctly un-lyric subjectivity: the speaker projects
the identity of a self-directed machine, rather than a human author. In a typical lyric of
the Romantic era, a reader might expect to find that “Coves linger” and “Ripplings
relax.” Such lines as “Mist ranges the coves” have odd constructions, but the diction
nonetheless suits traditional lyrical poetry. Yet, unlike the conventional Romantic lyric,
no speaking “I” directs the gaze onto the outside world. Instead of an individual’s
observations, the lines depict content algorithmically constructed from a source-file. The
source-file directs the language towards natural imagery, but, unlike the inward turn
common in lyric verse, the outside world about which “Taroko Gorge” writes never acts
upon a speaking subject, never inspires an epiphany about the author’s self. Instead, the
subject-less subject of “Taroko Gorge” voices the nature poem from a machine’s point of
view. No human author, including Montfort, can foretell the point of view before running
the program. When the program does run, “Taroko Gorge” interprets the nature poem as
endless permutations of familiar images, repeating the same concepts in varied forms.
Whether Montfort has intended it or not, the program, as an autonomous entity, creates a
critical commentary on the conceptual limitations of conventional lyrics. Such
unexpected revelations are less likely to occur in machines in the print medium, simply
because the human author too strongly determines the composition process.
On its own, “Taroko Gorge” has considerable limitations to its thematic output.
But, the program has highly dynamic characteristics because of its creation of an entire
authorship network. Programmers find Montfort’s code so alluring that no fewer than ten
digital poets credit the code of “Taroko Gorge” as the genesis for their programs.
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Although some of the authors update Montfort’s original program with more complex
syntax, every one of the imitators substitute the source text. By replacing the original
nature-based themes, the “Taroko Gorge” descendents write about considerably diverse
subject matters. For example, “Tokyo Garage” by Scott Rettberg uses the template of
“Taroko Gorge” to produce poetry with images of urban life in Asia. Forgoing scenery
altogether, “Toy Garbage” by Talan Memmott makes allusions relevant to the world of
children’s toys. Offering a stark juxtaposition to childish themes, “Yoko Engorged” by
Eric Snodgrass uses highly sexualized language with references to the Beatles, while
Maria Engberg’s “Alone Engaged” produces edgy, in-your-face text, with feminist
allusions. More eclectic themes arise in “Fred & George,” which M. Flourish Klint
describes as a “remix” of Montfort’s program, “with a Harry Potter incest twist”
(“Portfolio” n. pag.). Also inspired by Hollywood themes, Mark Sample’s “Takei,
George” references the television program Star Trek. Adam Sylvain remixes “Taroko
Gorge” to write “Inside the House,” a program with content inspired by House of Leaves.
“Gorge” by J. R. Carpenter emits references to eating, and other digestive processes.
Carpenter also offers “Beyond the Briny Beach,” a meditation on “the conundrum of
coastlines” (Carpenter, “What is Practice-Based” n. pag.). Even the difference between
Carpenter’s two examples – coarse bodily functions and serene natural environments –
illustrates the ways in which Montfort’s elegant code can inspire meditations on wideranging topics. Because of the modular nature of computer programming, a programmer
can replace bits and pieces of Montfort’s code, and add original content to produce a new
offspring resembling “Taroko Gorge,” while still bearing distinctive features not shared
by the parent program. The network of authors turns Montfort’s program into an enduring
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collective experiment. As Montfort states, “[i]t seems the gorge goes ever ever on”
(“Who Grabbed My Gorge?” n. pag.).
Although the “Taroko Gorge” mash-ups in the paragraph above produce dynamic
writing processes, Andrew Plotkin extends the dynamicism even further, by remixing the
remixes. He creates a new program by combing the “Taroko Gorge” progenies of
Rettberg, Carpenter, Memmott, Snodgrass, Sample, Enberg, and Klink. Plotkin
emphasizes the mash-up technique of his program, titled “Argot Ogre, OK!”, by
simultaneously running multiple versions of the program on the webpage. The writing
process starts by loading one generator that either remixes an existing generator, or
remixes two existing generators (combining the source files). Running parallel to the
generators, the code implemented to run each program appears, line by line, on the left
side of the screen. The alignment of code and output helps readers to clarify which of the
“Taroko Gorge” imitations contribute to an “Argot” remix. The code for “Yoko Garage,”
as an example, indicates that the program mixes the source files of “Yoko Engorged” and
“Tokyo Garage.” The reader can then turn to the output to see the resulting mash-up of
diction, merging topics related to The Beatles with imagery of Tokyo city: “Rock star
hassles the gaijin / excuse the discharged suppressed oh Yoko overtones.” Other
“Taroko” combinations, including “Gorge George” and “Toy Garage,” offer similar
combinations of contrasting language, before disappearing off the screen. As the program
adds another generator, the content scrolls upward, meaning that a poetry generator
remains visible for only a brief period of time before another replaces it. The
autonomous, ongoing movement continually generates new material, in multiple textgenerating machines. By doing so, “Argot” enacts arguably the most complex data
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manipulation of any poetry generator yet discussed in this chapter. At the very least, the
poetry generator relies on the most complex authoring structure by making multiple
machines think together.
When “Argot” combines two existing poetry generators, the textual output often
presents some jarring diction. As an example, “Tokyo Garbage” combines the source
code of “Tokyo Garage” and “Toy Garbage.” In the resulting output, children’s
playthings dominate the urban Japanese landscape. Even more discordant, the
combination of “Yoko Garbage” couples the raunchy, sexualized diction of “Yoko
Engorged” with the innocent child-related themes from “Toy Garbage.” The merger
produces some dissonant lines, as the following example demonstrates:
Boldly explore the dimpled lightly oiled –
RATTLEs REVOLT.
BOUNCE HOUSEs frolic.
Appendages rest.
PLUSH PIKACHUs fuck. (fig. 21)
The stanza begins with a line characteristic of “Yoko Engorged”: bodily and suggestive,
the diction hints at erotic themes. The next two lines radically shift the subject matter
towards the personification of children’s playthings, before returning to a bodily image in
the penultimate line. The stanza ends with a disturbing proclamation, climaxing with a
final combination of the two subject matters previously separated in the lines above. Each
source file, on its own, consistently returns to a recurring set of thematic concerns. But
the “Yoko Garbage” machine implodes the original contexts of the diction, creating
opportunities for the words to take on meanings never possible in the original program
(the possibility of a sexualized Pokemon, for example). Although many authors
contribute to the operation of “Argot,” no one can control the effects that the program
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has. The diction created by each author certainly contributes to the authorship of the
poems. But inevitably, the algorithms of the program deserve responsibility for the
myriad of mashed-up themes, subverting the original intention of each digital poet.
As this chapter’s survey of Deleuzian criticism reminds us, the rhizome always
harbours the potential for territorializing tendencies. “Argot” highlights the tendency by
visually representing the interplay between rhizomatic output and tree-like code. On the
right side of the screen, a dynamic writing process composes text with unpredictable
results. On the left side of the screen, the predetermined instruction produces lines with
determinate patterns. Although the right side of the screen proves rhizomatic, continually
making new connections, the left side extends in an arborescent structure that remains the
same. The right side of the screen, where the textual output appears, generates new and
unpredictable content each time one of the poetry generators runs. But the left side
always presents the same code necessary for each program to operate. In effect, “Argot”
visually represents the simultaneity of code and output, of information control and
emergent content – and of root and rhizome. In any dynamic process within Web 2.0
technologies, a similar dichotomy exists. As code runs in the background, fluid processes
appear in the foreground. “Argot” makes both layers present for the reader to see. Both
layers contribute to a “dynamic network aesthetic,” by converging rhizome and root in an
amorphous literary structure.
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Fig. 21. “Argot Ogre, OK!” by Andrew Plotkin
Contrasting a linear organization of text, Hennessy’s “Jabber: The Jabberwocky
Engine” suggests new directions for the development of highly dynamic, rhizomatic
poetry generators. “Jabber” represents a poetry generator that abandons the interaction of
the human user and the use of human content, in favour of making language the
sovereign power. Once a user opens the “Jabber” applet, the importance of language
immediately presents itself: a window appears in which floating letters move around
independently, seemingly with their own purpose. When letters collide, the program
makes a calculation to determine the statistical probability of the letters appearing in
succession within the English lexicon. If the probability is high enough, they may join
together. As the program runs, longer clusters of letters form into word-like groupings,
moving around on screen, evolving like organisms. As Hennessy explains, of the many
associations that “Jabber” makes to poetry, chemistry, and artificial intelligence, the most
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obvious alludes to Lewis Carroll’s “Jabberwocky” poem (“Freeing the Jabberwock” n.
pag.).27 Like Carroll’s poem, “Jabber” offers text that, although nonsense, sounds like a
composition of English words. Like the “Jabberwocky” poem, the program creates a
strong temptation to read meaning into the pseudo-words through creative interpretation.
Like Humpty Dumpty and his attempts to interpret the “Jabberwocky” poem for Alice,
the reader can invent meaning, identifying portmanteau and neologisms, all of which
manifest in the machine’s output. Because the text moves around the screen with no
predetermined paths, “Jabber” foregoes the linear processes of the poetry generators
previously discussed, instead producing an unpredictable emergence of nonsense.
The letters of “Jabber” determine their own behaviour based on intrinsic rules and
environmental conditions. In this way, the letters evoke comparisons to molecules28 – as
well as the molecularity about which Deleuze writes. According to Deleuze, dynamic
assemblages occur beneath the surface of visible, molar forms. These molecular
assemblages aid in Deleuze’s reversals of conventional perception, asking readers to
consider the microscopic influences in the processes of becoming. In the case of
“Jabber,” the statistical properties of language may not be visible to the naked eye, but

27

Deleuze, Carroll, and Hennessy have a number of connections to each other, beyond the scope of
discussion here, but worth mentioning. In The Logic of Sense (1969), Deleuze uses Carroll’s writing,
including “Jabberwocky,” to discuss the incorporeal events that constitute sense. Deleuze suggests that
Carroll’s writing provides “the first great account, the first great mise en scène of the paradoxes of sense”
(xiii, emphasis original). Carroll’s writing also plays an important role for Hennessy, who intends to use his
“Jabber” program to transform Through the Looking Glass (1872) into a pseudo-translation of nonsense
(“Freeing the Jabberwock” n. pag.). In their own ways, both Hennessy and Deleuze recognize that Carroll’s
writing breaches the vague division between linguistic chaos and order. Hence, “Jabberwocky” attracts
their attention as a case study for understanding language and meaning.
28
Hennessy himself makes the connection between his program’s output and chemical compounds. Noting
historical analogies between letters and molecules, he describes the ways in which “Jabber” continues the
tradition: “JABBER uses letter-atoms to form the word-molecules of an alien world whose language is
English spoken through a fun-house telephone” (“Freeing the Jabberwock” n. pag.).
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certainly contribute to every textual composition. Words, or pseudo-words in the case of
“Jabber,” do not form (as we know them) without the patterns of linguistic form beneath
the surface of the text. But we can observe little of the molecular level of language
without studying the visible word. Like Deleuze’s examples (such as the simultaneity of
micropolitics and macropolitics [A Thousand Plateaus 213]), the molecular and molar
display “a double reciprocal dependency between them” (A Thousand Plateaus 213).
“Jabber” visualizes the dependency by using a probabilistic calculation, coupled with a
degree of randomness. As Hennessy explains, in the program, “when the two letters
collide, a random number between 0 and 1 is generated, and if the number is less than or
equal to the conditional probability [that] the two-letter combination [would appear in the
English lexicon] the letters bond” (“Jabber” n. pag.). Instead of an author (or, in the case
of Deleuze and Guattari, two authors) determining the composition of a text, “Jabber”
proves that a machine can empower the letters of the language, and the molecular
influence that directs them, to direct the development of a literary work. At a molecular
level, language can, if enabled by cognitive machines, determine its own formulation,
thereby removing a traditional role of the author.
The molecular makeup of “Jabber” reflects the emergent behaviour of Web 2.0
technologies. Web 2.0 technologies assemble data from the behaviours of individual
Internet users. Algorithms automatically make decisions, producing higher levels of
organization not controlled by any one actor, but rather the rules of the program. In a
similar process, “Jabber” creates order from uncoordinated actors. Its algorithms
determine the rules of how its pseudo-words form, but the letters themselves move
independently. Although the randomness of the movements might suggest that the
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program produces entirely erratic behaviour, some order does emerge through patterns in
the output. For example, the program often forms assemblages that produce antiquated
spellings of English words; in the example below (fig. 22) the Middle-French forerunner
of “ruby” appears with the construction “rubi.” Despite the English-based rules that run
the program, the output often turns up words from different languages, such as “puls,” an
Afghani monetary unit. Other examples, such as “erie” and “lyin,” come considerably
close to forming proper English words, with only minor spelling errors. The program
even has a safeguard against the text’s inclination towards total semantic chaos: “garbage
words,” such as “rshaltishlin” or “tteseste,” reach the end of their lifespan and dissipate.
Like the automated processes on the Web, automated instructions encourage order
despite distributed agency. Like the distributed individual Internet users, no one letter
determines the output. Likewise, no one author determines the development of the text.
Instead, meaningful patterns emerge collectively, suggesting that the textual output – or
cultural output, more generally – derives from autonomous assemblages of machines and
humans.
“Jabber” calls to mind the two claims with which this chapter begins: Deleuze
maintains a strong presence as an author; and the print medium restricts the rhizome to a
static product. Consequently, Deleuze’s machines lack the literal autonomy and
dynamism of contemporary machines. More than the other poetry generators previously
discussed, “Jabber” capitalizes on the potential of digital writing machines to produce
autonomous and dynamic processes by utilizing complex approaches to a program’s
instruction. Instead of linear forms of instruction, “Jabber” performs multiple calculations
simultaneously, as letters move and collide. Various actors continually communicate with
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each other, forming new connections. “Jabber” demonstrates that poetry generators need
not rely on linear modes of computer programming – an older paradigm that Deleuze and
Guattari recognize when they first write A Thousand Plateaus. They explain what they
see as “current problems in information science and computer science, which still cling to
the oldest modes of thought in that they grant all power to a memory central organ” (A
Thousand Plateaus 16). Although the observation holds true in a majority of cases,
distributed computing is beginning to change the ways in which computation occurs. As
the sophistication of literary machines increases, readers may encounter more programs
that break conventional modes of coding, and enter into new, even more dynamic
opportunities for networked poetic production.

Fig. 22. “Jabber” by Neil Hennessy
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Further Considerations: Prospects of Poem-Machines
This chapter emphasizes a relationship between poetry generators and Web 2.0
culture – a relationship that corresponds with Deleuze’s characterization of technology as
an inherently social expression. In “Postscript on a Society of Control” (1990), Deleuze
writes, “[t]ypes of machines are easily matched with each type of society – not that
machines are determining, but because they express those social forms capable of
generating them and using them” (6). Without suggesting a clear cause and effect,
Deleuze stresses that society and technology develop alongside each other and have
always done so, throughout history. A past society reliant on “levers, pulleys, [and]
clocks” transforms into one reliant on “machines involving energy” (6). Along with the
transformation, social forms based on sovereignty change to social forms based on a
disciplinary society (6). At the time of writing, Deleuze claims that “machines of a third
type, computers” begin to dominate the technological landscape, and in so doing, produce
a “control society” (6). The comment marks a rare example when Deleuze directly refers
to recent technology. But readers must remember that the computers available in 1990,
when Deleuze first writes his observations, do not represent today’s digital information
networks. Furthermore, early computers, and Deleuze’s comments about them, do not
reflect the social forms that have evolved alongside dynamic technologies. Our social
forms depend on machines that can fulfill complex tasks autonomously, running in the
background of an individual’s everyday interactions with the world. As a result of
autonomous cognitive machines, social forms of the Web 2.0 era reflect the architectures
of a networked information society. The types of machines that Deleuze observes in their
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infancy when he writes “Postscript” have matured into a cultural landscape of selfgoverning cognitive machines, including machines that write poetry.
Although this chapter focuses on programs with a “dynamic network aesthetic,”
many contemporary examples perpetuate an older model of composition. Specifically,
programmers tend to preserve the kind of start-and-stop model exhibited by this chapter’s
first example, “Poetry Generator.” A simple Internet search for “poetry generators”
confirms the overwhelming trend. Programmers favour a model that asks the user to press
a button, or open a webpage, in order to produce a static poem on the screen. Because
most examples follow this model, poetry generators that operate with only their
programmed parameters seem similar to, if not exactly the same as, the first experiments
with text generators. Such poetry generators lend credibility to claims that nothing
particularly revolutionary in digital writing has occurred since the inception of the
Internet. Yet, as the examples in this chapter demonstrate, the Internet offers distinctive
opportunities for the development of automated writing machines. With the proliferation
of cognitive programs on the Web, the Internet encourages programmers and poets to
develop machines that create dynamic textual processes with emergent properties.
Machines of the Internet era work with data in an ongoing system of operations, not startand-stop calculations. Similarly, some of today’s poetry generators practice perpetual
cognition, producing writing events, rather than textual products. Whether digital poets
consciously reflect contemporary machines or not, their efforts produce a parallel
between literary experiments and technological trends.
The poetry generators in this chapter represent discernable patterns in today’s
technology: the autonomy of cognitive machines, the production of emergent behaviour,
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and the distribution of authorial control, to name some examples. Yet, autonomous poetry
programs may inadequately represent the integrated network of machines in the digital
era. As of now, autonomous poetry generators tend to operate as discrete programs,
disconnected from information networks. To imagine an alternative, we might consider
the possibility of poetry programs that communicate with other machines. By allowing
for more complex forms of input, determined by many autonomous machines in
operation, poetry generators might better reflect the sophisticated information networks
of today’s technological landscape. The general possibility for poetry generators to
develop in the future merits further consideration. As computational capacity increases,
and more individuals engage with the opportunities of programming literary machines,
poetry generators are likely to evolve and to proliferate. With the future of poetry
generators in mind, the following chapter considers some of the potential implications
that may arise as the criticism of literary machines develops toward a distinct field of
study.
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CRITICISM OF POETRY GENERATORS:
FUTURE DIRECTIONS FROM FOUR CHARACTERISTICS
A Critical Field for Poetry Generators: Past, Present, and Future
Criticism related to poetry generators has a relatively short history. As the
publications surveyed in the first chapter affirm, most of the literature pertaining to
digital poetry arrives between the late-1990s and the mid-2000s. Not until the emergence
of second-generation digital literature does any form of sustained critical attention focus
on writing machines. The scholarship of second-generation digital literature certainly
addresses poetry generators, but the texts most often appear within general collections of
digital poetics, rather than specific considerations of poetry-making machines. Granted,
poetry generators share characteristics with many forms of digital literature, including
hypertext poetry and visual-kinetic texts. Yet, unlike other forms of digital literature,
poetry generators require consideration related to textual production. Compared to
second-generation examples, today’s literary machines yield distinct challenges for
literary critics. Internet technologies and dynamic data enable forms of writing that
exceed past possibilities for digital writing and produce challenging textual output.
Consequently, the need for criticism related specifically to poetry generators seems all
the more necessary today. Yet, even with the emergence of a “dynamic network
aesthetic,” a distinct field of study devoted to poetry generators has yet to materialize.
As of now, scholarship of contemporary poetry machines continues to emerge
from a relatively small community of critics who focus on digital literature. For the most
part, the community emerges from a few associations and some published collections.
Such associations as The Electronic Literature Organization (ELO) help to aggregate
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content and organize conferences. Such publications as New Media Poetics help to
assemble scholarship and encourage dialogue. Yet, like second-generation digital poetics,
these organizations and publications exist to serve the scholarship of digital literature in
general. Poetry generators in particular have no organized institutional platforms, nor do
the practitioners tend to have common artistic aims. As a result, the material pertaining to
poetry generators remains fragmented. Because a field for poetry generators has yet to
form, questions remain about what such a field might look like, and what challenges the
field might face. What definitions might the field establish for poetry generators? What
methodologies might the field accept as valid approaches? What background might a
scholar need to acquire, in order to become an expert in the field? Considering the myriad
of additional questions prompted by any new field of study, the literary field has yet to
consider in detail the opportunities, as well as the challenges, of writing about literary
machines. With the development of scholarship in mind, this final chapter considers the
questions produced by the current state of poetry generators and their criticism, along
with the possibilities for future development.
In order to organize the following discussion, this chapter returns to the four
characteristics of contemporary poetry generators: the potential for mass aggregation; the
adoption of participatory platforms; the instability of textual content; and the
unpredictability of individual actors. Each characteristic suggests a set of concerns about
the future development of poetry generators, as a practice, and as a potential field of
study. The topics discussed below may appear under the section heading of one particular
characteristic, but the topic may just as equally apply to poetry generators without the
characteristic. For example, the instability of source texts highlights the difficulties of
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archiving digital content. Not every poetry generator with a “dynamic network aesthetic”
utilizes unstable source texts, but every one shares the issues related to archiving in the
digital medium. The four characteristics act as an organizing principle to help remind
readers that the emerging trends in poetry generators tend to reflect similar circumstances
already happening in the digital world. The subjects discussed below sometimes echo
ideas mentioned in the preceding chapters, but this chapter extends the discussions in
order to consider potential scholarly studies that may investigate the issues more closely
in the future. Although the chapter can only speculate about the future of poetry
generators and their criticism, the four characteristics of Web 2.0 culture suggest distinct
possibilities for the study of literary machines.

The Potential for Mass Aggregation: Who Owns this Text, and How do we Read It?
On today’s information networks, content abounds, affording authors the
opportunity to manipulate vast amounts of existing text. Digital poets have seized the
opportunity and have produced stimulating results, including dynamic products of mass
aggregation. But the potential for mass aggregation also entails considerable problems
related to authorial control. The problems occur especially for poetry generators that
automatically harvest texts without permission, or automatically publish content from
users. Such cases make users’ rights unclear, challenging whether authors have the power
to control their online texts, without another person co-opting their content or holding it
captive. In the example of “The Longest Poem in the World,” what recourse of action do
Twitter users have if they want their tweets removed from the poem? Should the
website’s creator be able to profit, financially or otherwise, from the poems created by
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visitors to “Make a Poem”? Although such questions indicate serious issues of moral and
legal responsibility, the evidence suggests that the average user of a poetry generator does
not regard the issues as particularly important. Users have yet to publicly vocalize
concerns regarding the use or misuse of their content. Perhaps, in the future, individuals
might rise up and demand control over their intellectual property. As of now, individuals
who use poetry generating machines offer about as much resistance to the co-optation of
their material as average social media users do. Surrendering to the power of the digital
platform, users willingly create content while seeming unconcerned about future uses of
their material. Users of poetry generators reflect a similar indifference, indicating a larger
pattern in online behaviour.
The control over content also concerns poetry generators that do not use mass
aggregation, but generally distribute the authorship to a number of individuals. For
example, Tisselli’s “Computer Aided Poetry” utilizes the capabilities of Thesaurus.com
in such a way that the website deserves considerable credit for the output. The corporate
culture underpinning Thesaurus.com inevitably affects the program’s poetry. As another
example, Montfort’s “Taroko Gorge” suggests potential issues related to the co-optation
of an author’s coding labour. Montfort shares responsibility for the many altered copies
of his program. Yet, the extent of his economic or moral rights to his content remains
unclear. Foreseeable disputes might arise when a collaborative machine like Plotkin’s
“Argot” (one of Montfort’s imitators) attains a certain amount of success – the attainment
of positive critical attention, or nomination for awards, for example. The distributed
modes of authorship currently produced by digital writing machines necessitate a new
way of thinking about the allocation of acclaim. Awards, reviews, and contests tend to
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honour individuals, or sometimes small groups of collaborators. Digital writing machines
unsettle the conventional approach to celebrating authorial achievements, by making
many, potentially millions of individuals, responsible for a text. Likely, the programmer
of a poetry generator is going to continue to receive the credit for any success, or the
blame for any failure of a literary machine. However, we may consider the insufficiency
of such an approach, when literary machines rely on so many factors for their output. As
of now, authorial rights have not created any heated arguments amongst digital writers, to
this study’s knowledge. But, if the literary community increases its recognition of digital
programs, and begins awarding them as literary achievements, allocating credit where
credit is due may cause contention in the future.
In addition to confusing the authorial responsibility of a text, mass aggregation
also poses problems for the ways in which literary critics read the output of poetry
generators. Rather than the condensed language of conventional lyrics, or the theoretical
underpinnings of experimental poetry, mass aggregation can often reflect the grammar,
diction, and syntax of everyday communication. In such examples as “Status Update,”
poetry generators harvest Internet text and reproduce it without much manipulation,
creating works that read more like anthropological record than poetic literature. To read
such texts, critics may find approaches from cultural studies useful. For example, an
extended study on “Status Update” may conceivably incorporate existing research about
the language patterns of Facebook users. The research may not exist within literary
studies, but discoveries in linguistics or sociology might offer insightful data for the
analysis of contemporary digital literature. For this dissertation, the cultural approach
involves key works in digital studies (especially Benkler and O’Reilly). The methodology
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helps to demonstrate the ways in which phenomena in the general arena of cultural
production also apply to literary experiments. Using recent scholarship from disciplines
outside of literary studies helps to contextualize some of the patterns that appear strange
to conventional literary criticism. In the case of mass aggregation, the trends in Web 2.0 –
including the empowerment of amateur production and the trend toward content
syndication – make the assemblages of Internet-speak appear more like a poetic
expression relevant to, and representative of, contemporary culture.
In addition to employing multidisciplinary research, critics of poetry generators
may also increase their use of statistical literary analysis. Often, when a program
aggregates text on a mass scale, or accumulates contributions in large numbers, the
sprawling output can prove difficult for close literary readings. By analyzing the makeup
of large computer-generated texts, a study might offer insight into the relationship
between real language users (represented by Internet text), and digital literary devices
(represented by poetry generators). Using either manually executed procedures or
digitally automated programs, a scholar may analyze the components of linguistic
construction, including patterns in syntax, frequency of errors, and choice of diction,
among additional possibilities. Information about a poetry generator’s output might help
to determine whether a specific program produces distinct linguistic patterns – patterns
that critics can perhaps think of as a poetic form. For example, in Chapter Three, I note a
potential similarity between the user generated content of “Poem of the Masses” and the
machine aggregated tweets of “Longest Poem in the World.” A statistical analysis of both
texts might help to ascertain whether the two machines produce tangible similarities. Or,
perhaps, the analysis might prove the initial impression incorrect, and might reveal that
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the two programs generate distinct linguistic forms. With creative approaches to reading
poetry generators, such as statistical analysis, scholars may better understand the mass
poetic forms that defy conventional reading strategies.

The Adoption of Participatory Platforms: Empowering Amateurs and Academics
Participatory platforms foreground the opportunities for non-experts to partake in
cultural production. Any Internet user can choose to participate in open poetry platforms,
regardless of education or background. Because the Internet can widely distribute
programs without cost to users (or significant cost to a programmer), anyone with
programming capability and the intent to label a program “poetry generator” can
contribute to the field of literary machines. Unrestrained by the conventional authorities
of publishers and editors, individuals can freely disseminate without censorship – which
may not please everybody. There exist many parallels between the phenomenon that
Keen identifies as “the cult of the amateur” and the rise of amateur digital poets online:
the lack of trained authorities in the production process means that no gatekeepers
prevent substandard offerings from entering the cultural arena. The situation might mean
a shift in the types of poetic material that readers consume en masse, posing potential
threats to the conventional cultural industries currently producing literary material. As of
now, Keen’s predictions have yet to materialize in the context of poetry generators.
Compared to Web 2.0 examples and their predecessors, such as Wikipedia and
Britannica, poetry generators have yet to decrease radically the market share of their
paper-based counterparts. But, considering the unused potential of digital writing
machines, their future may yet prove to be a threat to established literary authorities.
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Poets who seek to make novel contributions to a field with a millennia-spanning history
of experimentation may abandon writing poems and instead write poets – write machines
with the potential to out-perform their human counterparts. In the future, trained and
practiced poets may feel threatened by the superior technical skills of programmers who
write sophisticated writing machines, without any prior literary training. The cult of the
amateur may conceivably develop into a threatening phenomenon, as poets increasingly
exploit the resources of writing in the digital medium.
Amateur digital poets may also suggest a new role of “the outsider” in relation to
the poetic avant-garde. As Jean-François Lyotard recognizes more than twenty years ago,
the term “avant-garde” has lost its credibility in many artistic circles, even producing a
“general agreement about laughing at the avant-gardes” (144). Lyotard explains that, not
only does the term derive from an ideological-laden military source (originally meaning
“the foremost part of any army; the vanguard” [“avant garde,” def. n1]), avant-gardism
also entails the “presuppositions” of modernism that no longer define the cultural
consciousness (144-45). Moreover, we can observe today that the notion of artists on the
frontlines, “outside” or “against” the accepted institutional authorities of culture, seems
incompatible with the number of established experimental poets employed by educational
institutions or supported by government funding. The support attests to the increased
influence of experimental artists. But the institutionalization of experimental poets also
means that some individuals inevitably influence the agreed upon standards of literary
merit (be the standards aesthetic, conceptual, or theoretical). Consequently, many
experimental poets seem more closely situated on the inside, rather than the outside, of
cultural authorities. The rise of the amateur may signal, in some way, new thinkers from
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outside the literary establishment, with fresh approaches to the literary field. Because
they may not learn the “proper” history of experimental poetics, or the “right” theory
with which to read it (or assume poetry needs history or theory in the first place),
amateurs may produce original poetry machines, devoid of the assumptions embedded
within literary establishments.
While some producers of poetry generators write outside of the literary
establishment, creative writers within academia increasingly find opportunities for digital
writing within the classroom. Digital writers within academia, in some way, represent the
opposite circumstances of amateur writers: writers within academia presumably have the
background in literary history and theory, but do not necessarily have the expertise in
programming and design. Creative writing classes for digital literature might offer one
way to bridge the gap in skill sets between amateur poets and academic programmers.
Ideally, a collaborative environment in which digital poets with varied strengths learn
from each other might prove a successful model for fostering the future development of
poetry generators. In addition to recognizing the importance of writing outside of
established literary institutions, an inclusive approach to digital writing classrooms may
provide worthwhile opportunities for scholarly study. Because digital poets have no
inclusive set of concerns that bond them together (as, for example, a self-proclaimed
movement has), we do not know a lot about the underlying reasons why individuals make
certain theoretical, aesthetic, or design choices – or even why they choose to write poetry
generators. Learning more about digital poets, both inside and outside academia, might
prove productive for understanding digital texts and the authors who produce them.
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In general, digital writing may assume a more prominent role in academia. As the
presence of digital literature increases, even educators who do not practice in the digital
arts have begun to acknowledge the medium’s growing importance. As a simple Internet
search for “digital literature class” affirms, its presence increases globally within
institutions of higher education. Inevitably, questions arise about the ways in which to
teach a subject that has a relatively new place in the literary field. An instructor has to
decide whether to favour a theoretical lens or a practical approach. An instructor may
have to make choices about whether to emphasize digital writing’s history, genres,
authors, or a host of other issues that may affect a student’s understanding of the subject
matter. While specialized courses in digital writing increase in number, the literary field
also must consider the option to include digital forms of literature within more general
surveys. For example, an English department may include a selection of digital texts on a
candidacy exam reading list for poetry. A student researching medieval lyrics may never
return to the digital examples in future work, but at least the student might gain
awareness of a contemporary phenomenon within the discipline. The phenomenon,
moreover, embodies more than a theoretical movement confined to the literary field;
digital writing constitutes a form of literary expression reflective of cultural production
within the contemporary world. By bringing digital literature into academic study,
institutions offer a way to connect the long history of literature with the cultural trends of
today.
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The Instability of Textual Content: Saving the Flux
The Internet offers vast amounts of source texts that change constantly. As a
result, poets working with Internet text have considerable opportunities to create a
“dynamic network aesthetic” with unstable content. Because the resulting output proves
so dynamic, significant problems arise when one attempts to archive texts. Archiving the
ongoing processes of textual production proves almost impossible through the medium of
print. The best that a critic can do in the print medium is produce screen shots (as this
study does). Of course, a static picture cannot do justice to the significant meaning
embedded in a program’s animation. The particular movements of a text suggest
connotations that do not easily translate into words or pictures. Perhaps, as the field of
study develops, alternate media for digital criticism, including animated screen-capture,
can help reproduce the ephemeral processes of writing machines. If critics produce
scholarship in the digital medium, rather than the paper medium, they can foreseeably
record the output of a poetry generator as it operates, and then embed an applet to play
back the recording at an appropriate place in the text. The reader might, therefore, see the
same textual processes that the critic originally has witnessed in action. Online modes of
distributing scholarly journals already facilitate the digitization of literary criticism. The
question remains whether or not the scholarly community can recognize that the
archiving of poetry generators is important enough to foster critical tools and avenues of
distribution that encourage less conventional forms of publication.
In addition to recording textual output, archiving also requires strategies to ensure
the longevity of programs. For poetry generators to remain available, authors and critics
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must develop methods to preserve and aggregate digital projects. The field of digital
literature has already attempted some strategies to make digital literature accessible, with
some projects producing more effective results than others. For example, the Electronic
Poetry Center (EPC) operated by the University at Buffalo offers an aggregate of
hyperlinks on a webpage. Even if we ignore the many dead links (suggesting a lack of
upkeep), the EPC still lacks functionality because it reflects a paper-based model of
archiving: a static page presents a list of names and titles. Because the University of
Buffalo fully controls the EPC (no one else can add links or content), its form of
aggregation does not reflect the dynamic potentials of today’s participatory platforms.
Offering a more contemporary mode of documentation, the Netpoetic blog, and other
collaborative forums, allow practitioners and theorists to form a community that shares
the responsibility for documenting existing digital literature. But, despite a blog’s more
dynamic, participatory character, blogs, like aggregates, tend to supply links to the
original websites on which the programs reside, rather than establishing alternate
depositories. If a website disappears, the poetry program housed on the site may cease to
exit, despite its mention on a blog or aggregate. Furthermore, aggregates and blogs still
exist within the digital medium, meaning that they too face the dangers of technological
obsolescence. Although digital collections and online communities may provide current
access to poetry generators, they do not tackle the technical side of archiving digital
material.
Addressing some of the technical issues of archiving, the ELO has formed a
committee for the Preservation and Dissemination of Electronic Literature (PAD), which
has published two documents. In “Acid-Free Bits” (2004) Montfort and Wardrip-Fruin
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directly address digital authors, proposing some principles to follow as best practices.
Their paper highlights easy-to-follow, practical tactics for digital poets to consider
(“Prefer Open Systems to Closed Systems” or “Prefer Cross Platform Options to Single
System Options”29 [n. pag.]). The second paper, “Born-Again Bits” (Lui et al., 2005),
explains the ELO’s extensive preservation initiatives, including migrating programs into
multiple technological platforms. Both of the ELO’s publications advance valuable
strategies for the technical longevity of digital literature. However, the ELO’s expressed
commitment to cutting-edge technical standards seems somewhat incompatible with their
website. Although the ELO upkeeps its pages better than the EPC, the ELO website’s
design still lacks the credibility of an authority in the digital field. Considering the current
possibilities of graphic design, the rather static layout of the website proves
underwhelming. More importantly, the functionality does not take advantage of today’s
digital tool-sets. For example, users might add ratings to digital texts in the archive. The
collective form of peer review (successfully practiced on such websites as eBay or
Slashdot), allows readers to see which texts people find relevant, and thus which texts
may be worth reading. So too, user tracking might increase the functionality of the
directory. If a user continually searches for digital literature that has a certain
characteristic, or consistently rates digital literature with discernable similarities, why not
send out ELO user recommendations, similar to the kind distributed by Amazon or eBay?
In addition to writing papers about technical preservation, the ELO might invest in

29

The authors refer to “open” systems with publicly available code, rather than proprietary systems. They
refer to “cross-platform options” that run on multiple operating systems, such as Mac, Linux, and
Windows.
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strategies, such as user recommendations, to build readership of digital literature. By
increasing readership, the ELO might have more invested interest in archiving, thus
attracting more individuals willing to contribute to the preservation of digital texts.
Code literacy may also offer another way to ensure the longevity of poetry
programs. Even if a platform becomes obsolete, and a program can no longer run, a critic
can understand plenty about the program by reading its code. Even beyond the issues of
archiving, code literacy opens an alternative methodology with which to approach digital
textuality. In an article from The Electronic Book Review, digital poet John Cayley
recognizes that digital theorists often write as though the program code and the surface
language represent one-and-the-same entity. Considering that code constitutes an entire
language itself, with “its own structures, vocabularies and syntaxes” (Cayley n. pag.), the
instructions of a program provide potentially suitable content for literary analysis. As
important as code work is, however, the semiotics of programming languages cannot
record the actual outcomes of some literary machines. Even if a critic understands the
inner-workings of “Poem of the Masses,” for example, the critic can only guess at the
ways in which individuals might contribute content to the platform. A critical analysis of
the code that runs “No Time Machine” might not determine the implications of gathering
Internet text in real time. In order to understand the implications, the program needs to
run its live processes. Although code offers insight into one layer of a digital machine,
the actual writing-in-process, with all the indeterminacy that the process entails, emerges
from the code in action.
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The Unpredictability of Individual Actors: Who Writes or Reads This Material?
In the preceding chapters, such examples as “Poem of the Masses” and
“Egoscope” demonstrate the wildly unpredictable behaviour of human actors: human
motivations as diverse as apathetic boredom and self-promotion converge in texts with no
centralized control. The mass collaboration may suggest a future stage for the way in
which we think about authoring poetry, as a form of collective expression. But, as this
study confirms, the unpredictability of human actors also raises doubts about what
constitutes “literary quality,” and how literary critics can find value in sometimes
sprawling textual output. When reading the successive tweets assembled in “The Longest
Poem,” or the textual emissions accumulated in “Poem of the Masses,” one gets the sense
of encountering never-ending, unrestrained outpourings, rather than carefully considered
poetic language. As mentioned above, critics may approach such texts by adopting a
cultural studies approach, thereby contextualizing the poetry with knowledge from
outside literary studies. Or, a critic may employ statistical analysis as a critical tool. More
generally, a critic may need to find an approach to reading that can interpret crude excess.
Critics may have to read excess as an emergent poetic form that arises when many
individually behaving actors converge and produce unpredictable results. The reading
process may entail sifting through an abundance of content until something striking –
intellectually, emotionally, coincidentally – emerges from the heap. Just like Web 2.0
participatory platforms in general, emergent behaviour of poetry generators arises in
unlikely forms. Although great achievements do not occur in every case, a form of
collective cultural expressions materializes when the right factors come together. In order
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to recognize the value of sizable collaborations, critics may have to change conventional
attitudes towards literary quality in order to value a poetics of excess.
In addition to users who produce text with poetry generators, the unpredictability
of actors also relates to the consumer of the text. Because most digital authors distribute
their work through the Internet, readers do not access poetry generators through the
conventional distribution platforms for literature (physical bookstores, town libraries, or
Amazon recommendations, as examples). While conventional distribution platforms
often record information about consumer behaviour, no one yet records any data from the
users of poetry generators. Consequently, we do not know about the users who interact
with machines like the ones in this study. No one knows if a readership of poetry
generators even exists. Except for digital poets – and a scarce number of academics – do
people actively seek out and seriously engage with literary machines? Perhaps the
question has an essential flaw: perhaps we must characterize the engagement with poetry
generators less earnestly. Conventional literary reading, which may entail intellectually
deciphering text or emotionally feeling poetry, does not seem suitable for many of the
examples in this study. Quite the opposite: in many examples, the programs seem to
encourage casual play rather than serious criticism. Reflecting the playful engagement of
casual applications (“apps”) for smart phones and digital tablets, users appear to use
literary machines as an occasional, leisurely activity. The play-driven usage suggests the
development of new forms of poetic engagement – forms resembling collective
exploration and interactive experimentation. As a potential form of accessible
experimental poetry, the machines in the previous chapters invite scholars to study, not
only their technology and their literature, but also their users.
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In order to discover the motivations of poetry generator users, one can imagine a
study in which a researcher analyzes the user, rather than the program. Instead of reading
a program’s design and output, literary criticism can turn to the attitudes and behaviours
of a sample of users, as they engage with poetry generators in a controlled research
setting. Critics may conceivably engage interview methodologies so as to acquire
firsthand accounts of a user’s reasoning when interacting with a literary machine. Topics
of inquiry may include the motivations for choosing to use one program rather than
another, or, the reasoning behind the formulation of input text. Studying user behaviour
has the potential to reveal the thinking processes that poetry generators prompt: does one
machine encourage a user to follow a carefree personal whim, while another machine
encourages a carefully considered decision? Or, perhaps the thinking processes depend
mostly on the individual, rather than the design of a digital program. Whatever the
results, a study of poetry generator users might help to account for a seemingly playful
engagement between user and program – an engagement that the machines in this study
seem to encourage. The results may uncover implications about a more inclusive
population of literary producers and consumers – a population that can now actively
participate in cultural activities because of today’s technologies.
Although nobody actively tracks the behaviours of users engaging with poetry
generators, researchers might do so by using Web tracking services. By partnering with a
programmer, a researcher might work with an existing online poetry generator and add
functions that record information about visitors. Web services already offer a number of
data tracking abilities, including a count of how many individuals visit the site, and when.
Also, website tracking services include a record of clicks, allowing the website’s creator
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to see the links that users access most often. Perhaps one of the most revealing
capabilities of website tracking, in the case of poetry generators, entails the behaviour of
the user before even entering the site. Web services often advertise the capability to
record the keyword searches that lead visitors to a website. By knowing the terms that
individuals select in order to find a website, researchers might learn about the motivations
of the visitors. For example, an individual who searches for “goth poetry generator” has a
different motivation than an individual who searches for “poetry generator for kids.”
Knowing such hard data might offer new insight into the reasons why individuals search
out literary machines, and such research might reveal information about the kinds of
individuals doing the searches. Moreso than producers in paper publishing, producers of
online literary works have a number of tools at their disposal to analyze the minute
interactions between reader and text. Scholars of digital machines may capitalize on the
opportunities to find out more about the currently, enigmatic poetry generator user.

A Machine Made of Words, Words Made by Machine
In 1944, when William Carlos Williams equated a poem to a machine, the
available concepts of “machine” differed considerably from the concepts available today.
Because of the rapid development in computational power and user accessibility, models
of the machine quickly became outdated. Even relatively new models of the machines,
including the models described by Haraway, Baudrillard, and Deleuze, appear somewhat
outmoded within the contemporary world of dynamic information networks. Although
theorists of the 1980s and 1990s develop groundbreaking theories addressing the
relationship between technology and humans, their ideas inevitably reflect the
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technological milieu from which they write. Only a few decades after the theorists in this
study publish their work, definitions of the machine have adjusted to reflect increasingly
autonomous, cognitive technological forms. Unlike early personal computers and isolated
digital technologies, today’s technologies produce fluid, social exchanges between users
and machines. They enable dynamic content and networked thinking. They offer live,
evolving processes, always active beneath the surface of everyday activities. Capitalizing
on the Internet era, even literary production has felt the influence of technological
change. Like never before, machines compose “machines made of words” – poems, as
Williams describes them. The poetry generators in this study affirm that his metaphor of
the poem-as-machine continues to have profound relevance for the contemporary literary
scene. Yet, the machine in the metaphor demands continued reconsideration. Such
reconsiderations call for a field of study that focuses on the continuing evolution of
literary machines, as they proliferate in number and increase in sophistication.
Some observers may recognize that the average poetry generator pales in
comparison to the sophistication of many Web 2.0 technologies. Observers might also
recognize that today’s literary machines represent the earliest expressions of an art form
yet to reach its fullest artistic and technological potential. One might make an analogy to
other historical mergers of new technology and artistic expression. For example, very
early cinema parallels the types of experimentation currently practiced by literary
programmers. Like early cinema, the very earliest forays into experimentation often
appear simplistic, and certainly technologically unsophisticated, compared to later
standards. Over time, technology develops alongside of aesthetic taste, and artistic
possibilities increase. In the case of poetry generators, the sophistication of literary
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machines has the potential to evolve alongside an increasing capacity for computation
and an increasing accessibility to digital writing tools. The pioneers of early cinema
likely may not have envisaged the special effects of computer generator graphics or the
three-dimensional technology in today’s films. So too, the innovators of a “dynamic
network aesthetic” may not yet appreciate the future possibilities of their medium.
Whatever those future possibilities may be, contemporary poetry generators have
considerable value as trailblazers, in both the technological world and the literary field.
The future sophistication of poetry generators seems all the more plausible,
considering the technical breakthroughs already available to the literary field. The poetry
generators in this study tend to utilize forms of computer programming that rely on
linear, arborescent methods of information processing. Numerous fields have employed
more progressive theories of computer programming for decades, offering digital poets
opportunity to develop more sophisticated literary machines. The field of computer
programming has considered the language-related applications of neural nets, as one
example, since the 1990s. Neural nets create a form of nonlinear computation, with forms
of parallel processing that mimic human pattern-recognition (including language-pattern
recognition). For programs that may one day recognize and adapt to language input,
parallel processing offers a whole area of technology yet to see its literary potential. So
too, the area of fuzzy logic offers a form of approximate reasoning that incorporates
indeterminacy, working with incomplete information. Future poetry generators that can
perform calculations with indeterminate variables suggest a highly dynamic potential for
textual output. In the field of artificial intelligence, we already witness sophisticated
programs that can convincingly impersonate human conversation. Thus far, the
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capabilities of chat-bots and intelligent language processors have not significantly
infiltrated the field of digital literature. Although I name just a few examples, for the
purpose of demonstration, computational paradigms and new technology abound in many
fields of practice. The latent opportunities available to poets suggest that future
developments in poetry generators may radically increase the complexity of digital
writing.
As poetry generators develop over time, the attitudes towards machine-written
poetry might change as well. Someday, the literary community, and the public in general,
may conceivably regard literary machines with the same credibility that they grant human
poets. (I can envision contests for the best output produced by a poetry generator, and
anthologies for critically acclaimed literary machines). The increase in recognition, if it
occurs, may happen because poetry generators develop into increasingly human-like
entities – not entities that diminish in their mechanic character, but entities that
demonstrate the resemblance between mechanic computation and human thinking.
Although human thought and digital computation have a wide bridge to gap, the gap now
steadily closes in many fields of study. In everyday life, machines already blur the
distinction between organic thinking and non-organic cognition. Consider the number of
bots actively tracking your consumer behaviour, search history, and current location,
attempting to anticipate your next move by scrutinizing your data. Consider the programs
currently roaming the Web, harvesting information for marketing and research. The
autonomous bots permeating daily existence testify to the fact that, in addition to
producing content, our programs consume and process data – they read. As the literary
world continues to reflect trends in technology, we may consider that our poetry
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machines may too, one day, write poems for other literary programs to consume. Reading
essentially amounts to just another form of cognitive work, and, as the examples in this
study demonstrate, the literary field already pushes our machines to think. As a result, we
may ultimately find our literary programs conversing with each other, generating their
own literary tradition through a network of anthropomorphic technology. Yet, even if
poetry generators read each other’s output, people too may find reason to engage with the
achievements of mechanic poets, if only to witness a once human form of expression
emerging from the dynamic creativity of the machine.
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